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ABSTRACT 
This research program was undertaken to provide fundamental and 
basic metallurgical informat ion on the behavior of the heat-af fect 
z one (HAZ) in Cr-Mo steel welds , as well as pract ical informat ion on 
their relative weldab ility . The princ ipal work was the evaluat ion of 
the s tress-relief cracking ( SRC )  and hydrog en-ass is ted cracking (HAC )  
susceptibility o f  Cr-Mo steels ranging in C r  c ontent from 2 1/4%-12% . 
Differenc es in obs erved cracking b ehavior wer e contras ted with 
dif f erenc es in composit ion , on-cooling trans f ormation behavior and 
weld micros tructure . 
The test methods were varied to invest igat e the ef f ec t  of 
pr eheat , post-weld heat treatment (PWHT ) , metallurgical structur e  and 
restraint ( externally applied) on the weld cracking sus cep t ib ility . 
Stress-rupture tes t ing of the Gleeble s imulated HAZ was employ ed in 
the SRC evaluat ion while the UT-Modif ied Hydrogen S ens itivity Tes t 
(UT-Mod HST )  was employed in the HAC dete rminat ion . In addition , the 
Gleeble apparatus was employed to det ermine the continuous-cooling 
trans format ion (CCT) b ehavior of the coars e grained heat-aff ec ted 
zone . (This r egion of the weld is kno wn to be the region mo st 
susceptib le to SRC and HAC . )  The samples generated during test ing 
provided test data as well as metallographic specimens for examina­
tion by optical and electron optic  t echniques ( S EM) . Evaluat ion of 
the metallographic spec imens d ef ined the ef f ec t  of micros tructur e on 
the weld cracki ng susceptib ility . 
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The bas ic metallurgical informat ion resulting from this 
inves t igation made clear the r eas ons for the relative cracking 
behavior of diff erent Cr-Mo ma terials . The pract ical data from this 
inves tigat ion p rovides a bas is for the det erminat ion of suitable 
welding conditions as well as a guide for the s election of materials 
from the s tandpo int of fabricab il ity . 
The li terature revi ew provides a conc is e  his torical r eview and 
bas is of theories for SRC and HAC in Cr-Mo s teels which we re employed 
to explain the we ld cracking sus ceptibility of various Cr-Mo s teels . 
It is apparent that this weldability inves t igation has answered many 
quest ions neglec ted by prior inves t igat ions . 
The results  of the CCT determination for the coars e grained HAZ 
in 12Cr-2Mo- 6Ni , 12Cr-2Mo- 3Ni , 12Cr- 2Mo-1Ni , 9Cr-2Mo-V-Nb , 9Cr- 2Mo , 
9Cr-1Mo-V-Nb and 9Cr-1Mo show that martens ite or martens ite  p lus 
delta- f errite is the predominate micros truc ture in the coarse grained 
HAZ . The micros truc ture of thes e materials is ind epend ent of cooling 
rates normal ly at tendent upon welding . The M
s 
and Mf temperatur es in 
the 9Cr- 2Mo-V-Nb , 9Cr-2Mo , 9 Cr- 1Mo-V-Nb and 9Cr- 1Mo are higher than 
the Ms and Mf t emperatures determined for the 12Cr- 2Mo-Ni materials . 
The lack of a detectable Mf temperature in the 12Cr- 2Mo- 6Ni and 
12Cr- 2Mo- 3Ni sugges ts tha t aus tenite may be p res ent in the HAZ of 
thes e  two materials . 
Results of the CCT behavior det erminat ion for the coars e grained 
HAZ of 3Cr- 1 . 5Mo and 2 l / 4Cr- 1Mo show that the on-cooling micro­
struc ture is dependent on the cooling rate . Over the range of cooling 
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rates ass o c iated with commonly employed energy inputs the following 
types of HAZ micros truc tures may be obs erved : ( 1 )  for a fast  cooling 
rate the micros tructure is acicular martens ite and lenticular 
mart ens ite ; ( 2 )  the micros tructure at a s lower coo ling rat e consists 
of lenticular martens i te and bainite ; ( 3 )  a further reduct ion in the 
cooling rate produces a micros tructure whi ch contains bainite or 
bainite p lus f errite. The 3Cr- 1.5Mo HAZ is more likely to contain 
mart ens ite than the 2 l /4Cr- 1Mo HAZ be caus e of its higher alloy 
cont ent. 
The SRC sus ceptibility of the Cr-Mo s teels emp loy ed in this 
inves tigation is related to the extent of grain matrix s trengthening 
whi ch occurs during PWHT . An increas e in grain matrix s trength 
increas es the sus cep t ib ility to SRC. During PWHT the grain matrix of 
2 l/4Cr-1Mo and 3Cr-1 . 5Mo is s trengthened more than that of 
12Cr- 2Mo-Ni , 9Cr- 2Mo-V-Nb , 9Cr- 2Mo , 9Cr-1Mo-V-Nb and 9Cr- 1Mo and as 
a result , the 3Cr-1 . 5Mo and 2 l/ 4Cr-1Mo is more sus ceptib le to SRC . 
During PWHT at 1150 ° F  ( 6 20 ° C )  the grain matrix of the 3C r-1 . 5Mo and 
2 l / 4Cr- 1Mo is s trengthened mo re than at 1 2 5 0 °F ( 680 ° C )  PWHT . This 
increas e in grain matrix strength at the lower PWHT temperature 
results in an increas ed SRC sus ceptibility . Apparent ly the amount 
of Cr pres ent in the 3Cr- 1 . 5Mo imparts imp roved ductility to the 
precipitate s trengthened matrix , and as a result , this material is 
less sus cep t ib le to S RC than 2· l/ 4Cr- 1Mo . An increas e in the C or Si 
content in the nominal 2 l/ 4Cr-1Mo increas es the likelihood of 
s trengthening the matrix , thus increas ing the SRC sus ceptibility . 
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The HAC susceptib ility of the Cr-Mo s teels is dependent on the 
micros tructure , carbon content , on-cooling trans format ion b ehavior 
and to a cer tain degree on the level of res traint . The 12Cr- 2Mo-6Ni , 
12Cr-2Mo-3Ni and 12C r-2Mo-1Ni is more susceptible to HAC than the 
9Cr- 2Mo , 9Cr- 1Mo-V-Nb and 9 C r-1Mo becaus e the aus t enite  trans forms 
to mar tens ite at a lower t emperature . The diffus ivity of hydrogen 
in martens ite is  reduced at the lower t emp erature of trans formation , 
thus hydrogen is les s able to dif fus e out of the HAZ , thereby 
increasing the c racking sus c eptibility . Among the 9Cr-2Mo , 
9 Cr-1Mo-V-Nb and 9Cr-1Mo mat erials , the HAC sus ceptib ility is 
dependent on carbon content and delta-ferrite content . In general , 
an increas e in carbon content results in an increas e in HAC susc ept i­
bility . The 9 Cr- 2Mo is more sus cept ib le to HAC than the 9Cr- 1Mo 
material of a comparab le carbon content becaus e the incr eas ed amount 
of delta-f errite pres ent in the 9Cr- 2Mo partitions carbon to the 
martens i te , inc reas ing both hardnes s  and HAC sus cep tib ility . For high 
levels of simulated res traint ( 2% and 4%  augmented s train) the HAC 
sus ceptib ility of 3Cr- 1 . 5Mo and 2· l/4Cr-1Mo is approximat ely the s ame 
as 9Cr- 2Mo and 9Cr-1Mo , while at a lower simulated res traint level 
( 1% augmented s train) , the s i tuation is reversed and the 3Cr-1 . 5Mo 
and 2 l/4Cr-1Mo materials are more susceptible to HAC . For an 
equivalent carbon content ( 0 . 11% C ) , the bainitic 2 1 / 4  Cr-lMo is les s  
susceptible t o  HAC than the martens itic 9Cr-1Mo . The 3Cr- 1 . 5Mo is 
more sus cept ib le to HAC than the 2· l/4Cr-1Mo becaus e martens i te is 
more prevalent in the 3C r- 1 . 5Mo HAZ . 
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In general , the relative SRC and HAC sus cept ib ility of Cr-Mo 
steels can be c ategorized in terms of sub clas s e s  of Cr-Mo s teels . 
With respect t o  SRC , the 12Cr-2Mo-Ni , 9Cr- 2Mo and 9Cr- 1Mo materials 
are not as sus cep t ib le to SRC as the 3C r- 1 . 5Mo and 2 l / 4C r-1Mo . Wi th 
respect to HAC , the 12Cr-2Mo-Ni alloys are more sus c ep t ib le to HAC 
than the 9Cr- 2Mo and 9Cr- 1Mo . For an equivalent carbon level the 
3Cr- 1 . 5Mo and 2 l/4Cr-1Mo materials are les s sus cep tib le t o  HAC than 
the 9Cr-2Mo and 9Cr-1Mo . 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Chromium-molybdenum (Cr-Mo) s teels are widely used in the 
petroleum , power and pro cess indus tries comb ining oxidation resis­
tances with high elevated temperature streng th and adequate tough­
ness (1) . The most commonly employed s t eels vary in chromium content 
from 0 . 5% to 12% and all contain some mo lybdenum with 1% being the 
normal nominal composition . ASTM specifications for Cr-Mo plate are 
shown in Tab le 1 .  The corrosion resis tance and high temperature 
s trength of these steels is a func tion of their chromium and 
molybdenum contents . The lower chromium mat erials (2 l/4Cr-1Mo ) 
exhib it the b es t elevated temperature strength while the higher 
chromium materials ( 1 2Cr-1Mo) exhibit the bes t oxidation res istance . 
The hardenability of the chromiu�molybdenum s teels rang es from 
fully air hardenable to intermediate hardenability levels and thus , 
the gamut of metallurgical react ions mus t be cons idered depending 
on the alloy content ( 2 ) . These materials may be supplied in the 
annealed , normalized and tempe re d or quenched and tempered conditions . 
The mechanical properties depend upon the particular heat treatment . 
From a designer's point of view the selection of a chromium­
molyb denum s teel for a particular elevated temperature application-is 
bas ed on the following requirements (3) . 
1 .  Good fabricability resulting in a degree of soundness which 
eas ily meets code requirements; 
1 
2 
Tab le 1 .  ASTM Specifications for Cr-Mo Steel Products . 
TyEe Forgings Tubes P iEe Castings Plate 
l/2Cr- l / 2Mo Al82-F2 A21 3-T2 A335-P 2 A38 7-Gr2 
A369-FP 2 
A42 6-CP2 
1Cr-l/ 2Mo Al82-Fl2 A213-Tl2 A335-Pl2 A38 7-Grl2 
A336-Fl2 A369-FP12  
A426-CP12  
1-1 /  4Cr-l/2Mo Al8 2-Fll Al99-Tll A3 35-Pll A21 7-WC 6 A38 7-GR11 
A33 6-Fll/FllA A200-Tll A369-FP11 A35 6-Gr 6 
A541-Cl5 A21 3-Tll A4 26- CP11 A389-C23 
2Cr-l/ 2Mo Al99-T3b A36 9-FP 3b 
A200-T3b 
A213-T3b 
2-1/ 4Cr- 1Mo Al82-F 2 2 /F 22a Al9 9-T22 A335-P 2 2  A217-WC9 A38 7-Gr22 
A336-F22/F22A A200-T22  A369-FP 2 2  A356-Grl0 A54 2  
A541-Cl6 / 6A A2 13-T22 A42 6-CP 22 A64 3-GrC 
3Cr-1Mo Al82-F21 Al99-T21 A335-P21 A387-Gr21 
A336-F21/F21A A200-T21 A369-FP 2 1  
A213-T21 A426-CP 21 
5Cr-l/2Mo Al82-F5 /F5a Al99-T5 A335-P5 A217-C5 A38 7-Gr5 
A336-F5 /F 5A A200-T5 A369-FP5  
A4 73-501 / 50 2  A213-T5 A42 6-CP 5 
5Cr- l/2MoS i A2 13-T5b A335-P 5b 
A42 6-CP5b 
5Cr-l/ 2MoTi A213-T5 c A335-P 5 c  
7Cr- l / 2Mo Al82-F7 Al99-T7 A335-P 7 A38 7-Gr7 
A4 7 3-501A A200-T7 A369-FP 7 
A213-T7 A4 26-CP 7 
9Cr- 1Mo Al82-F9 Al99-T9 A335-P9 A2 17-Cl2  A387-Gr9 
A336-F9 A200-T9 A369-FP9 
A4 73-501B A213-T9 A42 6-CP 9 
Source : "Chromium-Molybd enum Steels , "  Welding Handbook,  7 th 
Edition , Vol . 4 , Chap . 1 ,  American Weld ing Soc ie ty ,  
(1983) . 
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2 .  Adequate mechanical properties for the ope rat ing environment 
under des ign conditions ; 
3 .  Retention of des ired p roperties for service under the des ign 
condit ions and environment ; 
4 .  Freedom from p roperty changes which inhibit ope rational 
trans ients and shut down condi tions . 
All too often s t ruc tures are des igned to meet the requirement s 
based on function , s teel availability and economic cons ide rat ions , 
without regard to me�allurgical charact eristics . The main problem 
with this  design app roach is  that the weld cons iderations ( f abri­
cability )  are an afterthought or are taken for granted as troub le­
f ree operat ions which do no t require any parti cular at tent ion . 
Recently , the lack o f  emphas is on the fab ricat ion o f  the component 
and total s tructure has been recognized and is now being serious ly 
treated . 
In the pas t  few years a new generation of Cr-Mo s t eels has been 
developed to ( 1 )  enhance res is tance to hydrogen at tack ( 3Cr- 1 . 5Mo ) , 
( 2 )  produce a concurrent increas e in both creep s trength and 
weldability (9Cr-2Mo and 12Cr- 2Mo-Ni ) ,  and ( 3 )  imp rove creep s trength 
to a level comparab le to type 304 s tainles s s teel ( 9C r- 1Mo-V-Nb ) . 
The evaluation of the fab ricability o f  these new types of Cr-Mo s t eels 
would logically include a comparison with tradi tional types of 
materials of s imilar composi tions , however review of the currently 
availab le literature on the fab ricability ( in part icular weldability )  
o f  traditional types of C r-Mo s teels reveals that little wo rk exis ts 
4 
on the weldability of  these steels . I t  is apparent that if a new 
generat ion of Cr-Mo mate rials is to be emp loyed for we ld fabrication , 
additional investigations into the weldability of both the new 
generation and traditional type materials are required . 
The weldability evaluation was initiated be cause of the need 
for an addit ional study on the weldability of Cr-Mo steels . The 
obj ect of  this wo rk is to dete rmine the relative we ldability of both 
traditional types and newer generation Cr-Mo steels with resp ect to 
stress-relief cracking and hydrogen-assisted cracking . Particular 
attention has been placed on the effect of welding parame ters 
(especially preheat) , composition , weld microstruc ture and PWHT 
temperature . 
CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Weldability 
The ability of a material o r  comb ination o f  materials to be 
we lded under fabrication condi tions into a specific suitab ly des igned 
s tructure and to perform s atis factorily in intended service is defined 
as its weldability ( 4 ) . The concept of weldability requir es the care­
ful cons id eration of a large numb er of variables including the com­
position and mechanical propert ies of the bas e metal , weld ing consum­
ables , energy input , welding sequence , j oint des ign and s t ructur e 
constraint ( 5 ) . One of the mos t  common cons iderat ions ass essing the 
weldability of· a mat erial is whether or not it will be f ree from crack­
ing under impos ed des ign and fabricat ion conditions . Coe ( 6 ) has 
drawn a clear dis tinction between cracking which occurs during 
servi ce and that which take s place during or shortly after the 
welding operat ions . The former is no t dealt with in this review but 
the latte r ,  which may be divided into five categori es , is the prime 
fo cus in this work : 
1 .  Solidification cracking (we ld metal hot cracking ) ;  
2 .  Liquation cracking (HAZ ho t tearing}; 
3 .  Lamellar tearing; 
4 .  Hydrogen induce d cracking (HAZ delayed co ld cracking) ; 
5 .  Reheat cracking (heat treatment or s t ress- relief cracking) . 
5 
S o lidifi cation cracking oc curs upon s o lidification when s o lute 
redis tribution occurs and b oth impuri t ies  and intentional alloy 
elements are s egregated in concert with the development of s olidifi-
cat ion substructure . The s egregation of these e lements lowers the 
effective l iquidus t emperature of the material in the subs tructure 
and grain boundaries and may result in the formation of an inter-
granular or  interdendritic film of l iquid . These  f ilms may no t be 
capable of supporting cont ractional s tres ses induced by thermal con-
t ract ions and a crack may form .  
Liquation cracking occurs when pa rt ial me lting ( liquation) 
6 
t akes place near the fus ion boundary of a we ld . Thi s  liquat ed region 
is unable to accommodate contrac tural s tresses ass ociated with the 
weld thermal cycle and a crack develop s . 
Lame llar tearing occurs in the bas e  metal of a weldment and is 
the result of low base plate ductility comb ined with high localized 
s t ress . This form of cracking is associated with res traine d corne r 
or  " tee" j oints , particularly in thick section plate where the fus ion 
boundary of the we ld is mo re or les s  parallel to the plate surf ace . 
The pos tulated me chanisms respons ib le for the f irs t th ree types 
of cracking are wel l  accepte d and have been confirmed by direct 
observation . In the cas e  of hy dro gen induced cracking (hereto 
re ferred to as hydrogen-as s is ted cracking (HAC ) ) *  and s tres s -re lief 
*The term "hydrogen-as s is ted cracking" is intended to apply to 
all forms of cold cracking , including underbead cracking , toe crack­
ing , delayed cracking , etc . 
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cracking , no single uni fying theory has been postulated to explain the 
presence of cracks.under various conditions . Because hydrogen­
assisted cracking and stress-relief cracking is current ly no t or may 
well  never be understood in a fundamental manner , this review is aimed 
towards examining these two types of cracking on a practical welding 
basis with emphasis on governing facto rs and necessary precaut ions . 
Hydrogen-Assist ed Cracking (HAC ) 
Hydrogen-assisted cracking is not confined to welding but may 
occur in steel during manufacturing , fabrication or in se rvice . When 
cracking occurs as the result of welding , the cracks ar e situated 
either in the HAZ of the parent metal o r  in the weld metal itself . 
Cracks in the HAZ are usually si tuated at the weld toe , the weld root 
or  in the underbead position as shown schematically in Figure 1 for 
fillet welds and but t  we lds . Usually in the fi llet welds the HAZ 
cracks are oriented along the weld length , but in but t  welds subsur­
face cracks can be t ransve rse to the weld . Intergranular , quasi­
cleavage or microvoid coalescence fracture mo des have all been 
observed in hydrogen cracks . Beachem ( 7 )  has shown that the operating 
fracture mode depends upon microstructure , the crack-tip stress 
int ensity and the concentration of hydrogen . 
As outlined by Coe (8) , HAC occurs when the fo llowing four 
conditions occur simultaneously : 
1 .  Hydrogen is present ; 
2 .  Tensile stress acting on the we ld ; 
(a ) 
(b)' 
Figure 1 .  Heat-affected zone cracks . 
weld . 
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(a) Fillet weld , (b ) Butt 
Source: Coe , F . R . , Welding Steels Without Cracking , The Welding 
Institute , (1973 ) . 
3 .  A sus ceptib le HAZ mi cros tructure is present ; 
4 .  A low temp erature is reached .  
Hydrogen is absorbed by the we ld metal from the arc during 
we lding . Although much of the hydrogen may es cape during cooling , 
some may diffus e  into the HAZ and the parent metal .  The amount 
diffus e d  depends on the initial amount absorbed , s iz e  of the weld 
and decreasing so lubility ( Figure 2 ) . Hydro gen is dis sociated int o 
atomic hydrogen (H+) in the weld arc and is  dis s o lved in the metal 
as an inters ti tial cons tituent or as recombined hydrogen gas located 
9 
in trap s . The inte rs titial solubi lity of hydrogen in mo lten s teel is 
governe d  by S ieve rt's Law {9 ) : 
%[H] = K� 
2 
( 2- 1) 
where %[H] is the percent of the hydrogen dis s o lved in the mo lten 
steel , K is a cons tant and PH is the partial p ressure of hydrogen 2 
in the atmosphe re above the mo lten s teel . In s teel , hydrogen may 
also be trapped at grain boundaries , carbides , non-metallic inc lu-
s ions , dis locations and microvoids . According to Lancas ter (10) , the 
total concentration of hydrogen in the traps may be up to 104 times 
the inters ti tial value . The portion of hydrogen which di ffuses out 
of the weld at room tempe rature is known as diffus ib le hy drogen and 
is expressed as ml/ lOOg o f depos ited metal . Typical weld hydrogen 
levels range from 30ml /100g o f  depos ited metal in shielded metal-arc 
cove red electro de we lds to 2ml / 100g of deposited metal in gas shielded 
metal-arc welds . 
25 
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Figure 2 .  Solubility of hydro gen in weld metal. 
Source : Coe , F .  R . , Welding S teels Without Cracking , The 
Welding Ins titute (1973). 
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Hydrogen is introduced into the arc atmosphere by hydro gen 
pres ent in the consumab les or hydrogen p res ent on the surface of 
materials to be welded . Coe ( 8 )  desc rib ed the principal sources of 
hydrogen in welding consumab les as : 
1 .  Moisture in elect rode coatings or in the fluxes ; 
2 .  Any hydrogenou�- compound in the coating or  flux ;  
3 .  Oil , dirt and grease on the surface or trapped in welding 
wires and electrode wires . 
Coe also des cribed the principal sources of hydrogen from the 
material to be welded as : 
1 .  Oil , greas e , dirt and paint on the weld surface ; 
2 .  Degreasing liquids employed to clean welding surf aces . 
11 
As the weld cools , s t res s es are developed as a result of thermal 
contraction and these s tres ses mus t be accommo dated as s t rain in the 
wel d . The s t res ses t end to be concentrated at the toe and root o f  
the weld and a t  inclus ions or  any o ther defect whi ch ac ts a s  a no tch . 
Hydrogen appears to lower the s tres s level at which cracking at the 
not ch occurs . 
The region of the HAZ adj acent to the fus ion zone experiences a 
temperature s ufficient to produce a coarsened grain s i ze which is 
more hardenab le and les s ductile than regions further away from the 
fus ion boundary . The great es t risk of cracking is therefore in the 
coarsened region . 
As the temperature of the weld decreases af ter welding the rate 
of dif fus ion of hy drogen decreases , thus reducing the amount of 
12 
hydrogen removed from the weld . As shown in F igur e 3 ,  this ef f ect  is 
part icularly marked in the rang e of 68 to 300 °F (20 to 150°C ) . Pre­
heat s lows down the cooling rat e and allows more t ime f or the escape 
of  hydrogen. 
Theory of Hydrogen-Assisted Cracking 
Although much research , t ime and ef f ort has been devo ted to 
det ermine the exact cause and nature of hydrogen-ass isted cracking in 
both welding and other metallurg ical f ields , there is pres ently no 
one unifying theory which explains precisely how the presenc e of 
hydrogen within metal s tructure l eads to the format ion of cracks under 
some circums tances and not in others . According to Berns tein ( 11)  all 
the proposed theories of the role of hydrogen f all into one or more of 
four general categories : 
1 .  Pres sure ; 
2 .  Surface adsorp tion ; 
3 .  Binding energy ; 
4 .  Dis locat ion mobility modification . 
The o ldes t ,  and unt il recent ly , the most  popular of these  
theories , has b een the p res sure theory which was firs t  proposed by 
Zapff e and S ims (12 ) . Accord ing to this theory mo lecular hydrogen pre­
cipitat es into pre-exis t ing mo saic · r if t s  in the lat tice result ing in 
high int ernal pres sures and subs equent failure along mo saic 
boundaries . 
In the surf ace adsorpt ion theory f irst proposed by Petch and 
Sables (13) , hydrogen upon precipitat ion from the lat t ice is ads orbed 
20 150 
Temperature, oc 
600 
Figure 3 .  Diffusion rate o f  hydrogen through ferritic steel . 
Source: Coe , F . R . , Welding S teels Without Cracking, The 
Welding Institute , (1973 ) . 
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on the surface of the internal lattice imperfect ions and microcracks . 
According to this theory the surface energy at the crack nucleus 
would be reduced and a lower stress could extend the submicroscop ic 
rift into a majo r catastrophic crack . 
The pressure theory and the surface adsorption theory were 
advanced before. the exact nature of hydrogen cracking was recognized . 
Both theori es were inadequate in expla ining many observed details o f  
delayed brittle fracture . For example , in some cases the effects o f  
hydro gen in steel can b e  completely removed by baking (14) . I f  the 
embrittlement of the steel by hydrogen was the resul t of hydrogen 
t rapped in the microscopic voids , it is difficult to explain how at 
low baking temperatures this mechanism could operat e .  
Troiano (15)  proposed a cracking theory based on the stress induced 
diffusion of  hydrogen in an effo rt to mo re fully exp lain observed 
cracking behavior . In this theo ry , hydrogen distributed in a matrix 
will diffuse to the area o f  highest t riaxial stress just ahead of a 
crack tip . When suf ficient hydrogen is concentrated in this region a 
c rack will initiate . The hydrogen is thought to reduce the cohesive 
strength of the lattice by interacting with the electron structure in 
a way as to lower the binding energy . 
The mo dificat ion of dislocation mobility model of hydrogen­
assisted cracking proposed by Beac�em ( 7 ) , unites parts of the previous 
cracking models to explain the observed decrease in microscop ic 
plast icity and changes o f  fracture mode associated with some forms of 
hydrogen-assisted cracking . This mo del suggests that the presence of 
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sufficiently concentrated dis solved hydrogen in the lat t ice just 
ahead o f  the c rack t ip unlocks dislocations , allowing them to multiply 
o r  move at reduc ed s t res ses . This proces s aids whatever deformation 
p rocess the mic ros t ructure will permit ( int ergranular , quasicl eavage 
o r  mic rovoid coales cence)  and thus explains various fracture f eatures 
obs e rved in HAC . 
Prevent ion o f  Hydrogen-Ass i s t ed Cracking 
Crack avoidance in Cr-Mo s t eel s mus t  b e  accomplished by hydrogen 
and t emperature control . Low hydrogen welding processes and pro­
cedur es must  be us ed in fabrication of Cr-Mo steels . Temperature con­
trol includes both preheat and po st  weld heating metho ds of preventing 
HAC . The general effects of preheating have been summarized by Coe 
( 6) as follows : 
1 .  Reducing cooling rat e  in the HAZ to produce softer and less 
sus ceptible mic ro s tructures; 
2 .  Allows " s elf" tempering of martens it e ;  
3 .  Promotes diffus ion of hydrogen away from the HAZ af ter welding . 
Becaus e o f  the high hardenab ility of Cr-Mo st eels , preheat has 
little effect on their HAZ microstructure and hardnes s .  Apblett et 
al . ( 1 6 )  showed that in the 2 l / 4Cr-1Mo material , softer t rans format ion 
p roducts could no t be produced by increas ing preheat t emperature 
(within pract ical l imits ) .  P reheats as high as 600 ° F  (31 5° C )  resulted 
in only a mino r decreas e in the maximum HAZ hardnes s .  Edmonds and 
Chew ( 1 7 )  f ound that in the higher hardenab ility 9Cr-L�o mat er ial , 
energy input and preheat had no effect on the measured percentage 
of ferrite present in the HAZ . It  was also shown that the energy 
input did not significantly affect hardness in the HAZ of the 
9Cr-1Mo material . 
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In Cr-Mo and other st eels , preheat increas es the rate of 
diffus ion of hydrogen and thus accelerates its removal from the weld. 
Preheat requirements are related to chemical compos it ion and thick­
nes s (Table 2 ) .  As thickness and alloy content increas e ,  the preheat 
temperatures to guard agains t cracking also increase .  Carbon cont ent 
is the most  impo rtant fac tor in es tablishing preheat temperatures . 
The presence or absence of free ferrite  in the structure is a 
secondary cons ideration . To keep welding problems to a minimum , 
Cr-Mo steels are usually manufac tured with a maximum carbon content 
of 0 . 15% . In addition to alloy cont ent and mat erial thicknes s ,  the 
mass o f  the j o int and degree of restraint must  also be cons idered 
when determining preheat temperatures . 
When preheat cannot remove suff icient hydrogen to prevent 
cracking , a weld int erpass temperature or post heat ing temp erature 
high enough to avo id cracking mus t  be held for a suffic ient length of 
time to allow hydrogen to diffus e out of the HAZ before the weld is 
allowed to cool to ambient temperature . The dec is ion as to post heat 
temp erature and time mus t  be bas ed on cons iderat ion of the hydrogen 
concentration at the end of welding and a critical conc entrat ion 
below which cracking will not occur when the weld cools to ambient 
temperature . There is pres ently little informat ion on crit ical 
hydrogen concentrations for Cr-Mo st eels and pos t-heat ing procedures 
are generally bas ed on practical experience (18) . 
Table 2 .  Recommended Minimum Preheat Temp eratures for Welding 
Chromium-Molybdenum Steels . 
Thickness, in . 
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Up to 0 . 5  0 . 5  to 1 . 0  Over 1 . 0  
l/ 2Cr-l/ 2Mo 
1Cr-l / 2Mo 
l-l /4Cr-l/ 2Mo 
2Cr-l / 2Mo 
2-l/4Cr-1Mo 
3Cr-1Mo 
5Cr-l / 2Mo 
7Cr-l/ 2Mo 
9Cr-1Mo 
150 
250 
400 
2 00 300 
300 4 00 
400 500 
�ximum carbon content of 0 . 1 5% . For higher carbon cont ent , 
the preheat t emp erature should be increas ed 100 ° . to 200 ° F . Lower 
preheat temperatures may be used with gas tungsten arc welding . 
Source : " Chromium-Molybdenum Steel s , "  Welding Handbook , 7 th 
Edi tion , .Vol . 4 ,  Chap . 1 ,  Americ an Welding Soc ie ty ,  
( 1 983 ) . 
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Somet imes , for various reasons , it is imposs ible to preheat or 
pos t  heat Cr-Mo steels which are to be welded. Under these condit ions 
the only alt ernative is to use a combination of welding process and 
consumable which produces a weld metal that is insensitive to 
hydro gen and has a high solubility for hydrogen , thus preventing the 
introduction of hydrogen into the crack sens it ive HAZ . This can be 
best  achi eved by employing austenitic weld metal . At room t emp erature 
the aus tenitic weld metal has a higher solubility for hydrogen and a 
lower dif fus ivity than the Cr-Mo HAZ . Thus , any hydrogen ent ering 
the HAZ from the weld can diffus e away fas ter than it is int roduced 
and there is less chance of the hydrogen concentration reaching a 
critical level . 
Compositional and Micros tructural Effects on Hydrogen­
Ass isted Cracking 
The HAZ microstructure is one of the mo st import ant factors in 
determining the HAC susceptibility of any steel . Linnert (14) has 
listed , in order of increasing propensity to HAC , six micro structur es 
commonly found in the HAZ of steel welds : 
1. Ferrit e and carbides ( e . g . , pearlit e) ; 
2 .  Bainit e ;  
3. Bainite mixed with martens ite; 
4 .  Martensite; 
5 .  Martensite with some ferrite ; 
6 .  Martens ite with internal twinning . 
The microstructure produced in any steel weld is dep endent upon 
the cooling rate through the trans fo rmation temp erature range of the 
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austenite , the aust enit e grain siz e and composition (hardenability) . 
The cooling rat e is governed by energy input , plat e thickness , j o int 
geometry and preheat temperature . 
Chromium-molybdenum steels are hardenable in the HAZ under 
normal welding conditions . The weld HAZ microstructure of a Cr-Mo 
steel is generally dependent on the alloy content . The weld HAZ of 
the more common typ es of Cr-Mo steels can be classif ied as follows: 
1 .  Low alloy--bainitic and /or martensitic microstruc ture (0 . 5 % 
to 5% Cr) ; 
2 .  Martensitic--predominantly mart ensitic microstructure with 
some delta-ferrite present (5% to 12% Cr) ; 
3 .  Duplex--martensitic-ferritic microstructure (9%  to 12% Cr 
and 2% Mo) . 
Smith and his associates (19)  have shown that the HAZ structure of 
2 l/4Cr-1Mo steel can be classified as follows: 
1 .  Grain coarsened region; 
2 .  Grain refined region; 
3 .  Region of  partial transformat ion; 
4 .  Subcrit ical region . 
The grain coarsened region was found to consist of bainite and/or 
autotempered martensite . 
Additions of over 5% chromium result in a martensitic structure 
on cooling through the transformat ion temperature . One of the more 
common martensitic Cr-Mo steels is 9Cr-1Mo . The chemical composition 
o f  the 9Cr-1Mo steel is such that it is close to the aust enite- ferrite 
phas e boundary of the iron-chromium equil ib rium diagram (Figure 4) , 
and delta-ferrite may be pres ent on cooling to amb ient temperatures 
depending on the compos ition and aust enitizing temperature ( 20 ) . 
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The inf luence of various alloy modif ications on the amount of 
delta- f errite present in the martens itic mat erials after normalizing 
can be  estimated by the chromium equival ent (Cr . E . ) equation ( 2 1 ) : 
C r . E .  = C r  + 6Si + 4Mo + 1 . 5W + llV 
+ 5Nb + 8Ti + 12Al - 40C - 30N - 4Ni - 2Mn - Cu . (2-2 ) 
When the C r . E .  is less than t en ,  delta-ferrite is usually abs ent . 
If  the Cr . E .  ranges f rom ten to twelve some delta-f errite may be 
present . Fo r C r . E .  greater than twelve , delta-ferrite may b e  p resent 
in large quant ities . 
Dur ing welding , the delta-ferrite in 9Cr-1Mo steel may be 
suf ficiently stabil ized so that it persis t s  in the weld metal and in 
the HAZ close to the fusion boundary ( 2 3 ) . Edmonds and Chew ( 1 7 )  have 
shown that the amount of delta-f errite present in GTA (gas-tungst en 
arc)  welds is a func t ion o f  Cr . E .  and is largely indep endent o f  weld­
ing conditions . 
The HAZ in martensitic 12Cr-1Mo steel has been shown by 
researchers at Sandia Nat ional Laboratories (24 ) to cons ist of f our 
dis tinct regions (Figure 5 ) : 
1 .  A two-phase region adj ac ent to the fus ion line , containing 
martensite and some delta-ferrite ; 
CHROMIUM, atomic % 
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Figure 4 . Iron-chromium phase d iagram . 
-
- 1200 --�--�--�--� 70 80 90 Cr 
Source : Demo , J . J . , " S truc tur e and Cons titut ion of Wr ough t 
Ferritic S tainless Steels , "  Handbook of  Stainless  
Steel s ,  Chap . 5 ,  McGraw-Hill , (197 7 ) . 
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Figure 5 .  Four HAZ regions of HT-9 (12 Cr-1Mo ) . 
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Source : Lippold , J . C . , "Weldability of  HT9 : The Autogenous 
GTA Process , "  ADIP Perf ormance Quarterly for the 
Period End ing July , 1980 , DOE-ER-004 5 -2 , 98-108 (1980) . 
2 .  A fully mart ensit ic reg ion exhibiting a relatively coarse 
prio r aust enite grain siz e ;  
3 .  A martensitic region exhibiting a finer prior aust enitic 
grain size ; 
4 .  An overtemp ered base metal microstructure . 
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The HAZ structure of th e 12Cr-1Mo material is explained by the 
observations of Fidler and Gauch ( 23 ) . In the HAZ delta-ferrite forms 
around grain boundaries restricting grain boundary migration . The 
region of  maximum grain growth is not immediately adj acent to the 
weld metal but is disp laced further away in the HAZ . Due to the 
presence of delta-ferrite ,  only a port ion of  the HAZ st ructure is 
100% mart ensite . Th e presence o f  the so ft ferr ite in the otherwise 
martensit ic structure decreases the overall hardness of the st eel . 
Originally it was thought that the format ion of delta-ferrite in 
martensitic Cr-Mo steels should be  avo ided because delta-ferrit e  was 
considered to reduc e th e maximum obtainable streng th of th e material 
( 25) . To insure that delta-ferrite would not be  present , modest 
levels of austenite formers (part icularly carbon) we re added to the 
martensitic chromium-mo lyb denum steels . The increased level of carbon 
in these materials result ed in decreased weldability . 
The recent development of lower carbon dup lex (martensit ic­
ferri tic) Cr-Mo steels shows that delta-ferrite is not necessarily 
detrimenta� to the physical properties of 9Cr-2Mo and 12Cr-2Mo materials 
(26 , 2 7) . The lower carbon composition t ends to close the gamma 
loop of the iron-chromium phase diagram , thus increasing th e likelihood 
that delta-ferrite will remain in the bas e metal on cooling to 
amb ient temp eratures from aus tenitiz ing temperatures . 
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Res earchers at Climax Mo lybdenum Company (28)  have identif ied 
three HAZ regions in the 12Cr- 2Mo duplex mat erial . The firs t region 
located in the HAZ near the unaffected base metal experienc es a peak 
temperature into the (austenite plus ferrite) phas e field which 
results in a part ial transformat ion from martensite to aus t enite . 
The second region , which is clos er to the fus ion zone , exp eriences 
a higher peak temperature in the (austenit e  plus ferrite) phas e 
range which results in the complete dissolut ion of carbides into the 
aust enite . The third HAZ region is adj acent to the fus ion zone . The 
peak temperature in this region is such that considerable amounts of 
delta-ferrite form .  This ferrite i s  retained on cooling . The high 
peak temperature and relatively high cooling rate in the third region 
resul ts in the formation of ac icular austenite is lands (from delta­
ferrite) , which transforms to martensite during cooling . 
As the chromium cont ent of Cr-Mo steels increas es , the HAZ 
mic rostructures change from a bainitic/bainit ic-martensitic micro­
st ructure to a martens it ic-f erritic or fully martensitic micio­
struc ture . When the micros tructur e be comes more martensitic , the HAC 
sus ceptibility also increas es . The increas e in cracking suscep tibility 
of the higher alloy Cr-Mo s teels is reflec ted in Tab le 2 (p . 1 7 ) . 
Ano ther important factor in determining the HAC sens itivity of 
Cr-Mo steels is the HAZ hardnes s .  As the hardness of the HAZ 
increas es the sus cept ib ility to HAC increas es . In Cr-Mo st eels the 
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hardness of the HAZ is  primarily dependent on the carbon content ( 29 ) . 
The reduction o f  carbon content in martens itic Cr-Mo st eels in an 
effo rt to imp rove weldab il ity results in an increas e in the amount 
o f  delta-ferrite present in the no rmal iz ed and t empered micros tructure . 
The resulting ferrit ic/martensitic micros tructure is characterist ic 
o f  the duplex Cr-Mo mat erials . 
In addit ion to affecting the microstructural charact erist ics o f  
Cr-Mo st eels , both chromium and carbon , a s  well a s  mo lybdenum and 
nickel , lower the temperature at which the t ransformat ion o f  aus t enite 
to martens ite starts and is completed (Ms and Mf t �mp eratu res)  (14) . 
From the standpoint o f  HAC sens itivity it is undes irab le to decrease 
mart ens itic transformat ion temperatures becaus e as the mart ens ite 
trans forms the solub ility of hydrogen in the matrix is decr eas ed , and 
at the lower t rans format ion temp eratures there is l ittle chance fo r 
the hydrogen to diffus e out o f  the HAZ . Higher transformat ion tem­
p eratures als o permit some tempering of martens ite to occur which 
reduc es hardn es s  and lowers res idual stres s es . 
Richly alloyed Cr-Mo st eels may , on coo ling , under wel ding 
condit ions retain aus t enite . The addit ion of 6% nickel to 13Cr-1 . 5Mo 
st eel has b een shown by Arwidson et al . ( 30)  to produce a high 
stab il ity aus tenite which during temp ering will withs tand the rap id 
heat ing to high t emperatures generat ed in the HAZ during welding . 
The retained aus tenite is ab le to absorb hydrogen and act as a s ink 
to reduce the amount of hydrogen that can b e  absorbed by martens it e 
and thus prevent hydrogen embrittlement o f  the martens ite . 
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Weldability of Chromium-Molybdenum Steels 
Although most of the app lications of Cr-Mo steels require 
welding , there is little published wo rk on the weldability of these 
steels prior to 1969  (31) . . Most  of the literature since 1969  is the 
r esult of  invest igat ions into the weldability of Cr-Mo materials for 
use in liquid met al fas t breeder (LMFB) reactors . In this applica­
tion , Cr-Mo steels are stab ilized with addit ions of vanadium and /or 
niobium to prevent decarburization o f  materials in contact with 
l iquid sodium, or to enhance creep properties . Thes e stab ilized 
materials are the subj ect of mo st o f  the currently available informa­
tion on weldab ility . 
Smith et al . (19)  were some of the first  res earchers to 
inves t igate the HAZ of both stab iliz ed and standard composit ion 
2 l/ 4Cr-1Mo . The grain coars ened region of samples experiencing a 
welding thermal cycle were metallographically examined' and it was 
found that the grain coars ened region of the standard material con­
s isted of martens ite , while the niobium stabil ized material exhibited 
upper bainite in the HAZ and was less crack sensitive . Thus , the 
results of this investigation sugges ted that the stabiliz ed 
2 l/4Cr-1Mo material had improved weldab ility over the uns tabilized 
material . 
Colombe ( 32 )  and his assoc iat es employed the implant test to 
compare the relative cracking susceptibilities of stabiliz ed and 
standard composition 2 l/4Cr-1Mo . The imp lant tes t ( 3 3 )  is a weld 
cracking test that applies a contro lled stres s  on the we ld HAZ and 
evaluates cracking susceptibility by means of a mechanical test 
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parameter . In this test , an actual weld is made over a notched 
�ylindrical t est specimen that is inserted into a hole in a t est  
plate (Figure 6) . Hydrogen is  added to  the weld by controlling the 
arc atmosphere . After the sample cools to a designat ed temperature 
(usually 300 ° F  (150 ° C ) ) ,  it is stres sed to s imulate the actual 
res traint that occurs in a weld during welding . I f  the specimen does 
not rupture within 24 hours the test is discontinued . The highes t 
stress level for which no fracture occurs in 24 hours is called the 
critical stress level . The crit ical stress level is regarded as a 
relative measure of  the hydrogen-ass isted cracking susceptib ility of  
a given mat erial . Materials with a low cracking sus ceptibility have 
higher crit ical stress levels than mat erials with a high cracking 
sus ceptib ility . It was the conclus ion of Colombe et al . that the 
risk of HAC in the stabilized 2 l/4Cr-1Mo steel was less than that in 
the standard composition mat erial . 
Terai et al . ( 35)  invest igated the HAC sens itivity of standard 
composition 2 l/4Cr-1Mo and stab iliz ed composition 2 l/4Cr-1Mo-Nb 
employing both the Y-groove and U-groove restraint cracking tests . 
The Y-groove test  and U-groove test are self restraint cracking tests 
used to det ermine the HAC susceptibility of welds . Both plat e 
assemblies are shown in Figure 7 .  In these techniqu es , t est  welds 
are made at various preheats .  The welds are allowed to cool to room 
temp erature and s ect ioned to obs erve the locat ion and percentage of 
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. HEAT-AFFECTED ZONE 
I MPLANT SPEC I MEN 
Figure 6 .  Implant test setup .  
Source : Dickenson , D . W . , and Ries , G . D . , "Implant Test ing of 
Med ium to High Strength Steel--A Mod el for Predicting 
Delayed Cracking Susc ep tibi lity , "  Welding J . , 5 8 ( 7 ) , 
2 05s-2lls ( 1 9 7 9 ) . 
(a) 
(b ) 
Figure 7 .  
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Hydrogen-assisted cracking res traint tests . 
(a) U-groove , (b ) Y-groove . 
Source : Linner t , G . E . , Welding Me tallurgy, Vol . 2 ,  Amer ican 
Welding Soc iety , (196 7 ) . 
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cracking . *  The Y-groove test is bett er suited to evaluate the 
cracking susceptibility of the base metal while the U-groove is 
better suited to evaluate the c racking sens itivity of weld metals . 
The Y-groove test results o f  Terai et al . showed that the preheat 
temperature to prevent cracking in the stabilized 2 l/4Cr-1Mo 
material was 44 0 ° F  ( 2 2 5 ° C ) , 4 5 ° F  ( 2 5 ° C )  higher than that of the 
standard composit ion 2 l/4Cr-1Mo mat erial . In contrast the results 
of the U-groove t es t  showed that the preheat t emperature to prevent 
cracking in the standard compos it ion mat erial was 62 0 ° F  ( 3 2 5 ° C ) , 
4 5 ° F  ( 2 5 ° C )  higher that that for the stabilized mat erial . The pre-
heat t emperature differences between the two test methods were con-
s idered to be small and it was concluded that the weldment crack 
sens itivity for the s tabilized st eel was equ ivalent to that of the 
standard compos it ion material . 
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Daikoku (36)  and his associates emp loyed the Y-groove restraint 
t es t  to det ermine the relative weldab il ity of dup lex 9Cr-2Mo and 
standard compos it ion 9Cr-1Mo . No cracks were observed in the dup lex 
9Cr-2Mo material at 2 12 ° F  (10 0 ° C )  preheat while the standard com-
pos ition 9Cr-1Mo exhibited cracking at 3 9 0 ° F  (200 ° C )  preheat . Based 
on preheat levels to prevent cracking , the duplex 9Cr-2Mo material 
exhibited improved weldab ility over the standard compos ition 9Cr-1Mo 
mat erial . 
* 
Percentage cracking f ld 1 h . h X 100% . sum o we meta e1g t 
sum of crack height 
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Wada (2 7 , 3 7) and hi s as sociates have employed the Y-groove 
res traint test to es tablish the relative level of weldabil ity of 
9Cr-1Mo-V-Nb , 9Cr-2Mo , 12Cr-1Mo-W-V , 12Cr-2Mo-0 . 1C-V and 12Cr-2Mo-
0 . 05C-V . The duplex mat erials (9Cr-2Mo and 12Cr- 2Mo )  exhibited no 
cracks when welded at room temperature ( 75 °F ( 24 ° C) ) .  A preheat level 
of 300 °F (150 °C)  was required to prevent cracking in the 9Cr-1Mo-V-Nb 
material while the 12Cr-1Mo-V material exhibited cracking at the 300 °F 
(150° C)  preheat level . Based on thes e two inves tigations , Wada and 
his associates concluded that the duplex materials are more 
readily weldab le than the straight mart ensitic types . However , the 
metallurgical bas is for this improvement was not invest igated . 
Yukitoshi et al . ( 38 )  inves tigated the HAC s ensit ivity of standard 
composition 9 Cr-2Mo , and (vanadium/niobium) modified 9Cr- 2Mo . Gas­
tungs ten arc Y-groove welds were made on all materials at ambient 
temperature and it was obs erved that no cracks occurr ed in the 
unmodif ied 9Cr-2Mo material , while cracking occurred over the entire 
length of the weld bead when the niobium cont ent in the modif ied 
material exceeded 0 . 6% .  The cracking was cons idered to b e  hydrogen 
relat ed however .  
In summary , review of the current literature reveals that a 
surprisingly limited amount of inf ormation exis ts on the relative 
HAC sensitivity of Cr-Mo steels , although these mat erials have been 
fabricated by welding for a number of years . Most  of the studies to  
date have concentrated on es tablishing the relat ive cracking 
sensitivity of only a few s elected mat erials and little ef fort has 
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been directed towards explaining the ob served cracking behavior on 
the bas is of compositional or micros truc tur al diff erences . I t  is 
therefore apparent that a more broad bas ed inves t igation of the 
r elat ive HAC sus ceptibility of Cr-Mo material s  is needed to more 
adequately address the eff ec ts of microstructure and composit ion on 
cracking sens itivity . 
S t res s-Relief Cracking 
S tress-relief cracking ( SRC) or reheat cracking may be def ined as 
int ergranular cracking in the HAZ that occurs during the exposure of 
welded as semblies to the elevated temperatures produced by either 
post-weld heat t reatment , or high t emperature s ervice ( 3 9 ) . McPher son 
( 40) has summarized the main features of stress-relief c racking as : 
1 .  Cracking that occurs in the coars e grained HAZ clos e t o  the 
fus ion boundary . 
2 .  Intergranular cracking along prior aus t enite grain 
boundaries . 
3 .  Frac ture morphologies which may be smooth and apparent ly 
f eatureles s , or may show evidence of cavitation . 
4 . Cracking that o ccurs in the temperature range of 1020 t o  
1200° F (550  to 650 ° C )  and which may show evidenc e o f  a "C­
curve" t ime-temperature dependenc e . 
5 .  Susc eptib ility t o  cracking which is relat ed t o  certain types 
of alloying element s pres ent . Steels containing element s of 
the group Cr , Mo and V are part icularly s ens it ive . 
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6 .  Sus cep tibility to cracking of a particular steel type shows 
evidence of heat to heat variations , which sugges ts that 
minor elements ar e important . 
7 .  Cracking favored by welding conditions and geometries that 
produce high res idual s tress es . 
Two different theories have been propos ed to explain the 
experimental observations of SRC . It was the conclusion of several 
SRC studies ( 39 , 41 , 42 )  that carbide prec ipitation within the grains 
dur ing stress relieving created precip itate denuded zones (PDZ ) at 
prior aus tenite boundaries . It was proposed that most  of the strains 
resulting from stress relaxation were concentrated in the denuded 
zones causing a rapid increas e in dis location dens ity and eventual 
intergranular cracking . S tone and Murray ( 41 )  obs erved that a decrease 
in austenitic grain s ize in Cr-Mo-V steels produced a decrease in 
SRC sus cept ib ility . According to the precipitate-denuded region 
theory , the decrease in aus tenitic grain s ize  would dis tribute the 
volume of the denuded region over more boundary surface . The 
increas ed area of the grain boundary was then ab le to  ab sorb more 
dis location movement ,  thus reducing the extent of strain accumulat ion . 
The denuded region was cons idered to result from segregation of Al 
and S i . According to S tone and Murray , both aluminum and silicon 
form a gamma loop phase boundary region wi th iron . The boundary of 
the loop occurs at 1 . 0  wt % and 2100 °F (1150°C)  for aluminum and 
2 . 15 wt % and 2140 °F (1170 ° C) for silicon . If the localized level 
of aluminum or silicon in the grain boundary region exceeds the 
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boundary of the gamma loop at e levat ed temperatures , f err ite may 
f orm . Carbon would then diffus e away from the grain boundary region 
into the aus tenite becaus e of the lower solubility of carb on in 
ferrite . The grain boundary regions would be denuded of precip itate 
becaus e the precipitation of carb ides would be inhibited by th e low 
carbon concentration . 
Commonly obs erved heat-to-heat variations in SRC sus ceptib i lity 
prompted Bonis z ewski and Eaton ( 4 3 )  to suggest that SRC mi ght be 
relat ed to the pres ence of certain res idual element s . Aluminum has 
been report ed to be particularly detriment al ( 4 4 , 4 5 ) . Recent studies 
by Hippsley and his coworke rs (4 6 , 4 7 )  sugges t that low ductility inter­
granular SRC in 2 l /4Cr-1Mo is promoted by increas ing conc ent rations of 
impurity elements (particularly pho spho rus ) .  Swift (4 8 )  has proposed 
a mechanism of stress-relief c racking in 2 l/4Cr- 1Mo s teel based on 
dis location locking and the format ion of coherent precipit ate s bo th 
of whi ch result in cracking along prior aus tenitic grain boundaries 
in the grain coarsened HAZ . 
There is no doub t that various alloying elements contribute to 
the stress-relief cracking sus ceptibility of a material . Nakamura 
( 4 9 )  and I to (SO )  have derived equat ions which relate chemical com­
positions o f  a steel to. its susceptibility to st ress-relief cracking : 
�G = C r  + 3 . 3  Mo + 8 . 1V - 2 ( 2- 3 )  
Cr + C u  + 2 Mo + lOV + 7Nb + STi - 2 . ( 2- 4 )  
When � G  o r  PSR are positive the steel is said to be sus ceptible t o  
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reheat cracking . However , these formulas are no t appl icab le to most 
chromium-molybdenum s teels becaus e  they are limited to materials with 
a chromium level less than 1 . 5% . 
Many of the SRC inves tigations of Cr-Mo s teels to date have been 
limited to 2 1 / 4Cr- 1Mo weld metal and bas e metal . In general , 
increas ing the chromium- level from 0 . 5  to 3% imp roves the creep 
duc tility and thus reduces the susceptib ility to s tress-relief 
cracking ( 5 1) . One possible explanation for this behavior is that the 
inc reas ed chromium level decreases the likelihood of the formation 
of harmful precipitates such as v4c 3 becaus e Cr7
c3 or M23c 6 carbides 
are formed inst ead . 
Bland ( 5 2 )  studied the e ffect of PWHT on the ductility of 
2 1 / 4Cr-1Mo and 1 1 /4Cr- 1 / 2Mo weld metal . S t ress relief of the 
2 1/4Cr-1Mo material at 1050 °F  (5 65 °C)  resulted in s evere embrittle­
ment while s tress relieving at temperatures rang ing from 1 250°  to 
1350°F  ( 680 to 730 °C)  caus ed no embritt lement . S tress-relief cracking 
was not observed at 1150 ° F  ( 6 20 °C) . In all cas es the embrit tlement 
was accompanied by secondary hardening . 
Swift and Rodgers (53)  examined the st ress-relief emb rit tlement of 
2 1/4Cr- 1Mo weld me tal subj ected to pos t weld heat treatments ranging 
from 1 / 2  hr at 500°F  ( 2 60 ° C )  to 64 hrs at 135 0 ° F  ( 730 ° C ) . This work 
indicated that SRC of 2 1 /4Cr-1Mo weld metal was the result of 
precipitates inherent in the alloy system and was not the result of 
residual elements . B atte  and Murphy (54)  have also examined stress-
relief cracking in 2 1/4Cr- 1Mo weld metal and have determined that 
the SRC susceptib ility was only s lightly dependent on the res idual 
element content . 
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Murray ( 5 5 )  examined s t ress-relief cracking in carbon and low 
alloy steels . In their s tudy , l / 2CrMoV , l/ 2MoB and 2 l/4CrMo s t eels 
were shown to be sus cep tib le to SRC while C-Mn , lCrMo , 5CrMo and 
9CrMo s t eels showed no evidence of cracking tendency under the s ame 
tes t  conditions . It  was determined that thos e steels which contained 
signif icant amounts of molyb denum or molyb denum plus vanadium 
exhib ited increased sus c eptib ility to SRC . 
P ierce and S iverns ( 56 )  invest igated the SRC of  l / 2Cr-l /2Mo-l/2V 
and 2 l/4Cr-1Mo . Oil quenched laboratory specimens of  both materials 
were preloaded and heated at  9 0 ° F /hr ( 5 0 °C/hr) to 930 to 1 2 9 0 ° F  
( 500 to 700 ° C ) . Fracture occurred at stress levels lower than that 
for an iso thermal hot t ens ile tes t at the same temperature .  It  was 
apparent from this inves tigation that some metallurgical change had 
occurred during reheating which was res pons ib le for the obs erved 
fracture at lower s tress levels . 
Miller and Batte ( 5 7 )  examined SRC in l/ 2CrMoV and 2 l / 2Cr-1Mo . 
De tailed examination of · the effects of res idual elements on cracking 
sus c ep t ib ility of both weld metal and parent metal sugges t ed that �he · 
cracking susceptibility of both weld metal and parent metal was not 
ent irely related to chemical compos it ion . Pr el iminary r esults 
indicate that it is pos s ible to imp rov e  crack suscep t ib ility by 
ref inement of the coarse  grained HAZ . This ob servat ion sugges t s  
that res idual element s are not necess ar ily a maj or f ac tor in 
determining the overall cracking suscept ib ility . 
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Recent studies by Hipp sley and his associates ( 4 6 , 4 7 )  o n  the 
effect of phospho rus on st res s-relief cracking in 2 l/4Cr-1Mo have 
shown that  two distinct stress-relief fracture morphologies occur in 
different t emperature ranges during the heating period of pos t-weld 
heat treatn�nt . At low tempe ratures ( 800 to 900 °F  ( 4 2 5  to 480 ° C) ) ,  
a smooth intergranular f rac ture mode was noted , but at higher tem­
peratures ( 9 80 to l ll5 °F  ( 5 25 to 600 ° C ) ) an intergranular mi cro void 
coalesce nce mode was observed . There was no evidence of a p recipitate­
free zone or  alloying element deplet ion obse rved when microvoid 
coales cence fracture occurred along the prior aus tenite grain 
boundaries . It  was sugges ted that a fine grain boundary dispers ion 
of MnS precipitates is associated wi th the intergranular microvo id 
coales cence . A comparison of the micros truc ture of the HAZ in four 
alloys by Hipps ley ( 4 7 )  showed little diff erence between them , thus 
micros tructural variations were no t respons ib le for the variations 
in stress-relief cracking behavior observed . However , the variat ions 
may result from differences �n the type and concentrat ion of impurity 
elements present . 
In summary , examination of the currently available literature 
shows that for the higher alloy materials (e . g . , 2 l/ 4Cr-1Mo , 9Cr-1Mo , 
9Cr-2Mo , 12Cr-1Mo and 12Cr-2Mo ) , very little informat ion exists on 
SRC s us cept ibility . One investigat ion has sugges ted that 
l / 2Cr-l / 2Mo-V and 2 l /4Cr- 1Mo may be sus cep tible to SRC while 
1Cr-l/ 2Mo , 5Cr-l/2Mo and 9 Cr-1Mo may not be susceptible to cracking . 
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It  is evident that additional information is needed on the SRC 
potential o f  the higher alloy chromium-mo lybdenum materi als with 
parti cular emphas is on any composit ional and micros tructural 
variations which might account for obs erved differences in SRC sus ­
ceptibility . There also exis ts  a need to evaluate the ef fect of 
various pos t-weld heat treatment tempe ratures on SRC sus cep tib ility .  
Transf ormation Behavior 
In this review it has been shown that the coars e grained HAZ 
adj acent to the fus ion zone (peak tempe rature in exces s  of 2 100 °F 
( 1150 ° C ) ) is the region of a weld in Cr-Mo steel which exhib its the 
highes t potential for both HAC and SRC . It has also .been pointed 
out that the transformed micros tructure of the coarse grained HAZ 
is the mos t  important factor in de termining its sus cep tib i lity to HAC 
and SRC . Fo r ins tance , a fully martens itic micros tructure may be 
more sus ceptible to HAC than a bainitic structure ( 14 ) , while their 
relative sus cep t ibility to SRC may be the revers e  ( 58 ) . Furthermore , 
it is  important to know the trans format ion t emperature ranges  in the 
HAZ , especially the Ms and Mf range s ince martens it e which trans forms 
at low temperatures (below 500 °F ( 2 60 ° C ) ) may exhib it an increased 
susceptib ility to HAC ( 1 4 ) . 
The transformation behavior of the HAZ in C r-Mo s teels is  
governed by aus tenite compos ition , peak temperature and t o  some extent 
cooling rate . Continuous-cooling t rans format ion ( CCT) diagrams may 
be developed to pre dict the microstructure and trans format ion tem­
peratures in the coarse gra ined HAZ for condit ions approp riate to 
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welding . CCT diagrams developed for welding condi tions take into 
account the effects of peak temperature and incomp lete homogenizat ion 
on CCT behavior . 
Review of  cu rrent literature reveals that only a limited amount 
of informat ion exists on the CCT behavior of the low alloy 2 l/4Cr-1Mo 
material under welding type condi tions . No readily available informa­
tion was found on the CCT behavior of martensitic or dup lex Cr-Mo 
s teels under welding conditions , howeve r it is somet imes possible to 
es timate the micros tructures which may be found in the HAZ of Cr-Mo 
steels based on conventional CCT diagrams which are readily 
availab le ( 2 9 ) . Conventional CCT diagrams as sume that the aus tenit e is 
complet ely homogenized with a grain size of ASTM 7-8 prior to trans ­
format ion . An actual weld HAZ exhib its various grain sizes (the 
coarse  grained HAZ may exceed ASTM 1 )  as wel l as various degrees of 
incomplete homo genization and the CCT behavior may thus depart 
significant ly from the conventionally determined behavior . 
The on-coo ling trans formation of the HAZ of duplex Cr-Mo steels 
may be es timated from a CCT diagram such as that shown in Figure 8 
for 12Cr- 2Mo-Ni . Because of the duplex nature of this material , upon 
cooling from the aus t enit izing temperature a ful ly martensitic micro­
st ructure is neve r ob tained . The we ld HAZ will theref ore always 
contain some untransformed ferrite . As depicted in the Cr-Fe phas e 
diagram in Figure 9 ,  a peak temperature be tween 2000 °F and 2800 °F  
( 1095 ° C  to 15 40°C)  in  the HAZ results in  the t ransformation of delta­
ferri te f rom aus tenite . The coo ling rate in the HAZ adj acent to the 
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Source : Wada , T . , Grobner , P . J . , and Vineberg ,  E . J . , "Duplex 
S truc ture 12Cr-2Mo Steels wi th Improved Weldab il ity , "  
Proc . Int . Con£ . on Produc tion , Fabr ication , Prop erties 
and Applicat ions of Ferr it ic S teels f or High Tempera­
ture Appl ications , American Soc iety for Metal s , Warren , 
PA , ( 1 981) . 
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Source : Lovej oy , P . T . , "S truc ture and Cons titut ion o f  Wrought 
Mar tensitic Stainle s s  Steels , "  Handbook of S tainles s 
Steel s ,  McGraw-Hill , (19 7 7 ) . 
4 1  
fus ion zone i s  sufficient t o  retain delta-ferrit e  in the f inal amb ient 
temperature micros truc ture . 
The CCT diagram of a martens itic Cr-Mo s teel (Figure 10) , like 
that of the duplex steel , is relat ively simple , in that martens ite is 
the primary on- cooling trans formation p ro duct pres ent at amb ient 
temperature . However ,  on-heating , aus tenite may also trans form to 
delta-ferrite ( Fi gure 11) in the HAZ and be retained in the f inal 
structure . However , les s  delta- ferrite may form in the HAZ of the 
martensitic type Cr-Mo s teel than in the dup lex Cr-Mo s t eel be cause 
it is hi gher in carbon and lower in molyb denum (Cr . E .  for the 
martensitic  materials app roximat ely 9 to 12) . 
Apb lett and his associates ( 1 6 )  examined the simulat ed weld CCT 
behavior of 2 l/4Cr-1Mo in an effort to find preheat condi tions that 
would result in so fter trans format ion products in the HAZ . Bainite 
was found to be the p rimary trans formation product in regions of the 
s imulated HAZ experiencing a peak temperature great er than 2000 °F  
(109 5 ° C) . On-cooling any untrans forme d aus tenite exis ting below 
650 °F  (34 5 °C )  was found to trans form to martens ite . Practical preheat 
levels , up to 600 ° F  ( 315 ° C ) , were found to have no app reciab le e ffect 
on trans formation p ro ducts in the HAZ . 
The CCT behavior of 2 l / 4Cr-1Mo is more complex than that o f  the 
predominately martens itic higher alloy Cr-Mo steels . The bainitic/ 
baini tic-martens itic HAZ mi crostructure of the 2 l / 4C r-1Mo mate rial is  
not independent o f  cooling rate as  is the higher alloy Cr-Mo materials . 
For any given preheat tempe rature ,  an increase in energy input causes 
9 Cr 1 Mo 
M 
Figure 10 . CCT for air coo led 9Cr-1Mo steel . 
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Source : Orr , J . , Beckitt , F . R . , and Fawkes , G . A . , "The 
Physical Metallurgy of Chromium-Molybdenum Steels for 
Fast Reac tor Boiler s , "  Proc . Int . Conf . on Ferritic 
Steel s for Fast Reactor S team Generators , Briti sh 
Nuclear Energy Society , London , England , 91-109 (1978 ) . 
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Source : Lovej oy , P . T . , "S tructure and Constitut ion o f  Wrought 
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a decrease in the cooling rate . The resulting inf luence of reduced 
cooling rates on CCT behavior of the HAZ in 2 l/4Cr-1Mo can be es t i­
mated by examining the conventional CCT diagram (Figure 1 2 ) . Ac co rd­
ing to this diagram as the cooling rate decreases , the . micros tructure 
proceeds from martensite  and/or fine bainite to a coarse bainite ( 60 ) . 
Carpenter and Emmanuel ( 61) have also no ted that coars er bainite is 
pro duced at slower continuous-cooling rates . 
It has already been ment ioned that at suf ficiently high cooling 
rates , martensite is pres ent in 2 l/4Cr-1Mo . Habraken and 
Economopoulos ( 6 2 )  have shown that for 2 l/4Cr-1Mo coo led at 6 . 6 ° F / s ec 
(3 . 7 ° C / s ec)  the martensite is present in the form of martens ite/ 
aus tenite  (MA) "is lands " within the bainite . Wada and Eldis ( 6 3)  have 
also observed MA " is lands " in 2 1/4C r- 1Mo s teel coo led at 0 . 3 3 ° F/ s ec 
( O . l8 ° C /min) . In the dis cus s ion of his work , Wada sugges ts that 
during cont inuous-cooling , aus teni te is lands fo rm ins t ead of carb ides 
during the bainite transfo rmation . During continued cool ing a large 
f ract ion o f. this aus tenite then trans forms to martens ite . 
In summary , it has been shown that the transformation behavior 
of the HAZ adj acent to the fusion zone has cons iderab le influence 
on HAC and S RC sus cep tib ility of welds in Cr-Mo steels . CCT diagrams 
are es sential to appraise the trans forma t ion behavior of the adj acent 
HAZ region . The literature review reveals that little information 
is availab le on the trans format ion of Cr-Mo s tee ls under wel ding 
conditions . Thus , it is apparent that additional CCT information 
app licable to welding of Cr-Mo s teels is nee ded . This CCT 
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information is es sential to the bas ic unders tanding of HAC and SRC 
in Cr-Mo steels . 
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CHAPTER III 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 
The experimental procedures emp loyed during the cours e of this 
inves tigat ion are dis cus s ed in this chapter . 
Mat erials 
Materials for this investigat ion were received f rom the Advanced 
Res earch and T echnology Development (AR&TD) Fossil Energy Mat erials 
Program ,  at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) . Fift een Cr-Mo 
materials were employed in this investigation . Thes e  mat erials can 
be s eparat ed into three general types bas ed on their welded micro­
s t ructure : 
1 .  Duplex s t ructure--12Cr-2Mo- 6Ni , 12Cr- 2Mo- 3Ni , 12Cr-2Mo-1Ni , 
9Cr- 2Mo-V-Nb , and 9Cr- 2Mo ; 
2 .  Mart ens itic structure--9Cr-1Mo- 0 . 11C , 9C r- 1Mo-0 . 0 6 and 9Cr-
1Mo-V-Nb-0 . 08C ( four heats des ignated as 394 , 383 , 1 7 6  and 148 ) ; 
3 .  Bainitic st ructure--Lukens 3Cr-1 . 5Mo and 2 l/4Cr-1Mo ( three 
commercial heats designated as Lukens 2 l /4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C , 
Lukens 2 l /4Cr-1Mo-0 . 10C and Kawas aki 2 l / 4Cr-1Mo- 0 . 1 2C) . 
The chemical compos i tions of the inves t igat ion ma terials are l is ted 
in Table 3 .  No te that the three 12Cr- 2Mo ma ter ials vary in Ni and 
Mo content ( 6%Ni-0 . 7%Mn , 3%Ni-2 . 3%Hn and l%Ni-0 . 8%Mn) and contain 
additions o f  Nb and/or V .  One of the 9Cr-2Mo ma terials has been 
modified wi th additions of V and Nb ( 0 . 10%V and 0 . 0 6%Nb ) . Four of 
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Table 3 .  
Deaianat ion 
12Cr-2Ho-6N1 
1 2Cr-2Mo-JNl 
12Cr-2Mo- 1 N 1 
9Cr-2Mo-V-Nb 
9Cr-2Mo 
9Cr-1Mo-V-Nb ( 148) 
9Cr-1Mo-V-Nb ( 1 76) 
9Cr-1Mo-V-Nb ( ]8l) 
9Cr-1Mo-V-Nb ( l94 ) 
9Cr- 1Mo-O. UC 
9Cr- 1Ho-0 . 06C 
C Uaaa lCr-1 . .5Ho 
Chemical Analysis . 
Suppl ier 
CHua 
C1 lau 
Cl iau 
C�poait ion (Velaht %) 
c Hn p s S i  Ni  Cr Mo V Nb Tt Co Cu A1 II v ,... Sn Zr " 0 Cr . ! .  Nl . ! .  
0 . 066 0 . 74 0 . 01 2  0 . 014 0 . 2 9 5 . 92 1 1 . 96 2 . 09 0 . 2 1  0 . 09 <0 . 01 0 . 016 0 . 0] 0 . 01] < 0 . 001 0 . 05 <0 . 001 0 . 001 <0 . 001 0 . 0]9 0 . 002 
0 . 060 2 . 27 0 . 0 1 1  0 . 01 4  0. JO ] . OJ 1 1 . 9 1 2 . 08 0 . 2 2  0 . 10 < 0 . 01 0 . 0 14 0 . 0 1 0 . 054 <0 . 00 1 0 . 04 <0. 001 0 . 001 <0 . 001 O . Ol l  0 . 002 
0 . 068 0.82 0 . 01 1  0 . 009 0 . 11 l . Ol 1 1 . 86 2 . 04 0 . 20 <0 . 0 1 < 0 . 0 1  0 . 01 1  0 . 02 0 . 014 <0. 001 0 . 0] <0 . 00 1 0 . 002 <0 . 001 0 . 028 0 . 0 1 0  
9 . 27 
6 . ]1 
4 . 20 
ORNL 0. 0]4 0.61  0 . 009 0 . 014 0 . 05 0 . 05 9 . 62 2 . 07 0 . 10 0 . 06 <0 . 01 0 . 01 9  O . OS 0 . 010 0 . 001 O . Ol 0 . 005 0 . 002 <0,001 0. 027 0 . 005 16 . 1 2 -
Suaitoao 0 . 061 0�66 0 . 015 0 , 004 0 . 2 5  0 . 06 8 . 60 1 . 9] 0 . 0 ] < 0 . 0 1  < 0 . 0 1  0 . 017 0 . 04 0 . 029 <0 , 001 0 . 02 0 . 001 0 . 002 <0. 001 0 . 0 1 2  0 . 004 14 . 16 -
0100. 
ORNL 
OML 
OltNL 
ORNL 
ORNL 
Cl iau 
0 . 089 0 . 47 0 . 021 0 . 006 0 . 28 0 . 16 9 . 24 0 . 96 0 . 2 1 0 . 05 < 0 . 0 1  0 . 019 0 . 1)8 0 . 002 0 . 001 0 . 01 0 . 002 0 . 004 0 . 001 0 . 0]5 0 . 008 1 1 . 1 2 -
0 . 081 0 . ]7 0 . 010 0 . 00] 0 . 1 1  0 . 09 8 . 61 0 . 89 0 . 2 1  0 . 07 <0 . 0 1 0 . 1 00 0 , 04 0 . 007 0 . 001 0 . 01 0 . 001 0 . 001 0 . 001 0 . 055 
o . 08J o . 46 o . o1o o . oo4 o . 4 1  o . o9 8 . 4 6 1 . 02 o . io o . o 1 <O . o 1  o . 055 o . n1 o . oo2 o . oo 1 o . o5 o . oo1 o . oo1 o . oo1 o . o5 1  
0 . 084 0 . 46 0 . 0 10 0 . 00] 0 . 40 0 . 09 8 . 5 7 1 . 02 0 . 20 0 . 07 <0 . 0 1 0 . 05 5  0 . 1)4 0. 014 0 . 001 0 . 05 0 . 001 0 . 001 0 . 00 1  0 . 05] 
9 . 59 
1 1 . 5 2 -
1 1 . 6 1  -
0. 110 0 . 59 0 . 017 0 . 008 0 . 6] 0 . 07 9 . ]8 0 . 99 0 . 05 0 . 01 <0 . 0 1 0 . 081 0 . 0] 0 . 001 0 . 001 0 . 01 0 . 004 0 . 009 <0 . 001 0 . 02 1  0 . 01 1  1 1 . 2 9 -
0 . 062 0 . 46 0. 018 0 . 005 0. 52 0 . 20 9 . 28 0 . 98 0 . 0 1 <0 . 01 <0. 01 0 . 021 0 . �8 0 . 005 0 . 001 0 . 01 0 . 004 0 . 00] 0 . 00 1 0. 019 
0 . 082 0 . 86 0 . 006 0 . 009 0 . 16 0 . 2 1 3 . 02 1 . 4 ]  0. 1 2  < 0 . 01 < 0 . 0 1  0 . 005 0 . '.12 0 . 005 <0 . 001 <0 . 0 1  <0 . 00 1  0 . 001 0 . 001 0 . 010 
1 1 . 90 -
lavaaak1 2 l/4Cr-1Mo-0 . 1 2C lavaaakl 0 . 1 2  0 . 5 ]  0 . 006 0 . 00] 0. 10 0 . 1 7  2 . ]6 0 . 98 0 . 0 1  < 0 . 0 1  < 0 , 0 1  0 . 010 O. l6 0 . 028 <0 . 001 <0 , 0 1  0 . 001 0 . 001 0 . 001 0 . 01 1  0 . 00] 
Lukens 2 1 /4Cr-1Mo-0 . 10C Lukens 0 . 1 0 0 . 44 0 . 006 0 . 026 0 . 1 9 0 . 16 2 . 1 8 1 . 02 0 . 01 < 0 . 0 1  < 0 . 0 1 0 . 014 0 . 15 0 . 00] <0 , 001 <0 . 01 0 . 006 0 . 01 1  < 0 . 00 1  0 . 007 0 . 007 
Lukena 2 1/ 4Cr-1Mo-G. l 2C Lulr.ena 0 . 1 2 0 . 4 1  0 . 006 0 . 003 0 . 2 2  0 .02 2 . 2 7  1 . 05 0 . 01 <0 . 01 < 0 . 0 1  n . nnR 0 . 08 0 . 008 <0 . 001 <0 . 0 1 0 . 002 0 . 003 <0 . 00 1  O . O I S  0 . 004 
� 
00 
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the 9Cr- 1Mo ma terials also contain V and Nb (0 . 2%V and 0 . 07%Nb ) . 
The carbon content of  the modified 9Cr-1Mo ma terial is nominally 
0 . 08 % . The remaining two 9Cr-1Mo materials are s tandard composition 
and contain no additions of V and Nb .  Thes e two 9Cr-1Mo ma terials 
dif fer mainly in carbon content (0 . 11 and 0 . 06%C) . 
Among the baini tic ma ter ials the Climax · 3cr-1 . 5Mo has the 
highes t Cr , Mo and Mn cont ent (3 . 02 ,  1 . 43 and 0 . 86%) , and the lowest  
carbon content ( 0 . 08%C) . The Climax 3Cr-1 . 5Mo material also contains 
0 . 1 2%V . O ther than nominal differences in minor elements , the 
bainit ic 2 l/4Cr-1Mo materials dif f er in C ,  S ,  Si and Ni content . 
The Lukens 2 l/4Cr-1Mo-0 . 10C material has the lowes t  carbon content . 
The carbon content of the Lukens 2 l/ 4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C and Kawasaki 
2 l/4Cr-1Mo- 0 . 12C is the same . The Kawasaki 2 l/4Cr- 1Mo-0 . 12C 
material has the h ighest Ni  content (0 . 17%)  and the lowes t Si con-
tent ( 0 . 10%) . The Lukens 2 l/ 4Cr-1Mo-0 . 10C material contains the 
highes t amount of residual sulfur ( 0 . 026%) . 
A descrip tion of the as-received form of the investigation 
materials can be found in Table 4 .  The Kawasaki 2 l/4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C 
ring forging was the only ma terial not initially in p late form . 
Test specimens wer e extrac ted from the 1/4  thickness location in 
materials thicker than 1 in ( 25 . 4mm) and from the 1 / 2  thickness 
location in ma terials less than 1 in ( 25 . 4mm) . The longitudinal 
direction of all tes t specimens was located in the rolling or 
forging direction of the as-received ma terial . 
Tab le 4 .  
Type 
Duplex 
Martensitic 
Bainitic 
As-Received Form and Heat Treatment Condit ion of 
Inves tigat ion Materials . 
Ma ter ial Form Heat Treatment 
1 2Cr-2Mo-6Ni 5/8 in ( 1 6mm) Plate Normalized 1 920°F ( 1050°C) 
Tempered 1 290°F ( 7oo•c) 
1 2Cr-2Mo-3Ni 5/8 in ( 1 6mm) Plate Normalized 1 9 20°F ( 105o•c) 
Tempered 1 290°F ( 70o•c) 
1 2Cr-2Ho- 1 N i  5/8 i n  ( 1 6mm) Plate Normalized 192o•r ( 1050 ° C )  
Tempered 1 35o•r ( 7 3o•c) 
9Cr-2Ho-V-Nb 1 /2 in ( 1 2 .  7mm) Plate Normalized 1 900°F ( 1 040°C) 
Tempered 1 400 °F ( 760°C) 
9Cr-2Ho 1 in ( 2 5 . 4mm) Plate Normalized 1 74o•r (95o•c) 
Tempered 1 4 3o•r ( 78o•c) 
9Cr- 1Ho-V-Nb 3/8 in (9 . 5mm) P late Normalized 1 900 °F ( 1040°0) 
Tempered 1 400°F ( 760°C) 
9Cr- 1Ho-O . l l C  3 / 4  i n  ( 1 9mm) Plate Normalized 1 900°F ( 1 040°C) 
Tempered 1 400 °F ( 760°C) 
9Cr- 1Ho-0 . 05C 3/4 in ( 1 9mm) Plate Normalized 1 900 °F ( 1 040°C) 
Tempered 1 400° F  ( 760°C) 
Cl imax 3Cr- 1 . 5Ho 1 / 2  in ( 1 2 . 7mm) Plate Normalized 1 750°F (955°C) 
Tempered 1 295•r ( 7oo • c )  
Lukens 2 1 /4Cr- 1Ho-0 . 10C 6 in ( 3 30mm) Plate Aus teni t i zed 1 750°F (955°C) 
Water Quenched 
Tempered 1 2 1o • r  (690°C) 
Lukens 2 1 /4Cr- 1Ho-0 . 1 2C 13 in ( 1 50mm) Plate Austenit ized 1 7 so•r (955°C) 
Water Quenched 
Tempered 1 22 5 ° F  (665 °C) 
Kawasaki 2 1 /4Cr- 1Ho-0 . 1 2C 1 6  in (400mm) Ring Austenit ized 1 960°F ( 1 070°C) 
Forging Water Quenched 
Tempered 1 200 °F (650°C) 
V1 
0 
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A description of the prior heat treatment of the inves tigation 
materials is also shown in Table 4 .  The duplex and martensitic 
materials were normalized at the temperature indicated . The 2 l/4Cr-
1Mo materials were aus tenitized at the indicated temperature followed 
by wat er quenching . All materials were tempered at the indicated tem­
perature and allowed to air cool . The duration of all austenitizing 
and tempering operations was one hour per inch (25 . 4mm) of thickness . 
Continuous-Cooling Trans fo rmation Behavio r 
The CCT b ehavior of the 12Cr-2Mo-6Ni , 12Cr-2Mo-3Ni , 12Cr- 2Mo-1Ni , 
9Cr-2Mo-V-Nb , 9Cr- 2Mo , 9Cr-1Mo-0 . 11C , Climax 3Cr-1 . 5Mo , Lukens 
2 l/4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C , L�kens 2 l/4Cr-1Mo-0 . 10C and Kawasaki 
2 l/ 4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C ma terials was determined by the dilatome tric 
technique employing the Gleeble apparatus . This  method of evaluation 
may b e  direc tly related to actual weld HAZ trans forma tions . 
Tes t specimens 0 . 250in diameter by 4in in length (6 . 35rnrn by 
102mm) were subj ec ted to a s imulated weld thermal cyc le which dupli­
cates that exper ienc ed in the coarse grained HAZ .  A dilatometer 
attachment to the Gleeble was used to determine the on-coo ling 
transforma tion tempera tures . Therma l cyc les appropriate to arc 
welding process es were util iz ed to cons truc t CCT diagrams which 
are applicable to ac tual weld ing conditions . 
The Gleeble 
The Gleeb le is a device developed at Rens selaer Polytechnic 
Ins t itute (RPI)  which is capable of  rep roducing the thermal cycle 
found at a particular point of interest in the HAZ . The po int of 
int eres t in this s tudy was the coarse grained HAZ experienc ing a 
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peak temperature o f  2400 ° F  ( 1315 ° C ) . The coars e grained HAZ of an 
actual weld is so narrow that it would be almost imposs ible to deter­
mine i ts.  t rans formation behavior .  One of the unique f eatures of the 
Gleeb le is that it is capable of reproducing this narrow region in a 
size sui table for test ing . 
The Gleeble consists of a high speed , time-tempe rature resistance­
heating cont ro l  devi ce coupled with a high- t emp erature tens ile t es t ing 
apparatus . The essential features of the Gleeble employ ed in this 
inves t igat ion are shown in Figure 13 . As shown in the figure , the 
t est specimen was c lamped between the two wat er-cooled copper alloy 
wedge grips . The grips were contained in platens , one f ixed and one 
movab le , which in turn were connected to the secondary power t rans­
former . The specimen was heat ed by �ts own res istance to the passage 
of an electric current supplied by the power trans former , or was 
coo led by the longitudinal extraction o f  heat to the wat er coo led 
j aws . In a 0 . 25in ( 6 . 34mm) diameter s teel specimen , the Gleeble can 
reproduce any weld HAZ cycle requiring a heat ing rat e of less than 
3000 ° F/ s ec ( 1 6 70 ° C / sec)  and a coo ling rate at 1000°F  ( 54 0 ° C )  of less 
than 350 °F/ sec ( 195 ° C / s ec ) . The cont ro l maintains an accuracy to 
within ± l5 ° F  ( ±8 ° C) of the desired temperature .  
The t emperature of the sample was monitored by a f ine wire 
thermocouple percus s ion welded to the sample . The electronic 
Ai r-H)(Iraulic 
Cyl inder 
Moveable 
Grip � 
El ectron ic 
Time-Temperature 
Control 
Thermocouple """ 
/ 
Speci men 
Power Tran sformer 
460 V A C  
'-: 
\ 
F ixed 
Gri p 
Figure 13 . Schematic diagram of the Gleeble apparatus . 
Source : S tout , R . D . , and Doty , W . D . , Weldability of Steels , 
Welding Research Council , (19 7 8 ) . 
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controller compares the thermal couple ou tpu t 120 times per second 
wi th the voltage corr espond ing to the ins tantaneous temperature of 
the desired thermal cycle and increases , reduces or interrup ts the 
heating current as required . The thermocouple output was recorded 
on a direc t-developing record ing oscillograph . 
A schematic representation o f  the thermal cycles employed in 
the CCT inves tigat ion is shown in Figure 14 . Thes e nine thermal 
cyc les are based on a peak temperature of 2400 ° F  (13l5 °C) . The 
simulated weld micros tructure produced at this peak temperature is 
analogous to the actual micros truc ture of a weld which is displaced 
a few grains away from the fusion zone . The first eight thermal 
cycles which range up to 150 KJ / in ( 5 . 9  KJ/mm) produce cooling 
rates which are similar to those enc ountered in the las t pas s of  a 
me tal arc weld in a 2in ( 5lmm) Cr-Mo steel plate at 400° F ( 20 5 ° C )  
preheat . The ninth thermal cycle simulates an elec troslag weld 
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(ESW) in a 4in ( 102mm) 2 l/4Cr-1Mo plate (48 volts , 750 amps , wire 
speed 6 . 57in/ sec (167mm/ sec ) ) ( 65) . The time required to cool between 
800° C  and 500 ° C  ( 8/5t)  is lis ted at the bot tom of each cooling 
curve . The cooling rates employed in this investigation range 
from the relatively fas t coo ling rat e encountered in a shielded-
metal arc (SMA) weld arc s trike (8/ 5t--0 . 53sec)  to the relat ively 
slow coo ling rate encountered in an elec tros lag weld ( 8 l 5t�-2050} � 
The Dilatometer 
The dilatometer is an attachment to the Gleeble apparatus which 
measures specimen dilation (contraction or expans ion) during rap id 
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heating and coo ling . As shown i n  Figure 15 , the dilat ometer cons is t ed 
of quar t z  contact rods connected to a precision rectilinear transducer 
by a solid-hinge mechanical l inkage . The change in volume accompany­
ing an on-cooling phase change was trans f erred through the hinge to 
the rectilinear potentiometer which was in turn connec ted to a pre­
cision b r idge circuit . The output of the b ridge was connect ed to a 
multiple channel recording oscil lograph . 
Both dila t ion vs . time and tempera ture vs . time plo ts were 
ob tained from the multiple channel r ecording oscillograph . An 
example o f  d ilation vs . t empera ture plo ts cons truc ted f rom the 
Gleeble data is shown in Figure 16 . The trans f ormation s tart and 
s top tempera tures were s elec ted as the point where reasonable 
departure from smooth thermal contract ion initiated . The trans­
f orma tion tempera tures determined in this manner for the entire 
series of energy inputs were plot ted as temperature vs . log-time 
f rom peak temp erature , thereby genera ting the conventional CCT 
diagram . 
Confirming tes ts were made f or each weld thermal cycle inves ti­
gated . To insure tha t the same ini tial micros truc ture  was pres ent 
in each run , a new spec imen was employed . Spec imens from diff erent 
thermal cycles were prepared for metallographic evaluation . The 
chemical compos ition o f  the etchants employed during the cours e o f  
this inves tiga t ion are lis ted i n  Table 5 .  
TRANSDUCER" 
HE AT E D  Z ONE 
IN SPE C I M E N  
T O  A - C  
T R A NS FOR M E R  
T RAN SDUC E R  SIGNAL 
ADJU S T I N G  
KNOB 
THE R MOCOUPL E  
S I G N A L  
Figure 15 . Schematic representat ion of the Gleeble d ilatome ter . 
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Source : Rathbone , A .M . , Connor , L . P . , and Gross , J . H . , "Welda­
bili ty of a High Strength Al loy Plate S teel Wi th a 
Minimum Yield S tr ength of 140  Ksi , "  Welding J . , 43 (12) , 
55 ls-563 s (1 964 ) . 
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Table 5 .  Etchan ts for Cr-Mo Steel s . 
Etchant , 
Modif ied HCl-Picral 
Modif ied Wazau ' s  
Mod if ied 5% Nita! 
Picral 
Nital-Picral 
Use 
12Cr-2Mo-Ni 
9Cr-2Mo , 
9Cr-1Mo-V-Nb , 
9Cr-1Mo 
9Cr-2Mo 
9Cr-1Mo-V-Nb 
9Cr-1Mo 
9Cr-2Mo 
2 l / 4Cr-1Mo 
2 l /4Cr-1Mo 
3Cr-l . SMo 
Composi tion 
900ml satura ted Picric 
acid in Me thanol 
lOOm! HCl 
20ml H2so4 
20g Fec13 
20g CuC12 
300m! Methanol 
180ml HCl 
lOOm! H20 
900ml Methanol 
SOml HN03 
lOOml H20 
20ml H2so4 
20g Fe3c13 
20g CuC12 
20ml HCl 
Methanol sa turated 
with Pic r ic acid 
92Sml Methanol 
SOml Picral 
25ml HN03 
Conaents 
Dilute Final 
mix ture with 
SO% Methanol 
when ready to use . 
Dilute Final 
mixture with 
50% Methanol 
when ready to use . 
Make two solut ions , 
mix when ready 
to use . Dilute 
f inal mixture 
with SO% Methanol 
when ready to use . 
lJ1 
\D 
St ress-Relief Cracking (SRC )  Det erminat ion 
Stres s-relief or reheat cracking is intergranular cracking 
tha t occurs in the HAZ dur ing exposure of welded as s embl ies to 
elevated t emperatures produced either by pos t-weld heat treatment 
(PWHT) or high temperature s ervice . Cracking can b e  attribut ed to 
the comb ined effec ts of embrittlement and s train .  
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The potent ial for SRC in the 12Cr-2Mo-6Ni ,  12Cr-2Mo-3Ni , 
12Cr- 2Mo-1Ni , 9Cr-2Mo-V-Nb , 9Cr- 2Mo , 9Cr-1Mo-0 . 11C , Climax 3Cr-1 . 5Mo , 
Lukens 2 l / 4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C , Lukens 2 l/4Cr-1Mo-0 . 10C and Kawasaki 
2 l/ 4Cr- 1Mo-0 . 12C mater ia ls was examined employing the Gleeb le . 
The rapid tensile- tes t capab ility of the Gleeb le enables it to 
impos e s imulataneous s tr ess  and temperature cond itions s imilar to 
those experienced during weld ing . A schema tic representation of 
the thermal trea tment-stress cyc le applied in the SRC de termina tion 
is shown in Figure 17 . 
In this investigation a the rmal cycle s imulat ing an energy 
input of 60 KJ / in ( 2 . 3 6 KJ/mm) in a 2in ( S lmm) plate at 4 00 ° F  ( 2 05 ° C )  
with a p eak tempera ture of 2 40 0 ° F  ( 1315 ° C )  i s  imposed o n  the test 
specimen (Figure 18) to produce a micros truc ture which is repre­
sentative of the grain coarsened reg ion of the HAZ ( this region 
has b een shown to be s ens itiv e  to SRC) . Af ter the weld thermal 
cycle the sample is reheated to the PWHT tempera ture and a stress 
applied to simulate res tra int under PWHT conditions . The PWHT 
temperatures s elected in this inves tiga tion reflect temperatures 
SCHEMATI C REPRESENTATION OF TH ER M A L  A N D 
STRE S S  CYCLES FOR R E HEAT CRACK I NG STU D I E S  
TI M E  
I 
t... 
f 
I 
I 
PWHT S I M ULATION-+ 
T E M PERAT U R E  
S T R E S S  
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Figure 1 7 . Schematic repre sentat ion of  the thermal treatmen t-str e s s  
cycle emp loyed in SRC determination . 
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Figure 18 . Gleeble sample emp loyed in SRC evalu a t ion . 
employed in ac tual s ervice . The various PWHT temperatures utilized 
for the various Cr-Mo ma terials are lis ted in Table 6 . 
The s tr es s  levels employed in this inves tigation were selec ted 
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to cause rupture within 120 minutes . If the specimen is. no t rup tured 
in 1 20 minutes or less the test is discont inued . For comparison 
purposes one s tr ess level is selected to cause rup ture in approxi­
mately ten minutes . Both the duc tility (reduction in area) and 
frac ture f eatures of the rup tured specimen reflec t the SRC sens itivity 
of the material . The ruptured spec imens were ·retained for further 
metallographic and fractographic evaluations . This test method has 
b een successfully employed at The Univers ity of Tennessee to evalu­
ate the SRC susceptibility of SA508 and SA5 33 . ( 67 ) . 
Hydrogen-Ass isted Cracking Evaluation 
Hydrogen-assisted cracking (HAC) is low temperature , (below 
600 °F (315 ° C) delayed cracking which occurs in the fusion zone or 
HAZ of a weld due to a tensile stress acting on a susceptible micro­
structure in which hydrogen is present . The HAC sus ceptibility of 
the 1 2Cr- 2Mo- 6Ni , 12Cr-2Mo-3Ni , 12Cr-2Mo-1Ni , 9Cr-2Mo-V-Nb , 9Cr-2Mo , 
9Cr-1Mo-V-Nb ( 148 , 176 , 383 and 394 ) , 9Cr-1Mo-0 . 11C , 9Cr-1Mo-0 . 06C , 
Climax 3Cr-1 . 5Mo , Lukens 2 l/4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C , Lukens 2 l/4Cr-0 . 10C and 
Kawasaki 2 l/ 4Cr-1Mo-0 . 1 2C mater ials was evaluated by the UT-Modified 
Hydrogen Sensitivity Tes t (UT-Mod HST) . This tes t  is a variation of 
the RPI augmented strain test (68 , 69 , 70 )  and includes the f ollowing 
modif ications : 
Table 6 .  Pos t-Weld Heat Treatment Temperatures Employed 
in SRC Evalua tion . 
Material PWHT Tempera ture OF ( o C )  
1 2Cr-2Mo-6Ni 1 290 700 
1 2Cr-2Mo-3Ni 1 290 700 
1 2Cr-2Mo-1Ni 1 290 700 
9Cr-2Mo-V-Nb 1350  730 
9Cr-2Mo 1 320 7 1 5 
9 Cr- 1Mo-0 . 1 1 C 1 350 7 30 
1 250 6 80 
Climax 3Cr- 1 . 5Mo 
1 1 50 620 
1 250 680 
Lukens 2 1 /4Cr- 1Mo-0 . 1 2C 
1 1 50 6 20 
1 250 6 80 
Lukens 2 l /4Cr- 1Mo-0 . 1 0C 
1 1 50 6 20 
1 250 680 
Kawasaki 2 1 / 4Cr- 1Mo-0 . 1 2C 
1 1 50 620 
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1 .  Reduc ed s pecimen s ize . 
2 .  Autogenous GTA weld . 
3 .  Hydrogen introduc ed directly into weld poo l . 
4 .  Materials evaluat ed on a pass-fail bas is . 
5 .  Ef f ect of  prehea t ,  hold time and s training temperature 
determined . 
6 .  Acous tic emis s ion determina tion o f  crack initiat ion . 
7 .  No cut ting or polishing s t eps required f or crack observa­
tion. 
The specimen shown in Figur e 19 is  used in the UT-Mod HST . 
The spec imen is  held in a copper f ixture which is  preheated to 
the des ired tempera ture . An autogenous gas- tungs t en arc (GTA) weld 
is made along the length of the sample employing the parame ters 
shown in Tab le 7 .  Hydrogen is add ed direc tly to the shielding gas , 
saturat ing the fus ion zone . Af ter weld ing , the sample is allowed 
to cool to room tempera tur e and is strained in the f ixture 
shown in Figure 20 . The nominal augment ed s train on the sur fac e 
is g iven by the approximation : 
E � t / 2R ( 3- 1 )  
where E = nominal augmented s train , t = sp ecimen thicknes s 
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(O . l25in (3mm) ) and R = bend ing radius . Die blocks are available 
to produce s train levels of 1% , 2% and 4% . Suscep tibility to crack­
ing ts determined by observing if cracks form on the sp ecimen face 
s trained in tens ion .  Cracking is  evalua ted as a func tion of pre­
hea t , s train level and s training temperature . Two s training 
Autogenous GTA weld 
R.D 
Figure 19 . UT-Mod HS T specimen . 
Spec imen 1 �x 51� x11; 
(42mm X 16mmX3.2mm) 
Table 7 .  UT-Modified Hydrogen Sens itivity Tes t Welding Parameters . 
Variable Setting 
Current 80-100 amps 
Voltage 10 vo lts 
Travel Spee d 5ipm ( 12 . 7 cmpm) 
Shielding Gas 5%  H2 - 95% Ar 
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Energy Input 10 . 8  KJ / in ( 0 . 4 3 KJ/mm) 
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Figure 20 . UT-Mod HST s training f ixture . 
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temp eratur es were employed in this inves tigat ion ( 3 2 ° F  ( 0 ° C )  and 
7 5 ° F  ( 24 ° C ) ) .  The 3 2 ° F  ( 0 ° C) s training temperature is cons id ered to 
be b elow the apparent duc tile to brittle trans format ion tempera ture 
(DBTT) of the HAZ in mos t  Cr-Mo materials , and provides the mo s t  
cons ervat ive as sessment of  HAC . 
Af ter s training the spec imen and f ix tur e are placed in a 
padded vice and an acous tic emiss ion (AE) sensor f rom a TEC 9 1 2-10 
AE ins trument is  at tached to the die block . The output o f  the AE 
ins trument is recorded on a strip chart recorder . The specimen 
is held in the f ix ture f or 24 hours . The t ime f o r  crack initiat ion 
is taken as the time at which sus tained AE burs ts above the back­
ground level wer e r ecorded . I f  the spec imen does no t crack in 24 
hours the test is termina ted . For any s train level the preheat 
level at which a t  l east two tes t s  remain crack free is  des ignated 
as the preheat required t o  prevent cracking . Af ter tes t ing , the 
UT-}1od HST s pecimens are p repared for metallographic examina tion . 
The liT-Modif ied Hydrogen Sens i t ivity Tes t  is intend ed to pro­
vide a comparative rela tive ranking of  the HAC s ensitivity of Cr-Mo 
mat erials bas ed on augmented · s train , hydrogen content , mic ro s t ructur e ,  
preheat and welding condi tions . Although the augment ed s train levels 
employed in the s ens itivity test have no direct correlation wi th 
ac tual measurable res traint encount ered during weld ing , the 4 %  
s train l evel is analogous t o  the r es traint encountered when welding 
large thicknes s mul t ipass j oints , while the lower s train levels 
( 2% and 1%) are analogous to r es traint produc ed dur ing the welding 
of thinner j o int sec t ions . 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In this weldability evaluation , the CCT , SRC and HAC behavior of 
the full range of Cr-Mo steels varying in Cr content from 2 1/4%  to 
12% was determined . In addition to mat erials which are current ly 
employed in fossil energy applications (2 l /4Cr-1Mo and 9Cr-1Mo) , the 
materials employed in the weldability inves tigation include a group 
of new gene.rat ion Cr-Mo steels which have b een formulated to : 
(1 ) enhance resistanc e to hydrogen at tack ( 3Cr- 1 . 5Mo) , ( 2 )  produce a 
concurrent increas e in both creep s trength and weldab ility ( 9Cr-2Mo 
and 12Cr-2Mo-Ni) and ( 3 )  improve creep strength to a level comparable 
to that of type 304 stainless steel (9Cr- 1Mo-V-Nb ) .  The primary 
obj ective of the weldab ility invest igation was to provide a relat ive 
ranking of the cracking suscep t ibility of Cr-Mo steels which , from a 
fabrication viewpoint , facilitates proper alloy selection . 
In this study it became apparent that the observed variat ions 
in the weld cracking b ehavior of Cr-Mo steels is related to bo th 
compos itional and micros tructural diff erences . The predominantly 
bainitic micros tructure which forms in the coarse grained HAZ of the 
low alloy materials ( 2  l / 4Cr-1Mo and 3Cr-1 . 5Mo) is more susceptible 
to SRC than the mart ensitic or martensitic/ ferritic micros tructure 
which fo rms in the coars e grained HAZ of the higher alloy materials 
(9Cr-1Mo , 9Cr-2Mo and 12Cr-2Mo-Ni ) . In contras t ,  at an equivalent 
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carbon content the HAC sus ceptibility of the predominantly bainitic 
mat erials is lower than that of the mart ensitic or martens itic / 
f erritic mat erials . 
Continuous-Cooling Transformation Behavior of Cr-Mo Steels 
The heart of the cracking behavior  of  Cr-Mo welds is the type 
and nature of the HAZ CCT trans formation which take place over the 
full scope of . welding conditions emp loyed during fab ri cation . A 
thorough understanding of  the trans formation behavior of the HAZ 
helps to predict the weldab ility and assists in select ing methods 
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to control certain aspects of SRC and HAC . The trans format ion 
behavior of the weld HAZ is determined under the constraint s of fast 
h.eat ing rates , short aus tenitiz ing times and rap id coo ling rat es 
attendant upon welding . During welding the HAZ experiences an 
ent ire spectrum of peak temperatures whi ch in turn , yield an ent ire 
range of HAZ microstructures . While information on the transformation 
behavior of Cr-Mo steels is readily available in the form of con­
ventional CCT diagrams , this information is not generally applicab le 
to welding condit ions becaus e it is based on slow heating rates , low 
aus tenitizing temperatures of subs tantial durat ion and relatively 
slow coo ling rates . Mos t  importantly , the conventional CCT diagrams 
do not address the transformation behavior of the coars e grained HAZ , 
and it is this region that has been shown to be the weld region most  
susceptible to  SRC and HAC . 
This portion of the weldability invest igat ion was init iated 
becaus e of the lack of available and applicab le CCT diagrams which 
adequately describe the behavior of the coars e grained HAZ . The 
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principal method of the CCT determinations was on-cooling dilatometric 
measurements using simulated HAZ specimens (Gleeble) . The Gleeble 
·-
method effectively duplicates the aus tenitizing conditions and 
cooling rates charact eristic of the HAZ in a specimen of a siz e  
suitable f o r  direct measurement . The Gleeb le method is described in 
greater detail in Chapter III . 
Continuous-Cooling Trans formation Behavior of Duplex and 
Martensitic Cr-Mo S teels (12Cr- 2Mo-Ni , 9Cr- 2Mo and 9Cr-1Mo ) 
Evaluation of available conventional CCT diagrams determined for 
12Cr-2Mo-1Ni and 9Cr- 1Mo indicated that under the most  commonly 
encountered arc welding conditions , martens ite would be  the primary 
transformation product encountered (1 , 28 ) . The use of two simulat ed 
HAZ thermal cycles was deemed suf ficient to predict the range of CCT 
behavior b ecaus e the trans formation behavio r of the duplex and 
martensitic materials should be  largely independent of the cooling 
rate . 
A summary of the on-heating and on-cooling trans formation 
temperatures fo r both the dup lex and mart ens itic materials is pre-
sented in Tab les 8 and 9 .  The on-heating trans formation temperatures 
(Ac1 and Ac3 ) shown in Table 8 are characteris tic  of the full range 
of thermal cycles employed in the CCT evaluat ion . The Ac
1 
and Ac3 
temperatures of the 12Cr-2Mo-Ni mat erials were found to be  a funct ion 
Table 8 .  Summary of On-Heating Trans formation Temperatures for 
12Cr-2Mo-Ni , 9Cr- 2Mo-V-Nb , 9Cr-2Mo and 9Cr- 1Mo . 
On-Heating Transformation TemEeratures 
Ac1 
Ac3 
Material O F ( o C)  
OF 
12Cr-2Mo-6Ni 1230 665  1360 
12Cr-2Mo-3Ni 1340 7 30 14 30 
12Cr-2Mo-1Ni 1560 850 1 780 
9Cr- 2Mo-V-Nb 1620 880 1810 
9Cr-2Mo 1 5 70 85 5 1 730  
9Cr-1Mo-0 . 11C 1680 915 1800 
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( o C) 
740 
780 
9 70 
990  
945  
980 
Table 9 .  Summary of On-Cooling Transformat ion Temperatures and Final Hardness  Values for 
12Cr-2Mo-Ni , 9 Cr-2Mo-V-Nb , 9Cr-2Mo and 9Cr-1Mo . S imulated Weld Thermal Cycles 
Based on a Preheat Temperature of 400 ° F  ( 205 ° C) in a 2in (Slmm) Plate . 
On-Cooling Transformat ion Temperatures 
35 KJ/in ( 1 . 38 KJ/mm) 60 KJ / in ( 2 . 36 KJ /mm) · 1 50 KJ/ f n  ( 5 . 9 1  KJ/mm) 
Material 
H Hf DPH H Hf DPH H Hf DPH s s s 
•r < •c> •r < •c) •r < •c) •r <•c) •r <•c) •r <•c)  
1 2Cr-2Ho-6Ni 330 165 ND ND 405 3 1 0  1 55 NO NO 409 
1 2Cr-2Ho-3Ni 380 1 95 NO NO 390 380 1 9 5  NO NO 398 
1 2Cr-2Ho- 1Ni 520 270 320 160 3 3 1  520 2 70 340 1 70 336 
9Cr-2Ho-V-Nb 680 360 560 295  227  - - - - - 6 70 355 540 280 2 2 2  
9Cr- 2Ho 760 405 630 330 2 78 - - - - - 740 395 610 320 280 
9Cr- lHo-O . l lC 760 405 620 3 2 5  3 5 2  - - - - - 730 390 600 3 1 5  360 
OPH - Diamond Pyramid Hardness . 
ND - No definite Hf temperature observed on-cooling to 7 5 °F (24 °C) . 
""-J 
N 
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of the Ni content . The higher the Ni content , the lower the Ac1 and 
Ac 3 temperatures . The Ac1 and Ac 3 temperatures observed in the 
9Cr- 2Mo and 9Cr-1Mo materials were higher than thos e observed in the 
12Cr-2Mo-Ni materials . The 9Cr-1Mo-0 . 11C material displayed Ac
1 
and 
Ac3 temperatures which were higher than those determined for the 
9Cr-2Mo and 9Cr-2Mo-V-Mb materials . 
The on-coo ling trans formation temperatures and final HAZ 
hardness es o f  the 12Cr-2Mo-Ni , 9Cr-2Mo and 9Cr-1Mo mat erials are 
tabulated in Table 9 .  For we lding condi tions typical of those 
encountered in fabrication , martens ite was the only trans formation 
product revealed during continuous coo ling . Continuous cooling to 
75 ° F  (24 ° C )  was required to determine the comp lete on-cooling 
trans formation in the 12Cr-2Mo-Ni materials . A the rmal cycle which 
cools below the preheat temperature (400 ° F  ( 205 °C)  to 75 °F (24° C) ) is 
analogous to the thermal cycle experienced by the las t pas s of a 
weld fo llowed by cooling to ambient temperature from the preheat 
temperature . For cooling rates corresponding to energy inputs 
ranging from 35 KJ/in ( 1 . 38 KJ /mm) to 150 KJ /in (5 . 9 1 KJ /mm) no 
dif ferences in Ms and Mf temperatures in the 12Cr-2Mo-Ni , 9Cr-2Mo and 
9C r-1Mo materials were observed . This is becaus e the ferrite /bainite 
"nos e"  of  the CCT diagram is at significant ly longer times than those 
encountered under typical welding conditions and as a result , only 
martensite forms on-cooling . In the 12Cr-2Mo- 3Ni , 12Cr-2Mo-1Ni , 
9Cr-2Mo-V-Nb , 9Cr-2Mo , 9Cr-1Mo-0 . 11C and 9Cr- 1Mo-O . Q6C ferrite forming 
elements (C r ,  Si and Mo ) are present in sufficient quant ity to 
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stabiliz e delta-ferrite and the final HAZ mictostructure in mart ens ite 
with varying amounts of delta-f errite .  
Continuous- cooling t rans formation behavior of 12Cr-2Mo-6Ni, 
12Cr-2Mo-3Ni and 12Cr-2Mo-1Ni . The most  striking feature of the CCT 
results shown in Table 9 is the differences in the Ms and Mf t em­
peratures for the three different 1 2Cr- 2Mo-Ni mat erials . The 
12Cr-2Mo-Ni materials differ mainly with respect to their Ni and Mn 
cont ent . The aus t enite forming influence of  Ni , Mn as we ll as other 
alloying elements  can be mathemat ically exp ressed as : 
Ni . E .  = (Ni) + (Co) + O . S (Mn) + 0 . 3 (Cu) + 30 (C) + 25 (N) ( 4-1) 
where Ni . E .  is the Ni equivalent and each element is expressed in 
weight percent . In Figure 21 the ave rage Ms and Mf temperatures for 
the three 12Cr-2Mo-Ni mat erials are shown as a func tion of their 
Ni . E .  Bas ed on the Mf temperature of the 12Cr-2Mo-1Ni material the 
anticipated Mf temperatures of the 12Cr-2Mo-6Ni and 12 Cr-2Mo-3Ni 
materials are displayed in Figure 21 . 
It  is evident that an increase in the Mn and/or Ni content 
effectively depresses both the Ms and Mf temperatures . The Mf tem­
perature of the 12Cr-2Mo- 6Ni and 12Cr-2Mo-3Ni materials is depress ed 
below the anticipated Mf temperature . In the experimental investi­
gation , no definite t rans fo rmation finish was detected on cooling to 
75 °F ( 2 4 ° C ) . The lack of a t rans format ion finish in the 12Cr-2Mo- 6Ni 
and 12Cr-2Mo- 3Ni materials suggests the retention of austenite at 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Nicke l Equivalent { N i t Cot0.5Mnt0. 3Cut 30C t 25W) 
Figure 21 . Ef fec t of t he n ic kel equiva lent on the on-c ool ing trans f o rma t i on 
t emperature of 1 2 C r-2Mo -Ni a l loys . ........ 
1..11 
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The p resence of aus tenite in the weld HAZ below 300 ° F  (150 ° C) 
would increase the HAC sus ceptibility because the hydrogen pres ent in 
austenite below this tempe rature is les s able to diffus e out of the 
HAZ . Aust enite which may be present during PWHT may : (1 )  isothermally 
thermally transform to ferrite p lus carbide , or , ( 2 )  upon coo ling to 
ambient temperature transform to " fresh" untempered martens ite . The 
presence of  ferrit e  plus carbide or untempe red mart ensite in the HAZ 
microstructure would decreas e the HAZ toughness . 
Mic rost ructure produced on continuous-cool ing of 12C r-2Mo-6Ni , 
12Cr-2Mo-3Ni and 12Cr-2Mo-1Ni . For a specific HAZ peak temperature , 
the effect of Ni on the micros tructure of the 12Cr-2Mo- 6Ni material 
is dep ic ted in Figure 22 . Nickel tends to stab ilize the gamma loop 
region of the Fe-Cr phase diagram . Thus , at a peak temperature of 
2400 ° F  (1315 °C)  only aus tenite is pres ent . Upon cooling , most of the 
aus tenit e transforms to martens ite producing the microstruc ture shown 
in Figure 2 3 . The lack of an observable trans formation finish 
sugges ts that some austenit e may be retained in the 12Cr-2Mo- 6Ni 
material . Arwidson and his co-wo rkers ( 30)  emp loyed x- ray diffract ion 
techniques to show that aust enite was in fact retained in a con­
tinuously-cooled material of a composition similar to the 12Cr-2Mo- 6Ni 
material emp loyed in this study . 
Figure 2 2  also describes the effect of Ni on the ext ent of the 
aus t enite field for the 12Cr-2Mo-3Ni material . A reduction in the Ni 
content from 6% to 3% reduces the eff ec tive size of the gamma loop . 
Fo r a 2400 °F ( 1315 ° C )  peak tempe rature two phas es (austenite plus 
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Figure 2 2 . Shif t in gamma loop wi th Ni . 
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Sour ce : Lovej oy , P . T . , "S tructure and Constitution of Wrought 
Martensit ic Stainless Steel s , " ' Handbook of Stainless 
Steels , McGraw-Hill ,  (197 7 ) . 
Figur e  23 . Photomicrograph of 12Cr-2Mo-6Ni Gleebl e  sp ecimen , 
6 0  KJ / in ( 2 . 36 KJ /mm) . OLM . 200X .  HCl-P icral .  
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delta-ferrite) are p resent and during subsequent cooling , mos t  o f  the 
aus tenite transforms to mart ensite , while the delta-ferri te is 
retained in the micros tructure (Figure 24) . Becaus e of the retention 
of del ta-ferrite in the micros tructure , the 12Cr-2Mo-3Ni material is 
softer than the 12Cr- 2Mo-6Ni material ( 3 7 6  DPH vs 409 DPH) . The lack 
of an observable t rans formation finish in the 12Cr-2Mo- 3Ni material 
suggests the presence of retained austenite in this mat erial . 
Although the transformation resul ts indicate that austenite is 
retained in the 12Cr-2Mo-6Ni and 12Cr-2Mo- 3Ni HAZ , the presence of 
aus tenite in either material was not detec ted by either opt ical 
micros copy or scanning elect ron microscopy . The lack of metallo­
graphic evidence of retained aus tenite in the 12C r-2Mo- 6Ni and 
12Cr- 2Mo-3Ni HAZ does not disput e the dilatometric results becaus e 
in mos t  s t eels , aust enit e  is only obs ervab le by quantitative 
micros copy when the amount present exceeds 15% ( 7 1) . Arwidson et al . 
(30)  showed that x-ray dif fraction t echniques were required to detect 
retained aus tenite in a material of a compos ition similar to  the 
12Cr- 2Mo-6Ni material employed in this inves t igation . It is apparent 
that more powerful metho ds of aus teni te detection such as direc t  
x-ray comparison or dark field electron mic roscopy are required to 
disclose the exis tence of aus tenite in the 12Cr-2Mo-6Ni and 
12Cr- 2Mo- 3Ni HAZ . 
A decrease in the Ni content from 3% to 1% results in a further 
reduction in the size of the gamma loop region in the Fe-Cr diagram 
shown in Figure 22 , and as a result , at a peak temperature of 2400 ° F  
Figur e  24 . Pho tomicrograph of 12Cr-2Mo-3Ni Gl eebl e sp ec imen , 
60  KJ/ in ( 2 . 3 6 KJ/mm) . OLM . 200X . HCl-Picral . 
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( 1315 ° C )  the re is mo re delta- ferrite pres ent in the 12Cr-2Mo-1Ni 
than there is in the 12C r-2Mo-3Ni . On coo ling , the de lta- f errite is 
reta ined in the microstructure (Figure 2 5 ) , and thus resul ts in a 
lowe r bulk hardnes s  (33 6  DPH) . The balance of the micros tructure in 
the 12Cr- 2M0-1Ni is ful ly ma rtens it e as evidenced by a clearly 
detectab le Ms and Mf temperature . 
Summary of the continuous-cooling trans formation behavior of 
12Cr-2Mo-Ni . The 12Cr- 2Mo- 6Ni , 12Cr- 2Mo- 3Ni and 12Cr-2Mo- 1Ni 
materials are but a subclass of the Cr-Mo family . The coarse grained 
HAZ of 12Cr- 2Mo-6Ni , 12Cr-2Mo- 3Ni and 12Cr- 2Mo- 1Ni contains marten­
s ite , del t a- f errite and poss ib ly aus tenite . S imulat ed HAZ trans ­
fo rmat ion s tudies of 12Cr-2Mo-Ni mat erials show that the on- coo ling 
t rans fo rmation temperatures in the coars e grained region are 
primarily a function of the Ni content . An increas e in the Ni con­
tent decreases both the Ms and Mf temperatures . The abs ence of a 
detectable Mf tempe rature in the 12Cr-2Mo-6Ni and 12Cr- 2Mo-3Ni 
materials suggests that aus tenite is retained in the HAZ of both 
12Cr- 2Mo-Ni materials . Additional studies utiliz ing direct x-ray 
comparison or dark field e lectron microscopy detect ion me thods are 
required to _ verify the presence of aus tenit e  in the 12Cr-2Mo-6Ni and 
12Cr- 2Mo- 3Ni HAZ . 
In the literature review on HAC , it was shown that the pres ence 
of aust enit e  in the HAZ below 300 ° F  ( 15 0 ° C)  is undesirab le because if 
aus tenite trans forms to martens ite be low 300 °F  ( 15 0 ° C ) , hydrogen is 
unable to readily diffus e out of the newly formed martens ite , thus 
• 
· � 
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., �  , •:, l 
Figure 25 . Pho tomicrograph of 12 Cr-2Mo-1Ni Gl eeble specimen , 
60 KJ / in (2 . 36 KJ /mm) . OLM . 200X . HCl-Picral . 
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enhancing the tendency for HAC . The possib le inf luence of retained 
aus tenit e on the HAC sus ceptib ility and subs equently the wel dabi lity 
of 12Cr- 2Mo- 6Ni and 12Cr- 2Mo-3Ni is cons idered in the following dis­
cussion on HAC . 
Cont inuous-cooling transformation behavior of 9Cr- 2Mo-V-Nb , 
9Cr- 2Mo , 9Cr- 1Mo-V-Nb and 9Cr-1Mo . There is no doubt that one of the 
mos t  important factors in det ermining the Ms and Mf temperatures in 
9Cr-2Mo and 9Cr-1Mo type materials is the carbon content of the 
aus tenite .  An inc rease in aus tenite carbon cont ent results in a 
decrease in the Ms 
and Mf tempe rature . During the weld cy cle , the 
aus tenit e  carbon content is a function of peak temperature , time at 
peak t emperature , prior mic rostructure and bulk ( total) carbon 
content . For the welding thermal cyc le s  employed in this investiga­
tion it was found that the micros tructure in the coarse grained HAZ 
is primari ly a funct ion of peak temperature ( delta- ferrite fo rmation) 
and aus t enit e  carbon content . 
It is poss ible to relat e t�e compos ition and coars e grained HAZ 
microstruc ture of 9Cr-2Mo and 9Cr-1Mo in terms of the Cr . E .  equation 
(Eq . 2-2 ,  p .  20) . The CR . E .  is a mathematical express ion which 
relates the ferrite and aus t enit e forming tendencies of various 
elements in a nominal 9Cr mat eri al . If the Cr . E .  is les s than 10 , 
delta-ferrite would not b e  expected . If  the Cr . E . ranges from 10 to 
12 , some delta-ferrite would be expec ted to form at elevated tem­
perature and be sufficient ly s table to be retained to room temperature . 
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If the C r . E .  �s greater than 12 , large quant ities of delta-ferrite 
would be  expected . 
A p lo t  of the average Ms and Mf temperatures vs Cr . E .  for the 
9Cr-2Mo-V-Nb , 9 Cr- 2Mo , 9 Cr-1Mo-V-Nb ( l 76) , 9Cr-1Mo- 0 . 11C and 
9Cr- 1Mo-0 . 06C  materials is shown in Figure 2 6 . The 9Cr- 1Mo-V-Nb ( l 76 )  
and 9 Cr-1Mo-0 . 06C materials included in this analysis we re part o f  
an e arlier CCT inves tigation a t  The Unive rsity o f  Tennes s ee ( 7 2 ) . 
The chromium equivalents o f  the 9Cr- 1Mo materials ( 9 Cr- 1Mo-V-Nb ( l 7 6 ) , 
9Cr-1Mo-0 . 11C and 9Cr- 1Mo-0 . 0 6C )  range from 9 to 1 2 . The Ms and Mf 
temperatures o f  the three 9Cr- 1Mo mat erials increased as the bulk 
carbon content decreas ed . For examp le , the Ms and Mf temperature for 
the 9Cr- 1Mo-0 . 11C material was 750 ° F  (400 ° C )  and . 610 ° F  ( 3 20 ° C) , 
respectively . A decreas e in carbon level to 0 . 06% results in an 
increas e in the Ms and Mf temperature to 800 ° F  ( 42 5 ° C )  and 6 30 ° F  
( 3 30 ° C ) , respectively . 
The chromium equivalents of the two 9Cr-2Mo mat erials 
( 9 Cr- 2Mo-V-Nb and 9Cr-2Mo ) range from 12 to 1 7 . The Ms and Mf tem­
pe rature o f  the 9 Cr- 2Mo-0 . 06C  material is approximately the same as 
that of the higher carbon content 9Cr-1Mo- 0 . 11C material . The M and s 
Mf t emperature for 9Cr-2Mo-V-Nb is approximately 120°F  ( 6 7 ° C )  lower 
than the Ms and Mf temperature of 9Cr-2Mo-0 . 0 6C .  The mas s ive 
amounts o f  delta-ferrite in the continuous ly-coole d micros tructure , 
offset the lower bulk carbon content and in contras t to the 9Cr- 1Mo 
materials , the Ms and Mf temperatures of the 9Cr-2Mo-V-Nb and 9 Cr- 2Mo 
materials decreas e as the bulk carbon content dec reas e . The 
Relationship Between The ChromiiiTl Equivalen t And The 
On - Cooling Transformation Temperatures Of 9Cr - 2Mo And 9Cr - 1 Mo 
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delta-f errite pres ent in the coarse grained HAZ acts to partit ion the 
carbon to the aus tenite . The carbon enrichment of the aus tenite 
result s in the lower Ms and Mf temperatures obs erved in the 
9 Cr-2Mo-V-Nb and 9Cr-2Mo . 
Microstructures produced on cont inuous-coo ling of  9Cr- 2Mo-V-Nb , 
9Cr- 2Mo , 9Cr-1Mo-V-Nb and 9Cr-1Mo . The HAZ mic ros tructure of 
9Cr- 1Mo-V-Nb (l76 ) , 9Cr-1Mo-0 . 11C and 9Cr-1Mo-0 . 06C cons ists of 
martensite and islands of delta-ferrite (Figures 2 7-29 ) and as 
expected the Ms and Mf temperatures of  the three 9Cr- 1Mo materials 
are related to the carbon content ; for example , an increas e in bulk 
carbon content results in a dec reas e in on-cooling trans fo rmat ion 
temperatures . 
The delta-f errite obs erved in the 9Cr-1Mo-0 . 11C and 9Cr- 1Mo-0 . 06C 
materials (Figures 28 and 29 )  formed in the same manner as the delta­
ferrite obse rved in the 12Cr- 2Mo- 3Ni and 12Cr-2Mo-1Ni materials 
(Figures 24 and 25 , pp . 80 and 82 ) . For the 2400 ° F  (131 5 ° C) peak tem­
perature both austenite  and delta-ferrite are present . On cooling the 
aus tenite trans fo rms to martens ite , while the delta- ferrite is 
retained in the final microstruc ture . The 9Cr-1Mo-V-Nb ( l 7 6 )  material 
is richer in aus tenit e stabilizing e lements than ferrite stabiliz ing 
elements , thus this material is fully aus tenitic at the peak tern­
perature ( 2400 °F  (1315 ° C ) ) .  On coo ling , the aus tenite complet ely 
transforms to mart ens ite producing the micros tructure shown in 
Figure 27 . 
Figure 2 7 . 
Figure 28 . 
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Photomicrograph of 9 Cr-1Mo-V-Nb ( 17 6 )  G1eeb1e sp ec imen , 
18 KJ/ in ( 0 . 71 KJ/mm) . OLM . 200X . Mod if ied Wazau ' s .  
Photomicrograph of 9Cr -1Mo-0 . 11C G1eeb1e specimen , 
1 5 0  KJ/ in ( 5 . 91 KJ/mm) . OLM . 200X .  HC1-Picra1 . 
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Figure 2 9 . Pho tomicrograph of 9Cr-1Mo-0 . 06C  G1eeb1e specimen , 
18 KJ / in (0 . 7 1 KJ/mm) . OLM . 200X . Modif ied Wa zau ' s .  
The coarse grained HAZ mictos tructure of the 9Cr-2Mo-V-Nb and 
9Cr- 2Mo materials cons is ts of massive amounts of delta-ferrite and 
martensite (Figures 30 and 31) . I t  was shown earlier that the 
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mas sive amounts of delta-ferrite influence the Ms and Mf temperature 
because the solubi lity of carb on in delta-ferrite is cons iderably 
lower than the · solubility of carbon in aus tenite and as a result , 
carbon is rej ected from the delta-ferrit e  into the aus t enite , 
increasing the carbon conc entration in the austenite . The temperature 
at which the austenit e  trans forms to mart ens ite is effectively lowered 
by carbon-enrichment . This explains why the 9Cr- 2Mo-V-Nb and 9Cr-2Mo 
materials have Ms and Mf t emperatures which are lower than those pre­
dicted by the bulk carbon content . 
The HAZ microstructure of the 9Cr- 2Mo material like that of the 
12Cr- 2Mo-Ni , 9Cr-1Mo-0 . 11C and 9Cr-1Mo-0 . 06C materials is the result 
of a peak temperature excurs ion into the delta-ferrit e  plus aus tenite 
two phas e region . The 9Cr-2Mo is richer with respect to ferrite 
forming elements than the 12Cr-2Mo-Ni , 9Cr-1}1o-O . llC and 
9Cr-1Mo-0 . 06C materials ; thus mo re delta-ferrite is retained in the 
martensite p lus delta- fe rrite HAZ mi crostructure (app roximately 30%) . 
The 9Cr- 2Mo-V-Nb is rich er with respect to ferrite forming elements 
than the 9Cr-2Mo . For the peak temperature ( 2400 °F (1315 ° C ) ) ,  the 
micros truc ture is fully ferritic . Although not detected by the 
Greeble , upon cooling , aus tenite apparent ly forms along the f errite 
grain boundaries and ext ends in a Widmans tatten fashion into the 
ferrite grains . During further cooling , the aus tenite which formed 
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Figure 30 . Pho tomicrograph of 9Cr-2Mo-V-Nb G1eeb1e specimen , 
150 KJ/in (5 . 91 KJ/mm) . OLM . 200X . HC1-Picra1 . 
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Figure 31 . Pho tomicrograph of 9Cr-2Mo G1eeb1e spec imen , 
150 KJ/in (5 . 91 KJ /mm) . OLM . 200X . HC1-Picra1 . 
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from the delta-ferrite transforms t o  acicular martens ite thus , the 
mart ensi te forms an almost continuous netwo rk along the ferrite grain 
boundaries (Figure 30) . The martens ite plus ferrite structure as 
observed in the 9Cr- 2Mo-V-Nb s imulated coars e grained HAZ is similar 
to the 1 2Cr- 2Mo HAZ microstruc ture described by Wada ( 2 8) . 
Martensite hardness determination for 9Cr-2Mo-V-Nb , 9Cr- 2Mo and 
9 Cr-1Mo-V-ND ( l 7 6 ) . The hardness of the martens ite in Cr-Mo steels 
for Cr content s ranging between 9-12% Cr is primarily a func tion of 
carbon content ( 73 ) . Partit ioning of  carbon to aus tenite and sub­
sequent enrichment of the martens ite in the 9Cr-2Mo-V-Nb and 9Cr- 2Mo 
materials should b e  accompanied  by an increas e in martens ite hardness .  
The martensi te hardness levels of the 9Cr- 2Mo-V-Nb , 9Cr-2Mo and 
9Cr-1Mo-V-Nb ( l76)  materials are shown in Figure 3 2 . The martens itic 
9Cr- 1Mo-V-Nb ( l76)  material is included in this analys is as a bas e 
line ref erence because the HAZ microstructure for a peak temperature 
of 2400 ° F  ( 1315 °C)  contains no delta-ferrit� . Although the nominal 
carbon content of the 9Cr- 2Mo material is lower than that of the 
9Cr- 1Mo-V-Nb ( l 7 6 )  material (0 . 06%C vs 0 . 08%C) , the martensite hardness 
of these two materials is approximately the same (420 DPH) . The 
similarity in the martens ite hardness of the 9Cr-2Mo and 
9Cr- 1Mo-V-Nb ( l76)  materials suggests that the 30% delta-ferrite_ 
pres ent in the 9 Cr-2Mo-V-Nb HAZ enriches the carbon content of the 
martensite to approximately the same level as the martens ite found 
in the 9Cr-1Mo-V-Nb ( l 7 6 )  material . Even though the carbon content 
of 9Cr-2Mo and 9Cr-1Mo-V-Nb ( l76)  is twice that of 9Cr-2Mo-V-Nb 
Diamond Pyramid Hardness Measurements Of The Martensi te Hadness 
. Of 
9Cr - 2Mo-V- Nb, 9Cr -2Mo and 9Cr - 1 Mo - V- Nb ( 1 76) 
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Figure 3 2 . Histogram of mar tensite hardne ss in 9Cr-2Mo-V-Nb , 
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(0 . 06%C and 0 . 08 vs 0 . 03%C) , the martens ite found in the 9Cr- 2Mo-Nb 
is harder than that found in the 9Cr-2Mo and 9Cr-1Mo-V-Nb (l 76)  
materials (440 DPH vs  420 DPH) . These data show that there is 
undoubtedly extens ive carbon enrichment of  the martens ite in the 
9Cr-2Mo-V-Nb material which follows from the presence of approximately 
80% delta-ferrite . 
Summary of the cont inuous-cooling trans fo rmation behavior of 
9Cr- 2Mo-V-Nb , 9Cr- 2Mo and 9Cr- 1Mo . Like the 12Cr-2Mo-Ni materials , 
the 9Cr- 2Mo-V-Nb , 9Cr- 2Mo and 9Cr- 1Mo materials are a sub clas s of the 
Cr-Mo s teel family . Similarly , the coars e grained HAZ of 9Cr-2Mo-V-Nb , 
9Cr-2Mo and 9Cr-1Mo contains both mart ens ite and delta-ferrite . The 
amount of delta-ferrite  present in the HAZ of  9Cr-2Mo-V-Nb , 9 Cr-2Mo 
and 9Cr-1Mo can be express ed in terms of the Cr . E .  equation . The 
Cr . E .  equation is a mathematical express ion of  the ferrite forming 
t endencies of various alloying e lements . An increas e in the Cr . E .  
reflects an increase in the amount of delta-ferrite retained in the 
HAZ micros tructure . 
The small amounts of delta-ferrite present in the HAZ of the 
9Cr-1Mo type materials has l itt le effect on the on-coo ling trans­
formation behavior .  The on- cooling trans formation temperatures in 
the 9Cr- 1Mo type materials are primarily dependent on carbon cont ent . 
An increas e in the bulk carbon content reduces the Ms and Mf 
temperature . In contras t , the on-cooling trans formation temperatures 
of the 9 Cr-2Mo-V-Nb and 9Cr- 2Mo mate rials decrease in spite of a 
decrease in the bulk carbon content . Hardness measurements of  the 
two 9Cr-2Mo materials show a level of  hardness which is �igher than 
that expected based on the res pective bulk carbon contents . The 
inc rease in hardness sugges ts an inc reas e in the martensite carb on 
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content . The increas e in the martens ite carbon content results from 
the mas sive amounts of delta-ferrite (30 to 80%) pres ent in the two 
9Cr-2Mo mat erials at elevated temperature . Carbon is rej ected into 
the surrounding aust enite during the HAZ thermal cycle becaus e of the 
low solubility of carbon in delta-fe rri te . On cooling , the carbon 
enriched aus tenite t rans forms to mart ens ite at a lower temperature 
than expected based on the bulk carbon content . 
In the lit erature review of  HAC , it was shown that a localized 
increase in the carbon content of martens ite may inc reas e the HAC 
sus ceptibility of  the martensite . The presence of a continuous ne t-
work of carbon-enriched martensite along prior delta-ferrite grain 
boundaries can result in an increase in HAC susceptibility as well 
as a decreas e in HAZ toughnes s .  The micros tructure resul ting from 
the weld HAZ exposure helps explain the HAC behavior des cribed in 
later sections . 
Continuous-Cooling Transformation Behavior Determination 
of 3Cr-1 . 5Mo and 2 l/4Cr- 1Mo 
CCT diagrams appropriate to the continuous coo ling condi tions 
encountered during arc welding of Climax 3Cr-1 . 5Mo , Lukens 
2 l/4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C and Kawasaki 2 ' 1/ 4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C are pres ented in 
Figures 33- 35 .  HAZ thermal cycles ranging from 18 KJ/in (0 . 71 KJ /mm) 
to 150 KJ/ in ( 5 . 9 1 KJ/mm) were utilized in the CCT determination . A 
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thermal cycle which simulates an electroslag weld (ESW) in a 4in 
(102mm) plate (48 volts , 75 0 amps wire speed 6 . 57 in/ s ec ( 1 6 7  in/mm) 
was employed to locate tlie position of the ferrite "nos e" in the 
Lukens 2 l/4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C mat erial . Becaus e the Lukens 
2 l/4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C , Kawasaki 2 l/4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C and Cl imax 3Cr-1 . 5Mo 
materials are similar in composition , the pos ition of the ferr it e 
"nose" in each material should oe  approximately the same � 
Continuous-cooling transformation diagrams of 3Cr-1 . 5Mo and 
2 l/ 4Cr- 1Mo . Bainite was the primary aus tenite transformation 
product observed upon cooling of the 3Cr-1 . 5Mo and 2 l/ 4Cr- 1Mo 
materials under welding conditions . From Figures 33-35 , it is 
evident that the temperatures at which the bainite trans formation 
both begins and ends increas es with decreas ing HAZ cooling rates . 
The Bs and Bf temperatures det ermined for the Kawasaki 
2 l/4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12 C  material were 20 to 60 ° F  ( 11 to 3 3 ° C) lower than 
the Bs and Bf temperatures determined for the Lukens 2 l/ 4Cr- 1Mo-0 . 12C 
material . The Kawas aki 2 l/4Cr- 1Mo-0 . 12C material is slightly 
richer in Cr , Mo and Mn than the Lukens 2 l/4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C material . 
The alloying elements C ,  C r ,  Mo and Mn act to depress the Bs and Bf 
temperatures , carbon being the mos t  potent . The lower Bs and B f 
temperatures obs erved for the Kawasaki 2 l/ 4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C mat erial may 
result from the richer alloy cont ent . 
The Bs and Bf t emperatures obs erved for the Kawasaki 
2 l/ 4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C  material are similar to the Bs and Bf temperatures 
determined for the Climax 3Cr-1 . 5Mo material . Comparing the alloy 
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contents of these two materials , the Climax 3Cr-1 . 5Mo mat erial is 
riche r in Cr , Mo and Mn ,  while the Kawasaki 2 l/4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C 
material is richer in carbon ( 0 . 08% vs 0 . 12%) . Apparently , the net 
effect of alloy content on the trans formation behavior of the 
Climax 3Cr-1 . 5Mo and Kawasaki 2 l/4Cr- 1Mo-0 . 12C materials is approxi­
mately the same because there is litt le difference in the Bs and Bf 
t emperatures . 
For comparable cooling rates , the Bs and Bf temperatures 
det ermined for the Lukens 2 l/ 4C r-1Mo-0 . 12C material are within 
±50 ° F  ( 28 ° C )  of the Bs and Bf temperatures determined for 2 l/4Cr-1Mo 
( Ishiguro et al . ( 74 ) ) . For comparab le coo ling rates , the Bs and Bf 
t emperatures determined for Climax 3Cr- 1 . 5Mo ar e wi thin ±40 ° F  ( 2 2 °C )  
of the Bs and Bf temperatures determined f o r  3Cr-1 . 5Mo (Wada e t  al . 
( 75 ) ) . 
Micros tructure produced on cont inuous cooling of 3Cr-1 . 5Mo and 
2 l/ 4Cr-1Mo . The effect of cooling rat e on the HAZ micro s tructure of 
the Climax 3Cr-1 . 5Mo , Lukens 2 l/4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C and Kawasaki 
2 l/4Cr-1Mo- 0 . 12C materials can be obs erved in Figures 36- 44 . An 
inc reas e in the energy input decreas es the cooling rate . Upon 
trans formation , slower cooling rates allow addi tional time for the 
growth of ferrit e  laths resulting in an increas e in lath spacing . The 
increas e in lath spacing results in a coars er appearance of the 
bainitic micros tructure . The coarsening of bainite at slower coo ling 
rates has also been observed in prio r trans format ion invest igations 
of 2 l/4Cr-1Mo ( 60 , 6 1) . 
Figure 36 . 
Figure 3 7 . 
Pho tomicrograph of Climax 3Cr-1 . 5Mo Gleeble spec imen , 
35 KJ/ in (1 . 38 KJ/mm) . OLM . 200X . Nital-Picral . 
Pho tomicrograph of Climax 3Cr-1 . 5Mo Gleeb1e spec imen , 
150 KJ / in (5 . 91 KJ/mm) . OL� .  200X . Nita1-Pic ra1 . 
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Figure 38 . 
Figure 39 .  
Pho tomicrograph of Lukens 2 1/ 4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12 C  G1eeb1e 
specimen , 35 KJ/ in (1 . 38 KJ /rnrn) . OLM . 200X .  Nita1-
Picra1 . 
Photomicrograph of Lukens 2 l / 4 Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C G1eeb1e 
specimen , 15 0 KJ / in ( 5 . 91 KJ/mm) . OLM . 2 00X .  Nita1-
Picra1 . 
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Figure 40 .  Pho tomicrograph of Kawasaki 2 l /4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C G1eeb1e 
specimen , 35 KJ/ in (1 . 3 8  KJ/mm) . OLM . 200X . Nita1-
Picra1 . 
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Figure 4 1 . Photomicrograph of Kawasaki 2 1/4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C G1eeb1e 
spec imen , 150 KJ/ in (5 . 91 KJ/mm) . OLM . 200X . Nita1-
Picral . 
F igur e  4 2 . 
Figure 4 3 . 
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Pho tomicrograph of Lukens 2 l/4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C  Gleeble 
spec imen , ESW . OLM . 2 00X . Nital-Picral . 
Pho tomicrograph of Lukens 2 l / 4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12 C  Gleeble 
specimen showing polygonal ferrite , ESW . OLM . S OOX . 
Nital-Pic ral . 
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Figure 44 . Scanning electron micrograph of Lukens 2 l/4Cr-1Mo-0 . 1 2C 
Gleeble specimen showing polygonal ferrite , ESW . SEM .  
lOOOX . 
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For the ESW thermal cycle , the coo ling rat e is slow enough to 
permit the formation of po lygonal ferrite along the prio r aust enite 
grain boundaries (Figures 42-44 ) . The balance of the ESW HAZ 
struc ture is coarse bainite . Fo r a cooling rate corresponding to an 
8 / 5  time of 2050 s econds , the polygonal ferrite forms at 1640°F  
--
( 8 9 5 0 C ) . The ferrite trans format ion finish was . not detected . The 
resulting small amount s of polygonal ferrite in the ESW microstructure 
(Figure 42 ) , indicates that this thermal cycle is j ust  wi thin the 
ferrite "nose" of the 2 l/4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C CCT diagram . The presence 
of  po lygonal ferrite in the microst ructure cont ributes to the 
reduct ion in hardnes s (315 DPH) observed in the ESW continuous-cooling 
transformation evaluation . 
In the literature , the weld HAZ microstructure of 3Cr-1 . 5Mo and 
2 l /4Cr-1Mo is gene rally des cribed as predominant ly baini tic or 
bainitic-martensitic . For weld energy input /coo ling condi tions which 
corres pond to those employed in actual practice , it is har d to dis-
cern the differences between mart ensite and bainite (Figures 36-4 3 ) . 
To provide a bas e line for the possible delineation of martens ite in 
3Cr- 1 . 5Mo and 2 l/4Cr-1Mo , s imulated HAZ specimens we re subj ected to 
a 2400 °F  (1315 °C) peak temperature fol lowed by helium quenching . 
Pho tomicrographs of the helium quenched HAZ specimens are shown in 
Figures 45-47 .  In general , the microstruc ture af ter hel ium quenching 
is finer than the micros t ructure corresponding to an energy input of 
35 KJ/in (1 . 38 KJ/mm) or 150 KJ / in ( 5 . 9 1 KJ/mm) . Us ing light 
microscopy it was not possib le to dist inguish any prominent 
Figure 4 5 . 
Figure 4 6 . 
Photomicrograph of Climax 3Cr-1 . 5Mo Gleeble specimen , 
helium quenched . OLM . 2 00X . Nital-Picral . 
Photomicrograph of Lukens 2 l/ 4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C  Gleeb le 
spec imen , he lium quenched . OLM . 200X . Nital-Picral . 
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Figure 47 . 
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Pho tomicrograph of Kawasaki 2 l/4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C Gleeble 
spec imen , helium quenched . OLM . 200X . Nital-Pic ral . 
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microstructural features after hel ium quenching which coul d be 
characterized as mart ens ite . Metallographic evaluat ion in the 
scanning elec tron micros cope (SEM) was required to dis cern the subtle 
changes in the on-cooling micros t ructure which were as soc iat ed with 
a change in cooling rate . 
Us ing the S EM ,  four dis tinct HAZ microstructures we re obs erved 
in the helium quenched ,  35 KJ / in ( 1 . 38 KJ/mm) , 150 KJ/ in ( 5 . 9 1 KJ /mm) 
and ESW thermal cyc le spec imens ( Figures 48-58) . These four micro­
structures can be described as : 
1 .  Acicular-lenticular (autotempe red martensite) ; 
2 .  Bainit ic- lenticular ; 
3 .  Intermediat e granular-bainitic ; 
4 .  True granular-bainitic . 
Upon he lium quenching , an acicular mic rost ruc ture is produced 
(Figures 4 8 , 52 and 5 6 ) . Large p lates of lent icular cros s-s ection 
are located b etween some of the acicular s truc tures . The presence 
of the lenticular plat es in the acicular mic rostructure p roduce a 
" roughening" effect on the HAZ microstructure . This s ame type of 
" roughening" has been obs erved in water quenched 2 l / 4Cr-1Mo and 
has been att ributed to autotempering of the f irs t large mart ensite  
plates to form ( 76 ) . The fine s t ructures within the lent icular 
plates have b een attribut ed to the precipitation of cementite during 
autotempering ( 76 , 7 7 ) . 
The s lower coo ling rate of the 35 KJ/ in ( 1 . 38 KJ /mm) thermal 
cycle produc es a conventional bainit ic micros tructure in whi ch the 
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Figure 48 . Scanning electron micrograph of Climax 3 Cr-1 . 5Mo Gleeble 
spec imen , helium quenched . SEM . lO , OOOX . 
Figure 4 9 .  Scanning elec tron micrograph o f  Climax 3Cr-1 . 5Mo Gleeble 
specimen , 35 KJ / in (1 . 38 KJ/mm) . SEM . lO , OOOX . 
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Figure 5 0 .  Scanning electron micrograph o f  Climax 3Cr-1 . 5Mo Gleeble 
specimen showing ac icular structure , 35 KJ / in (1 . 38 KJ /mm) . 
SEM .  lO , OOOX . 
Figure 5 1 . Scanning electron micrograph o f  Climax 3Cr-1 . 5Mo Gl eeble 
specimen , 150 KJ/ in (5 . 91 KJ/mm) . SEM . lO , OOOX . 
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Figure 52 . Scanning electron micrograph of  Lukens 2 l / 4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C 
Gleeble spec imen , helium quench . SEM . lO , OOOX . 
F igure 5 3 .  Scanning elec tron micrograph o f  Lukens 2 l/4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C 
Gleeble specimen , 35 KJ/ in (1 . 38 KJ/mm) . SEM .  lO , OOOX . 
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Figure 54 . Scanning electron micrograph of Lukens 2 l/4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C 
Gleeble specimen , 15 0 KJ/ in (5 . 91 KJ/mm) . SEM . lO , OOOX . 
Figure 55 . Scanning electron micrograph of Lukens 2 l/ 4Cr-1Mo-0 . 1 2C 
Gleeble specimen , ESW . S EM .  lO , OOOX . 
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Figure 5 6 .  Scanning electron micrograph o f  Lukens 2 l/4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C 
Gleeble specimen , helium quench . SEM . l O , OOOX . 
Figure 57 .  Scanning electron micrograph of Kawa saki 2 l/4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C 
Gleeble spec imen , 35 KJ/ in (1 . 38 KJ/rnrn) . SEM . lO , OOOX . 
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Figure 58 . Scanning electron micrograph of Kawasaki 2 1/4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C 
G1eeble specimen , 150  KJ/in ( 5 . 91 KJ/mm) . SEM . lO , OOOX . 
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lenticular s t ructures may s till be obs erved (Figures 49 , 53  and 5 7 ) . 
In the Climax 3Cr-1 . 5Mo s pecimen corresponding to a 35 KJ / in 
( 1 . 38 KJ /mm) energy input s cattered regions which ar e acicular­
lenticular in nature may be obs erved (Figure 50) . The ext ent of the 
ac icular s t ructures in the Climax 3Cr-1 . 5Mo 35 KJ / in ( 1 . 3 8 KJ /mm) 
simulation is less than that obs erved in the helium quenched 
specimens . 
The baini te fo rmed during the 35  KJ / in ( 1 . 38 KJ /mm) thermal 
cyc le consists of e longated discont inuous carb ide partic les prec ipi­
tated along f erri te lath boundaries . The precipitat es along the lath 
boundaries are mos t l ikely cemenit e ,  however it is pos sible that 
during continuous coo ling some ca rbon- enriche d  aus t enite does no t 
trans form as bainite ,  but is retaine d .  Sometimes this enriched 
aus t enite upon further coo ling may transform to mart ensite . 
The cooling rate for the 150 KJ/ in ( 5 . 9 1 KJ/mm) thermal cycle 
is sufficiently s low . to produce a completely bainitic micros tructure 
(Figures 51 , 54 and 5 8 ) . The elongat ed precipitates in the fully 
bainitic microstructure are irregular and no longer follow the 
distinct ive f errite lath boundaries as in the case of the conventional 
bainitic s t ructure . The precipitates for the 150 KJ /in ( 5 . 9 1 KJ /mm) 
thermal cycle take on a granular aspect . Becaus e this trans it ion 
micros tructure has attributes of both the convent ional and granular 
bainitic struc tures , it is bes t  des cribed as an int ermediate granular 
s t ructure . 
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The coars e b ainite microstructure resulting from the relatively 
s low cooling rate of the ESW thermal cycle is shown in Figure 55 . The 
prec ipitat es formed during the ESW therma l  cycle exhibit the blocky 
morphology of a true granular bainite . Hab raken and Economopoulos 
( 62 )  have shown that in 2 l/ 4Cr- IMo these b locky trans format ion 
products contain both aus tenite  and martens ite . Wada ( 63 )  has 
desc ribed such trans formation products as mart ens it e-aus t enite 
islands . 
Summary of the continuous-cooling transformat ion behavior of 
3Cr- 1 . 5Mo and 2 l/4Cr-1Mo . Unlike 12Cr-2Mo-Ni , 9Cr- 2Mo-V-Nb , 
9 Cr-2Mo and 9 Cr-1Mo , the 3Cr- 1 . 5Mo and 2 l/4Cr- 1Mo coarse grained 
HAZ trans format ion b ehavior is dependent on the HAZ coo ling rat e  
(energy input ) . Fo r cooling rat es corresponding to a weld arc 
s t rike ( 8 / 5  t = 0 . 5 3 s ec) , the HAZ s truc ture contains lent icular 
regions of t empe red mart ens ite  and acicular regions of unt empered 
mart ensite . Fo r a slower coo ling rate co rresponding to an energy 
input o f  35 KJ/ in ( 1 . 38 KJ/mm, 8 / 5  t 10 sec) , a micro s tructure 
containing lenticular martens ite and bainite is produced . A further 
decrease in the coo ling rate , to a level co rresponding to an energy 
input of 150 KJ / in ( 5 . 91 KJ/mm ,  8/5  t = 40 s ec ) , produc es a com­
pletely bainitic microstructure . An extremely s low cooling rate , 
such as that encountered in an e lectros lag weld ( 8 / 5  t = 2050 sec ) , 
produces a b locky b ainit ic microstructure which contains small regions 
of po lygonal f errite . 
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In terms of wel dability , the variat ion in the 3Cr-1 . 5Mo and 
2 l/4Cr-1Mo HAZ microstructure r esul ting from a change in cooling 
rate ( energy input)  is very important . In the literature review , it 
was explained that a bainitic HAZ microstructur e is less susceptible 
to HAC than a martensitic HAZ . In the ensuing sect ions , it will be 
shown that at an equival ent carbon content the predominantly bainitic 
microstructure produced in the 3Cr-1 . 5Mo and 2 l/4Cr-1Mo HAZ is less 
susceptible to HAC than the martensite plus f errite or mart ensite 
plus ferr ite and austenite HAZ microstructur e found in the 
12Cr-2Mo-Ni , 9Cr-2Mo-V-Nb , 9Cr-2Mo , 9Cr-2Mo and 9Cr-1Mo mat erials . 
In the following dis cuss ion on HAC , it will also be noted that any 
increase in cooling rate which increas es the likel ihood of forming 
HAZ martensite in 3Cr-1 . 5Mo or 2 l/4Cr-1Mo increases the HAC 
susceptibility . 
Stress-Relief Cracking (SRC )  Behavior of Cr-Mo Steels 
Stress-relief cracking (also called reheat cracking ) is 
intergr anular cracking in the HAZ of weldments which occurs during 
PWHT . Post-weld heat treatment involves reheating the weldment in 
order to : (1 )  temper the hardened weldment to a s trength and 
toughness level comparab le to that des igned for the s tructure ,  and 
( 2 )  reduce the residual stresses in the weld by plastic flow at 
elevat ed temperatures (creep ) . It is indeed unf ortunat e that c ertain 
steels when given a PWHT to produc e benef icial eff ects on the weld­
ment for s ervice ,  develop SRC cracks which rend er the welded 
structure unacceptab le . 
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Stres s-relief c racking results directly from the inability of a 
welded HAZ microstructure to elasticaly/plast icaly accommodate the 
strains which result from the relief of residual stresses during PWHT . 
The ab ility of a particular HAZ micros tructur e to accommodate s train 
during PWHT depends on the level of stress which is to be relieved , 
the temperatur e and composit ion . The level of stress in a welded 
structure is determined by section thickness ,  res traint , and the 
presence of notches or o ther s tress conc entrators .  In Cr-Mo steels , 
the inab ility of the microstructure to accommodate strain results 
from the carb ide precipitation reactions that strengthen the grain 
matrix and the presence of residual elements (P , As , Sb , Sn and Al ) 
which reduce the strength of the grain boundary r egions . The 
precipitat ion reactions are controlled by : (1 )  Composition--the 
pres ence of alloying elements which increase the amount of carbon 
prec ipitates formed (C , Cr , Mo and V) . ( 2 )  The weld thermal cycle-­
the fast cooling rates and high aus tent iz ing temperatures assoc iated 
with welding increase the amount of carb ide forming element s  remain­
ing in solution in the transf ormed HAZ , which during PWHT precipitat es 
as carbides . (3) Post-weld heat treatment time and temperature-­
carb ide format ion is a diffus ional process  and is therefor e t ime and 
temperature dependent . 
The obj ect of the SRC invest igat ion was to determine the ef fect 
of stress , composition , micros tructure and PWHT temperature on the 
coarse grained HAZ SRC sus ceptibility of 12Cr-2Mo-Ni , 9Cr-2Mo-V-Nb , 
9Cr-2Mo , 9Cr-1Mo , 3Cr-1 . 5Mo and 2 l/4Cr-1Mo . The coars e grained HAZ 
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was selec t ed as the main focus of the SRC evaluation b ecaus e the 
large grain s iz e  and ext ensive on-heating resolution of carb id es in 
this region results in a maximum suscept ibil ity to SRC . In this 
inves t igation , stress-rupture tests of the Gleeb le simulated HAZ 
were employed ext ensively . The stress-rupture t est has been success­
fully utilized to det ermine the SRC susc eptibility of A51 7F , SA508 
and SA5 33 ( 6 7 , 78) . 
In the s tress-rupture test method , the Gleeble is us ed to  
simulate the coarse grained HAZ associated with a HAZ peak temperatur e 
of 2400 ° F  (1315 ° C )  and an energy input of 60 KJ/in ( 2 . 36 KJ /mrn) in a 
2in (Slmm) plate at 400 ° F  ( 20 5 ° C )  preheat . Af ter the grain 
coarsening thermal cycle , a preselected tens ile stress comparable to 
the r esidual stress encountered in an actual weldment is app lied . 
The t emperature of the specimen is then increased to a PWHT t em­
perature which is representat ive of that employed in actual fabrica­
tion and the time required to rupture the sample is recorded . Af ter 
the test , the fracture surface is examined and the RA determined . 
In the stress-rupture tes t method ,  intergranular fractur e accompanied 
by a low reduction in area (RA) is associated wi th an increased 
sus ceptib ility to SRC . The stress-rupture t es t  method for SRC 
sus ceptib ility is des crib ed · in greater detail in Chapt er III . 
The results of the s tres s-rupture t ests presented in Tab le 10 
show the inf luence of stress and PWHT temperatur e on the time to 
failure , RA and fracture morphology for the Cr-Mo materials studied . 
In order to direc t ly compare the stress-rupture strength and 
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Table 10 . Summary of  S tres s -Relief Crac king Tes t Re sul t s . 
Mater ial PWHT S t ress Time to % RA  Type Frac ture 
OF ( o C) Ksi (Mpa ) Frac ture 
(min . ) 
Lukens 2 l / 4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C 1 250 680 2 2 . 4  154 4 9 . 5  13 Intergranular 
28 . 1  194 2 1 . 5  13 
34 . 6  239 1 2 . 7  17 
38 . 7  267 2 . 7  36 
1150 620 55 . 0  378 133 . 0  2 . 9  
68 . 0  468 31 . 8  1 . 7  
7 7 . 4  532 10 . 1  2 . 6  
7 7 . 4  532 9 . 3  3 . 1  
Lukens 2 l/4Cr-1Mo- 0 . 10C 1250 680 31 . 4  216 39 . 0  19 . 6  
31 . 7  218 1 2 . 4  23 : 2  
35 . 5  245 8 . 4  29 . 9  
39 . 5  2 7 2  2 . 5  29 . 5  
1150 620 64 . 8  446 53 . 0  14 . 6  
74 . 1  510 4 . 1  11 . 9  
7 5 . 0  517 11 . 0  14 . 7  
Kawasaki 2 l/4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C 1 250 680 33 . 4  230 42 . 0  21 . 5  
38 . 9  267 11 . 4  2 2 . 1  
4 7 . 0  323 4 . 3  21 . 3  
1 150 620 53 . 0  364 97 . 5  7 . 4 
67 . 0  461 11 . 5  8 . 2  
70 . 0  481 5 . 0  7 . 1  
Cl imax 3Cr- 1 . 5Mo 1250 680 39 . 5  2 7 2  34 . 0  36 
53 . 4  368 17 . 6  29 
59 . 0  407 8 . 3  27 
1150 620 76 . 6  528 121 . 0  8 . 3  
7 7 . 4  53 3 64 . 8  10 . 8  
12Cr-2Mo-6Ni 1290 7 00 33 . 0  2 2 8  150 . 0  60 Dimp l e  
35 . 8  247 37 . 3  6 9  
38 . 7  267 16 . 4  6 7  
12Cr-2Mo- 3Ni 20 . 3  140 75 . 2  7 9  
25 . 0  1 7 2  1 2 . 0  84 
35 . 0  241 0 . 5  8 7  
12Cr-2Mo-1N1 2 2 . 4  154 7 1 . 6  7 2  
2 7  . o  18 6 8 . 0  80 
29 . 3  202 4 . 6  81 
3 1 . 0  2 1 4  3 . 1  85 
9Cr-1Mo-0 . 11C 1350 730 13 . 4  9 2  4 . 1  7 5  
11 . 4  7 9  43 . 0  7 9  
8 . 1  56 184 . 0  78 
9Cr-2Mo 1320 715 15 . 0  103 40 . 5  8 9  
18 . 5 128 10 . 1  89 
20 . 5  141 2 . 7  91 
9Cr-2Mo-V-Nb 1350 7 3 0  20 . 2  139 6 7 . 0  7 7  
22 . 5 155 13 . 9  82 
24 . 4  168 9 . 3  8 1  
PWHT - Pos t weld hea t  tre a tme nt 
RA - Reduc t ion in area 
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stress-rup ture ductility of the Cr-Mo mat erials , the time to f ailur e 
and reduct ion in area values are plotted as a function of applied 
stress (Figures 5 9 , 60 and 61 ) . For equivalent times-to- fractur e ,  
the dup lex ( 12Cr- 2Mo-Ni , 9Cr-2Mo-V-Nb , 9Cr-2Mo )  and martensitic 
(9Cr-1Mo ) mat erials exhibit higher rupture ductility and lower 
rupture s trength than the bainitic mat erials ( 3Cr-1 . 5Mo and 
2 l / 4Cr- 1Mo ) . The differences between the str ess-rup ture properties 
of the duplex , martens itic and b ainitic mat erials are apparently 
related to a diff erence in the carbide precipitation reac t ion which 
occurs during PWHT . According to Baker and Nutting ( 7 7 ) , the 
carbides formed in the Bainitic materials dur ing PWHT should be 
Fe 3c and Mo2c .  The pres ence of a f ine dispers ion of coher ent Mo2c 
precipitat es strengthens the bainitic mat rix , result ing in the high 
ruptur e strength and the low rupture ductility obs erved . 
In the 2 l /4Cr-1Mo and 3Cr-1 . 5Mo the s tr engthening eff ect of 
the Mo 2c coherent precipitate is more pronounced at 1150°F ( 620 ° C )  
than a t  125 0 ° F ( 680 ° C )  a s  evidenced by the higher ruptur e s trengths 
obs erved at the lower PWHT temperature . In the duplex and 
mart ens itic materials , the maj ority of the carbides f ormed dur ing 
PWHT have b een shown to b e  large sphero idal M2 3c6 with small amounts 
of M2C and MC ( 1 , 7 3 , 79 ) . The mart ens ite matrix of the duplex and 
mart ensitic materials is no t strengthened by the p rec ipitation o f  
coars e M23c 6 p recipitat es , thus the rup ture strength o f  the duplex 
and mart ens itic materials are lower than those obs erved for the 
bainitic mat erials . 
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Evaluation of the Re lative SRC Sus ceptibility of Cr-Mo Steels 
The SRC susceptibilities of the Cr-Mo st eels examined in this 
investigation can be evaluated on the bas is of rupture duc tility or 
a rup ture strength and rupture ductility parameter . Vinckier and 
Pens e (80)  have developed the fo llowing criteria for SRC bas ed on the 
l ll 0 ° F  (60 0 ° C )  rupture ductility ( %RA) of various s teels previous ly 
subj ected to a s imulat ed HAZ cycl e :  
SRC HAZ Peak Temperature 
Susceptibi lity %AA O F  o c  
Extremely sus ceptible 5 2190 1200 
Sus ceptible 10 2 3 70 1300 
S lightly suscept ible 15 2 4 60 1350 
Not sus c eptib le 20 All peak temperatur es 
Res earchers at United States Steel have developed a s tress-rup ture 
parameter (SRP ) bas ed on both s tress-rup ture strength and stress-
rupture ductility ( 80) . The SRP is the product of the stress for a 
rupture time of 10 minutes and the corresponding reduct ion in area . 
A high value of the SRP is indicative of good stress-rupture 
s t rength and ductility , cons equently a low sus ceptibility to SRC 
would be expected . A low SRP value is indicative of poor s tress-
rupture properties and increas ed SRC susceptibility . High s trength 
martens itic s t eels wi th a SRP > 15 x 105 have been shown to exhibit 
good s tress-rupture s trength and ductility , and show a low sus cept i-
b ility to SRC . 
Relat ive SRC sus ceptibility o f  3Cr- 1 . 5Mo and 2 l / 4Cr-1Mo . The 
rupture duc t ilities of the four bainitic mat erials (Climax 3C r-1 . 5Mo , 
Lukens 2 l/4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C , Lukens 2 l / 4Cr- 1Mo-0 . 10C and 
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Kawasaki 2 l / 4Cr- 1Mo-0 . 12C)  for the 1250 ° F  (680 ° C )  PWHT range from 
13-36% RA (Figure 5 9 ) . With the excep t ion of the Climax 3Cr-1 . 5Mo 
material , the rupture ductilities of the bainitic materials decreased 
as the time to rupture increas ed . The increas e in rupture duct il ity 
with increas ed time to fracture obs erved in the Cl imax 3Cr-1 . 5Mo may 
be att ributed to the averaging o f  a coherent precipitat e ( 81) . Only 
the Lukens 2 l /4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C material exhibi ted 1250°F  ( 6 80 ° C )  PWHT 
rupture duc til ities below 20% RA which , according to the Vinckier and 
Pens e criteria , indicat es a " slight sus cept ibility" towards SRC . 
When the PWHT temperature o f  the Climax 3Cr-1 . 5Mo , 
Lukens 2 l/4Cr- 1Mo-0 . 12C , Lukens 2 l /4Cr-1Mo-0 . 10C and 
Kawasaki 2 l /4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C mate rials was reduced from 1250°F  ( 68 0 ° C )  
to 1150 °F ( 6 2 0 ° C ) , the rupture s trengths a t  equivalent times t o  
rupture inc reas ed (Figure 60) . The 1150 ° F  ( 62 0 ° C )  PWHT temperature 
corresponds to the upper realm of temperatures over which the 
strengthening eff ect of a coherent precipitate is maximiz ed ( 8 2) . 
The increas e in rupture s trength observed at 1150 ° F  ( 6 20 ° C )  PWHT is 
accompanied by a decline in rupture ductility . The decline in 
rup ture ductility may be indicative o f  an increase in SRC suscepti­
bility at 115 0 ° F  ( 6 20 ° C )  PWHT . 
The rup ture duct ilities of the Climax 3Cr-1 . 5Mo ,  
Lukens 2 l / 4Cr-1Mo-0 . 10C and Kawasaki 2 l /4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C materials at 
1150 °F ( 62 0 ° C) PWHT range from 8 to 20% RA which , according to the 
Vinckier and Pens e criteria , indicat es a " s light sus cep t ib il ity" to 
SRC . The loss in ductility· ob served in the Lukens 2 l /4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C 
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material at 1150 °F  (620 ° C )  ( 1 . 7  to 3% RA) is more subs tant ial than 
the loss in duct ility obs erved in the other three bainitic materials . 
According to the Vinckier and Pens e criteria any material exhibit ing 
a RA below 5 %  RA should be cons i dered "extremely sus ceptible" to SRC . 
Bas ed on rupture-ductility consi derations the Lukens 
2 l/4Cr- 1Mo-0 . 12C is the only bainit ic material tested which shows an 
inclination towards SRC at 1250°F  ( 6 80 ° C )  PWHT . For this PWHT tern-
perature , the Climax 3Cr-1 . 5Mo , Lukens 2 l / 4Cr-1Mo-0 . 10C and 
Kawas aki 2 l / 4Cr-1Mo- 0 . 12 C  mat erials di splay virtually no SRC 
t endency . In contrast , all four bainitic materials demons trate some 
degree of SRC sus cept ibility at 1150 °F  ( 6 20 ° C )  PWHT . The Lukens 
2 l /4Cr-1Mo-0 . 1 2C also exhib its the great est sus cep tibility to SRC 
at 1150 ° F  ( 62 0 ° C ) . The SRC susceptibility of the Climax 3Cr- 1 . 5Mo , 
Lukens 2 l / 4Cr-1Mo-0 . 1 2C and Kawasaki 2 l/4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C at 115 0 ° F  
( 6 20 ° C )  PWHT i s  approximately the same a s  the Lukens 2 l /4Cr- 1Mo- 0 . 12C 
material at 1250 ° F  ( 68 0 ° C )  PWHT . 
The SRP was employed to more clearly define the relat ive SRC 
susceptib ility of the 3Cr- 1 . 5Mo and 2 l/ 4Cr-1Mo materials . In the 
previous discuss ion , it was shown that the SRP takes into cons idera-
tion both rupture-s trength and rupture-ductility . The s t ress-rup ture 
parameters of the four bainitic materials at 1250°F  ( 6 80 ° C )  and 
1150 ° F  ( 6 20 ° C) PWHT have been calculated and are tabulated in 
Table 11 . The SRP values determined for the bainitic materials in 
4 4 this inves tigation range from 1 63 x 10 to 2 2 . 8  x 10 and are above 
4 the SRP value of 15  x 10 , below which high strength martens itic 
s t eels have been shown to b e  sus cept ib le to SRC . 
Tab le 11 . S tress-Rupture Parame t er and Index . 
Material PWHT Stress (Ksi) RA (%) 
O F ( oC )  
Climax 3Cr-1 . 5Mo 1 250 680 60 27  
Kawasaki 2 l/4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C I I  I I  41 22 
Lukens 2 l/4Cr-1Mo-0 . 10C II I I  34 25 
Lukens 2 l/4Cr-1Mo-0 . 1 2C II I I  35 19 
Climax 3Cr-1 . 5Mo 1150 620 86 20 
Lukens 2 l/4Cr-1Mo-0 . 10C I I  I I  76 13 
Kawasaki 2 l/4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C " II  68 8 
Lukens 2 l/4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C II  I I  76 3 
1Reduction in area (RA) x Stress (Ks i) for Frac ture in 10 minutes . 
2 Percentage of Climax 3Cr-1 . 5Mo s tress-rupture parameter (SRP) . 
S tress-Rupture 
4 1 Parame ter (xlO ) 
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By employing the SRP , it is poss ible to rank the cracking 
sus ceptibilities of the four bainit ic mat erials in t erms of a stress­
rupture index (SRI ) . For a fixed PWHT t emperature , the s tress­
rupture index is the s t ress-rupture parameter of each mat erial 
expres s ed as a percentage of the greatest stres s-rupture parameter . 
The s t ress-rupture index calculations are also included in Tab le 11 . 
A his togram of the SRI for each baini tic mat erial at 1250 ° F  ( 68 0 ° C )  
and 1150°F ( 6 20 °C ) PWHT i s  shown i n  Figure 6 2 . The Climax 3Cr-1 . 5Mo 
mat erial has the greates t s tress- rupture parame ter at either PWHT 
temperature , and thus is cons idered the least sus ceptib le to SRC . 
The SRP of the C limax 3Cr- 1 . 5Mo was therefo re emp loyed as a bas e 
l ine for the SRI calculations at both PWHT temperatures ( 1 250 ° F  
( 68 0 ° C )  and 1 150 °F  ( 62 0 ° C ) ) . 
Bas ed on the SRI , the Lukens 2 l /4Cr- 1Mo-0 . 12C material is the 
mo st sus c eptible to SRC at both PWHT temperatures . For 1 2 5 0 ° F  
( 6 80 ° C )  PWHT , there is litt le diff erence in the SRC sus ceptibility 
of the Lukens 2 l/ 4Cr- 1Mo-0 . 12C and Kawasaki 2 l/4Cr-1Mo-0 . 1 2C 
mat erials , however ,  at 1150 ° F  ( 620 ° C )  PWHT , the Kawasaki 
2 l / 4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C material is more susceptible to SRC than the 
Lukens 2 l/4Cr-1Mo-0 . 1 2C material . 
In order to explain the relative diff erence in the SRC 
sus ceptibility of the 3Cr-1 . 5Mo and 2 l/ 4Cr-1Mo materials , one mus t 
cons i der the two p rimary theories whi ch , in recent years , have aris en 
to explain the varied exp erimental obs ervations on SRC . The foremost 
theory is bas ed on the int ernal strengthening of grains by the 
13 1 
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format ion of a coherent precip itat e and the subsequent accumulat ion 
of st rain along weaker prior aus t enite grain boundaries . The second 
theo ry is bas ed on the segregat ion o f  emb rittling elements such as P ,  
As ,  Sn and Sb along prior aus tenit e grain boundaries which resul ts in 
the degradation of grain boundary strength . 
The SRC sus ceptib ility of the baini tic mat erials in this 
investigation can be charact eriz ed in t erms of grain matrix 
s trengthening and/or grain boundary deg radation . Among the bainit ic 
mat erials ,  there is little difference in th e bulk amount of 
embritt ling el ements pres ent ( Table 3 ,  p .  4 8 ) . The elements C ,  Mo , 
Cr , Si  and Mn have b een shown to alter the ef fect ivenes s of 
emb rittling elements which may be present ( 4 7 , 8 3 ) . The diff erences 
in SRC sus cep tibilities between the bainitic mat erial s may be related 
to diff erenc es in these nominal alloying elements . 
The relatively lower SRC sus ceptib i li ty observed in the Climax 
3Cr-1 . 5Mo can apparently be attribut ed to the comb ined ef fects o f  V 
(0 . 12%)  and Cr ( 3 . 0 2% ) . Vanadium tends to encourage the format ion of 
v4c3 carbides which like Mo 2
c carbi des are initially coher ent and 
strengthen the grain mat rix . I f  v4c 3 carbides form ins tead o f  Mo 2c ,  
Mo is free to s cavenge embritt ling elements such as P and prevent 
grain boundary embri t tlement . While V may have detrimental ef f ects 
on the SRC sus cep tib ility o f  0 . 2  to 1% chromium Cr-Mo-V s t eels (41 , 
84) , no enhanced SRC sus cep tibi lity has b een noted for Cr cont ents 
ranging from 2 . 25-2 . 9% (41 , 5 0 ) . Apparently , the amount o f  Cr pres ent 
in the Climax 3Cr-1 . 5Mo material imparts suf f icient ducti lity 
to the V s t rengthened mat rix and result s in an overall lower 
sus ceptibility to SRC . 
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The relative SRC sus ceptibilities o f  the Lukens 2 l/4Cr-1Mo-0 . 10C 
and Kawasaki 2 l/ 4Cr- 1Mo-0 . 12C materials ar e approximately the same 
at 1250 ° F  ( 6 8 0 ° C )  PWHT . The increas e in the SRC sus cep tibility of 
the Kawasaki 2 l/ 4Cr-1Mo- 0 . 12C at 115 0 ° F  ( 620 ° C )  PWHT may be related 
to the highe r carbon cont ent of this material . Carbon has a strong 
aff inity for Mo and may enhance the formation of matrix s trengthening 
Mo2c precipitates during PWHT . For the 1150 ° F  ( 6 20 ° C) PWHT , the 
grain matrix o f  the higher carbon content Kawasaki 2 l / 4Cr�1Mo-0 . 12C  
may b e  s t rengthened more than the grain matrix o f  the Lukens 
2 l/4Cr-1Mo- 0 . 12C . An increase in grain matrix strength of the 
Lukens 2 l / 4 Cr- 1Mo-0 . 12C results in an increas e in SRC sus cep tib ility . 
Among the four b ainitic mat erials t ested , the Lukens 
2 l /4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C contained the greatest propor tion of C and S i .  The 
relatively high SRC sus ceptibility obs erved in the Lukens 2 l / 4Cr-1Mo-
0 . 12C material at both PWHT temperatures (1250 °F  ( 68 0 ° C )  and 1150 °F 
( 6 2 0 °C ) ) can be poss ibly attribut ed to the comb ine d effects of the C 
and S i  present in this material . In the previous dis cus s ion ,  it  was 
shown that an increas e in the carbon cont ent encourages the format ion 
of Mo 2c carb i des which st rengthen the grain matrix and int ens �fy the 
SRC sus cep tibility . The formation of Mo 2c is enhanced by an increas e 
in the Si  content ( 83 ) . S ilicon may also act to form grain boundary 
regions whi ch are denuded of precipitat es and are therefore weaker 
than the bulk of the grain matrix ( 8 5 ) . During PWHT , s train may be 
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concentrated in the precipitate denuded zone , eventually leading to 
low ductility fracture along prior aus tenite grain boundarie s .  
Relative SRC susceptib ility of 12C r- 2Mo-Ni, 9Cr- 2Mo-V-Nb , 
9Cr- 2Mo and 9Cr- 1Mo . The rup ture-ductili ties of the duplex 
(12Cr- 2Mo-Ni , 9Cr-2Mo-V-Nb , 9Cr- 2Mo )  and martens i tic ( 9Cr-1Mo )  
materials range from 6 0  t o  90% (Figure 61 , p .  1 2 5 )  and are cons ide r­
ab ly greater than those obs erved in the 3Cr-1 . 5Mo and 2 l/4Cr-1Mo 
materials (Figures 59  and 60 , pp . 123 and 124) . The increased 
stress-rupture ductility of the duplex and martensitic materials , 
ref lec ts a decreas e in relat ive SRC susceptibility . The rupture­
ductility obs erved in the duplex and mart ens itic materials are well 
above the 20% RA level at which the Vinickier and Pense crit eria 
predicts there should be no suscep tibility to SRC . 
The difference in the SRC susceptibi lity of the duplex ,  
martensitic and bainitic materials i s  apparently related t o  the 
carbide precipitation reac tion which takes place during PWHT . It 
was shown in the earlier discuss ion , that upon PWHT , the bainitic 
materials form M2c (Mo2C )  or M4c 3 (v4
c3 ) type carb ides which are 
initially coherent and strengthen the grain matrix result ing in an 
increas e in SRC sus ceptibility . In contrast ,  upon PWHT the duplex 
and martens itic materials fo rm carbides which are predominat ely 
M2 3c 6 . The M23
c
6 
carbides found in the duplex and martensitic 
materials do not have the strengthening effect of the M2
C and M4c3 
carbides found in the bainitic materials . Becaus e of  a reduction in 
the strength of the grain interiors , the duplex and martensitic 
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materials are bet ter suited to accompany the s trains associat ed with 
PWHT , and as a result , �re less sus ceptible to SRC . The decreas ed 
grain matrix s trength of the duplex and martens itic material s is 
reflected in Figures 59 , 60 and 61  (pp . 123 , 124 and 125 ) . In order 
to produce equivalent times to rupture , lower stress levels are 
required in the duplex and martensitic materials than in the bainitic 
materials . 
Metallography and Fractography of SRC Specimens 
In the literature review , it was shown that int ergranular 
fracture was a manifestation of SRC . Fractographic and metallographic 
examinations of the fracture surfaces of the SRC specimens were con­
duc ted to substantiat e  the SRC susceptibility of the 1 2Cr-2Mo-Ni , 
9Cr-2Mo-V-Nb , 9Cr-2Mo , 9Cr-1Mo , 3Cr-1 . 5Mo and 2 l/4Cr-1Mo materials . 
Metallography and frac tography of 3Cr-1 . 5Mo and 2 l/4Cr- 1Mo SRC 
specimens . Scanning electron fractographs and optical pho tomi cro­
graphs of the 3Cr-1 . 5Mo and 2 l/4Cr-1Mo materials are shown in 
Figures 6 3- 74 . The fracture mo rpho logy of the Climax 3Cr-1 . 5Mo , 
Lukens 2 l/4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C , Lukens 2 l/4Cr- 1Mo-0 . 1 2C and Kawasaki 
2 l/4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C bainitic materials exhib its the clas sic inter­
granular brittle appearance associated with SRC . In Figures 63- 74 , 
two f racture mo des can be identified on the basis of fracture 
appearance .  In the Climax 3Cr-1 . 5Mo and Lukens 2 l/4Cr- 1Mo-0 . 12C 
specimens subj ected to  125 0 ° F  ( 680 ° C) PWHT , ductile areas can be 
obs erved along the grain boundary regions (Figures 63 and 66) . This 
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(a) 
{b ) 
Figure 63 . Frac tographs of Climax 3Cr-1 . 5Mo SRC spec imen ,  1250 ° F  
{680°C) . 59 . 0  Ksi {407 Mpa) ,  time t o  fractur e 8 . 3 min , 
27% RA .  S EM ,  (a) 200X , (b) lOOOX . 
(a )  
(b ) 
13 7 \ . 
Figure 64 . Frac tographs of Climax 3Cr-1 . 5Mo SRC spec imen , 115 0° F 
(620° C ) . 77 . 4  Ksi (533  Mpa) , time to frac ture 64 . 8  min , 
10 . 8 %  RA .  (a) SEM , 200X , (b)  Metallographic cross 
sec tion of (a)  showing secondary cracking . OIJ1 . 200X . 
Picral-Nital . 
Figure 65 . Higher magnification view of Climax 3Cr-1 . 5Mo SRC 
spec imen , 1150° F (620°C) . SEM. lOOOX . 
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(a) 
(b) 
Figure 6 6 . Fractographs of Luke ns 2 1 /4Cr-1Mo-0 . 1 2C SRC spe c imen , 
12 50 °F  ( 68 0 ° C ) . 2 2 . 4  Ks i (154 Mpa ) , time to frac ture 
4 9 . 5  min , 13% RA. SEM , (a ) 200X , (b) 1000X . 
- 14 0  
(a)  
(b) 
F igure 6 7 . Frac tographs o f  Lukens 2 1 / 4 Cr-1Mo -0 . 12 C  SRC sp ec imen , 
1150 ° F  ( 62 0 ° C ) . 7 7 . 4  Ks i ( 5 33 Mpa ) , time t o  f ra c ture 
10 . 1  min , 2 . 6% RA. (a) SEM , 200X , (b) Me ta1 lo graphic 
cross sec tion of (a ) showing sec ond ary cracking . OLM . 
200X .  P icra1 . 
Figure 68 . Higher magnif icat ion view of  Lukens 2 1 / 4Cr-1Mo-0 . 1 2C 
SRC specimen , 1 15 0 ° F  ( 6 2 0 ° C ) . S EM .  l OOOX . 
14 1 
142 . 
(a) 
(b) 
Figur e 6 9 . Fractographs o f  Lukens 2 l/4Cr-1Mo-0 . 10C SRC spec imen , 
1250°F (68 0 ° C) . 31 . 7  Ks i (218 Mpa) , time to frac ture 
12 . 4  min , 23 . 2% RA. SEM . (a) 200X ,  (b ) 1000X .  
(a )  
(b ) 
Figure 70 .  Frac tographs of 
1150°F (6 2 0 °C ) . 
11 . 0  min , 14 . 7 % 
cros s  section of 
2 00X .  Picra1 . 
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Lukens 2 1/ 4Cr-1Mo-0 . 10C SRC specimen , 
75 . 0  Ks i ( 5 17 Mpa) , time to frac ture 
RA .  (a ) SEM , 200X , ( b )  Me ta11ographic 
(a)  showing secondary cracking . OLM . 
F igure 71 . Higher magnification view of Lukens 2 1 /4Cr-1Mo-0 . 10C 
SRC specimen , 115 0 ° F  ( 620 ° C) . SEM .  1000X . 
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, 
14 5 
(b ) 
Figure 72 . Frac tographs of Kawasaki 2 1/4Cr-1Mo SRC spec imen , 1250 ° F  
(680 ° C) . 38 . 9  Ksi ( 2 6 8  Mpa) , time to frac ture 11 . 4  min , 
22 . 1% RA .  SEM , (a )  200X ,  (b )  lOOOX . 
{a) 
(b ) 
Figure 7 3 . 
14 6 
Frac tographs o f  Kawasaki 2 l/4Cr-1Mo-0 . 1 2C SRC spec imen , 
1150°F (620°C) . 70 . 0  Ks i (482 Mpa) , time to frac ture 5 . 0  
min , 7 . 1% RA .  (a)  SEM , 200X . (b)  Me tallographic cro s s  
sec tion o f  ( a) showing secondary cracking . OLM . 200X .  
Picral . 
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Figure 7 4 .  Higher magnification view of Kawa saki 2 1/4Cr-1Mo··O . l2C 
SRC spec imen , 1150°F ( 6 20°C) . SEM . lOOOX . 
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fracture mode is described as int ergranular microvoid coalescence . 
Comparing the Climax 3Cr- 1 . 5Mo (Figure 63) with the Lukens 2 l/4Cr-1Mo-
0 . 12C (Figure 66) , the Climax 3Cr-1 . 5Mo material exhib its the greatest 
proportion of grain boundary duct ility . For the lower PWHT tempera­
ture ( 1150°F ( 6 2 0 ° C ) ) ,  only the C limax 3Cr- 1 . 5Mo materia l exhibi ts 
the microvo id coalescence fracture mode (Figures 64 and 6 5 ) , whe re as 
the Lukens 2 l/4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C  exhibits a low-ductility intergranular 
fracture mode which is dominated by " smooth" int ergranular facets 
(Figures 67 and 68) . The Lukens 2 l/4Cr-1Mo-0 . 10C and Kawasaki 
2 l/4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C specimens exhib it the low ductility frac ture mode 
at both PWHT temperature� (Figures 69- 74) . 
The two distinct SRC modes observed in this investigation have 
been obs erved in 2 l / 4Cr- 1Mo by other investigators (46 , 4 7 ) . Evidence 
from these two invest igations suggest that the low-ductility int er­
granular fracture mode is ass ociated with grain boundary enrichment 
by P .  Although energy dispers ive x-ray analysis (EDAX) showed no 
evidence of P ,  Cu , S n ,  As , Sb or Al s egregation , the poss ibility of 
grain boundary embrittlement by res idual elements cannot b e  ruled 
out b ecaus e the depth of the segregate region may be less than the 
beam exci tation depth of the EDAX apparatus . Auger spectros copy is 
a t echnique potentially capable of surface analysis for grain boundary 
embritt ling elements . Clearly , an addi tional invest igat ion is 
required to adequat ely as sess the ef fect of residual grain boundary 
elements on the SRC b ehavior of the 3Cr-1 . 5Mo and 2 l/4Cr- 1Mo 
materials employed in this s tudy . 
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Hippsley and hi s co-workers (4 6 , 47 )  have shown that the cavities 
obs erved in the intergranular microvo id coales cence mode are 
nucleated on small manganes e sulphide inclus ions . It was pos s ib le to 
distinguish small particles within s ome of the cavities of the 
3C r-1 . 5Mo fracture surfaces ( Figure 75a) . The part icles are approxi­
mately 0 . 5  � in- diameter and have been ident ified by EDAX as 
mangane s e  sulphide inclus ions (Figures 75b and 75c) . While Hippsley 
has suggested that the very fine facets obs erved in Figure 66b 
(p . 139)  are nucleated around grain boundary carb ides ( 4 7 ) , the SEM 
revealed no particles wi thin the facets . Addit ional work employing 
transmis sion electron micro scopy of particles extrac ted from the 
fracture surface is necessary to ver ify the pres ence of carbides . 
Fractography of 12C r-2Mo-Ni , 9 Cr- 2Mo-V-Nb , 9Cr-2Mo and 9Cr-1Mo 
SRC spec imens . S canning ele c t ron microscope f ractographs of the 
duplex (12Cr- 2Mo-Ni , 9Cr- 2Mo-V-Nb , 9C r- 2Mo )  and martens itic ( 9Cr- 1Mo ) 
materials are shown in Figures 76- 81 . The fracture features of the 
duplex and martensitic materials are very ductile in nature and do 
not exhibi t  the brit t le SRC mo rphology observed in 3Cr-1 . 5Mo and 
2 l / 4Cr- 1Mo . The primary mo de of fracture in the duplex and 
martens itic mat erials is microvoid coales cence . The ductile fracture 
mo de in the 9 Cr- 2Mo-V-Nb , 9Cr-2Mo and 9 Cr- 1Mo (Figures 7 9- 81 )  show 
cons iderab ly larger dimp les than tho se observed in the 12Cr- 2Mo-Ni 
material ( Figures 76- 78 ) . Both equiaxed and irregular dimples are 
present in the 12Cr-2Mo- 6Ni (Figure 7 6 ) . Similar fracture features 
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(a) 
(c) 
F igure 75 . Inclus ion located within the dimple cavities of Cl imax 
3Cr-1 . 5Mo SRC specimen . (a)  SEM , lO , OOOX , ( b )  EDAX 
spectrum of inclus ion , ( c )  EDAX spectrum of reg�on 
adj acent to inclusion (as shown in (a) ) . 
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Figure 7 6 . Frac tograph of 12Cr-2Mo-6Ni SRC spec imen , 1 2 9 0 ° F  ( 7 0 0 ° C ) . 
35 . 8  Ksi ( 24 7  Mpa) , time to frac ture 37 . 3  min , 6 9% RA .  
SEM. 200X . 
Figure 7 7 . Frac tograph o f  12 Cr-2Mo-3Ni SRC spec imen , 1 2 9 0 ° F  ( 7 0 0 °C ) . 
25 . 0  Ks i (172  Mpa ) , time to frac ture 1 2 . 0  min , 84% RA .  
SEM .  200X . 
. 1 52  
Figure 78 . Fractograph of  12Cr-2Mo-1Ni SRC specimen , 1290°F  (7 00° C) . 
27 . 0  Ksi (186 Mpa) , time to fracture 8 . 0  min , 80%  RA .  
S EM .  200X . 
\1 
�..Diill._.. _.� •• � 
Figure 7 9 . Frac tograph of 9Cr-2Mo-V-Nb SRC specimen , 135 0 ° F  ( 7 30 ° C ) . 
24 . 4  Ksi (168  Mpa) , time to fracture 9 . 3  min , 81%  RA .  
S EM .  200X . 
Figure 8 0 . Frac tograph o f  9 Cr-2Mo SRC spec imen , 1350 ° F , ( 7 3 0 ° C ) . 
15 . 0  Ksi ( 103Mpa ) ,  time to frac ture 4 0 . 5  min , 8 9% RA .  
S EM .  2 00X .  
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Figure 8 1 . Fractograph o f  9Cr-1Mo-0 . 11C SRC Specimen , 1350 ° F  ( 7 3 0 ° C ) . 
11 . 4  Ksi {56 Mpa) , time to fracture 4 3 . 0  min , 7 9% RA .  
SEM .  2 00X . 
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and s imilar rupture duct ilities were observed in 9Cr-1Mo-V-Nb ( l7 6 )  
and 9 Cr-1Mo-0 . 06C when they were subj ected to the s t ress-rup ture tes t 
method (7 2) . 
Summary o f  SRC Behavior of Cr-Mo Steels 
In this investigation , the relative SRC susceptibi lity of the 
coarse grained HAZ of the dup lex (12Cr- 2MD-Ni , 9Cr-2Mo-V-Nb , 9Cr- 2Mo ) , 
martens itic ( 9Cr-1Mo ) and bainitic ( 3Cr- 1Mo and 2 l /4Cr- 1Mo ) sub­
c las s es of Cr-Mo s teels was determined .  The relative SRC sus cep ti­
bility o f  the three subclas ses of Cr-Mo s teels was based on the 
rupture- s trength , rupture duc tility and fracture mo rpho logy of s tres s­
rup ture Gleeb le s imulated HAZ SRC specimens . When subj ected to the 
s t ress -rupture Gleeb le s imulation , materials sus cep t ible to SRC 
exhib i t  rupture ductilit ies below 10% RA and disp lay an intergranular 
fracture mode . 
The SRC susceptibility o f  Climax 3C r- 1 . 5Mo , Lukens 2 l / 4Cr-1Mo-
0 . 12C , Lukens 2 l/4Cr- 1Mo-0 . 10C and Kawasaki 2 l/4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C was 
evaluated at 125 0 ° F  ( 680 ° C )  and 115 0 °F ( 62 0 ° C )  PWHT . Fo r 1250 °F  
( 680 ° C) , only the Lukens 2 l/4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C mate rial exhibi ted 
fracture features and rup ture ductilities ass oc iated wi th SRC . All 
four bainitic materials showed a sharp decreas e in rup ture-ducti lity 
when the PWHT was reduced to 1150 °F ( 620 ° C ) , indicating an increas e 
in SRC sus ceptibility . For 1150 °F  ( 6 20 ° C )  PWHT , all four bainitic 
materials exhibited the fracture mode and rupture-ductilities 
ass o ciated with SRC . The increas e in SRC sus cep tib ility at 1150 °F  
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( 62 0 ° C ) is p robably the result of an increas e in the amount of grain 
matrix strengthening ( fo rmat ion of coherent M2c (Mo2
c) type precip i­
tates ) which o ccurs at 1150 °F  (620 ° C )  PWHT . 
The s tress-rupture parameter ( SRP ) was employed to es tablish the 
relative SRC sus ceptibility of 3Cr- 1 . 5Mo and 2 l /4C r-1Mo on a material 
to material bas is . The SRP is the product of the stres s for a rupture 
t ime of 10 minutes and the corresponding reduc tion in area . A high 
value of the SRP is indicative of good s t res s-rupture st rength and 
ducti l ity , cons equent ly a low s us cept ib ility to SRC is expected . The 
SRP reveals that at 1 250 ° F  ( 680 ° C )  and 1150 °F  ( 620 ° C)  PWHT the 
Climax 3Cr-1 . 5Mo is the material leas t sus ceptible to SRC , and the 
Lukens 2 l/4Cr- 1Mo-0 . 12C is the mat erial mos t  suscep t ible to SRC . 
For both PWHT temp eratures , the relative SRC susceptibility of the 
Lukens 2 l /4C r-1Mo-0 . 10C and Kawasaki 2 l / 4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C is in the 
int ermediate range of that determined for the C limax 3Cr-1 . 5Mo and 
Lukens 2 l/4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C materials . 
It is  pos s ible to attribute the mat erial to mat erial difference 
in the relative SRC sus ceptibi lity of the 3Cr-1 . 5Mo and 2 l/4Cr-1Mo 
mat erials to the inte ract ion of elemental spec ies  which alter carb ide 
precipitation ( C ,  Cr , Mo , Si and V) and those which encourage grain 
boundary degradat ion (P , S ,  As , Sb , Al and S i ) . Any combination of 
alloying elements which increase grain matrix st rength and/or reduce 
grain boundary st rength , enhances the SRC sus ceptibility . 
Apparent ly , the Climax 3Cr-1 . 5Mo is the bainitic mat erial leas t 
sus ceptible to SRC becaus e the Cr leve l present in this material 
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imparts increased ductility to the grain matrix . It  is pos sible that 
the Lukens 2 l/ 4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C exhibits the greates t SRC sus cept ibility 
be caus e this material contains the greatest amount of C ( 0 . 12%)  and 
S i  (0 . 22%) . Carbon and S i  both encourage the fo rmation of Mo 2c 
carbides which s trengthen the grain matrix . The format ion of Mo 2c 
carbides release emb rittling elements from the grain matrix so that 
they might emb rittle the grain boundaries . In addition t o  enhancing 
carb ide formation , S i  acts to reduce the strength of the grain 
boundaries by forming regions which are denuded of precip itates . The 
total C plus Si  content of the Lukens 2 l/4Cr-1Mo-0 . 10C ( O . lOC , 
0 . 19Si)  and Kawasaki 2 l/4Cr- 1Mo-0 . 12C (0 . 12C , O . lOSi)  is less than 
the to tal C plus Si content of the Lukens 2 l/4Cr-1Mo-0 . 1 2C (0 . 12C , 
0 . 22Si) , thus the Lukens 2 l/4Cr-1Mo-0 . 10C and Kawasaki 2 l/4Cr-1Mo-
0 . 12C materials are less sus ceptible to SRC . 
The SRC susceptib ility of the dup lex ( 12Cr- 2Mo-Ni , 9Cr-2Mo-V-Nb 
and 9Cr- 2Mo ) and martensitic (9Cr- 1Mo ) sub classes of Cr-Mo steels was 
evaluated at commonly employed PWHT temperatures . The rupture 
ductilities of the duplex and martens itic materials were cons iderably 
greater than those obs erved in the bainitic mat erials ( 60 to 90% RA 
vs 1 . 7  to 36% RA) . The diff erence in the rup ture ductilities of 
thes e three classes of Cr-Mo materials is apparently related to the 
diff erence in the tempering respons e of the martens ite plus delta­
ferrite microstructure and the baini te micro structure . During PWHT , 
the bainitic materials are s trengthene d by the formation of coherent 
M4
c
3 (v4c 3) and M2
C (Mo2C) precip itates , resulting in a decreas e in 
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rupture duct ility . Only small amounts o f  matrix s trengthening 
precipat at es form in the duplex and martens itic mat erials resulting 
in an increas e in the rup ture ductility . The greater s tress-rup ture 
ductility obs erved in the dup lex and martens itic mat erials represents 
a lower S RC sus ceptibility . Fractographic examinations of the 
duplex and martens itic materials revealed no mo de of frac ture which 
would charact eriz e  the duplex and martens itic materials as being 
sus ceptib le to SRC under the welding and PWHT condi tions s imulated in 
this inves tigation . 
In the p rior dis cuss ion of CCT behavio r ,  i t  was shown that the 
trans formation behavior of Cr-Mo s teels could be cat egorized in terms 
of various sub class es of Cr-Mo st eels . From the prior discus s ion of 
SRC , it  is evident that the SRC suscep t ibility can also be categorized 
in terms o f  different sub clas s es of Cr-Mo materials . For the welding 
and PWHT conditions examined in this examination , the dup lex and 
martens itic clas s es of C r-Mo s t eels exhib i t ed no indicat ion of SRC 
sus cep tibility . In cont ras t ,  the bainitic Cr-Mo s teels disp layed 
fractographic and rupture-duc tility characteri s t ics  which describe 
them as being sus ceptible to SRC . The degree of SRC sus cep tib ility 
in the bainitic class of Cr-Mo steels was shown to b e  strongly 
inf luenced by the PWHT t emperature . 
During the cours e o f  this  inves t igat ion , an attempt was made to 
exp lain how dif ferences in compos i t ion and PWHT t emperature affect 
the SRC sus ceptibility o f  C r-Mo s t eels . The results of this 
inves t igation sugges t that composition and PWHT temperature influence 
the SRC susceptibility by : (1 )  controlling the prec ipitation 
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process , which during PWHT , strengthens the grain matrix and ( 2 )  con­
trolling the degradation process which , dur ing PWHT , weakens the 
grain boundary regions . The results of this inves tigation indicat e 
that a detailed study of the precipitation and degradation proc esses 
employing transmission microscopy and Auger surface analysis is needed 
to adequately assess the aff ect  of PWHT t emperatur e and composition 
on the SRC susceptibility of Cr-Mo steels . 
Perhaps it would also b e  wise to include a series of direc t 
weldment tests ( e . g .  Y-groove) in any subsequent SRC stud ies . A 
direc t weldment test  is a test for SRC in which the specimen to be 
examined is produced by an actual welding process . Af t er being 
subj ected to the normal PWHT , the welded specimen is examined for 
cracking . The direct weldment evaluation for SRC duplicates the 
complex interactions of stress and strain dur ing PWHT more clos ely 
than the s tr es s-rupture Gleeble simulated HAZ test  employed in this 
inves tigat ion . While the results of the stress-rup ture Gleeble 
simulated HAZ test are useful in comparing the relative SRC suscepti­
bility of Cr-Mo steels , data from actual weldment tests are more 
direc tly applicab le to actual fabrication condi tions . 
Evaluation of the Hydrogen-Assisted Cracking (HAC ) 
Sus ceptibility of Cr-Mo S t eels 
Hydrogen-assisted cracking (sometimes called cold cr acking ) is 
low temp erature (b elow 600 °F (315° C ) ) cracking which results from the 
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embrittlement of Cr-Mo s t eel HAZ ' s  by hydrogen and is a funct ion of 
micros truc ture and stress stat e . Hydrogen-assis t ed cracking (HAC ) 
occurs in the fusion zone and/or HAZ and like SRC , render s  a welded 
s tructur e unacceptable , necess itat ing repair . Hydrogen�assisted 
cracking is of ten delayed in natur e ,  occurring minutes , hours or even 
days af t er welding is complete . 
The degree of HAC susceptib il ity in a Cr-Mo st eel depends on 
hydrogen content , composition , microstructure , restraint and pr eheat . 
In Cr-Mo steels , the bainitic and/or martensit ic microstructure pro� 
duced during welding exhibits a def init e  susc ep tib ility to HAC and 
as a result , HAC is more prevalent over the ent ire range of Cr-Mo 
steels than any other form of weld cracking (hot  cracking , . SRC , 
lamellar t earing and t emper embrittlement ) .  In contras t to hot 
cracking , SRC and creep embrittlement , which are very s ens it ive to 
the residual amounts of elemental species (S , P ,  Sn , As and Al ) , HAC 
is very sens it ive to the amount of bulk alloying elements (in particu­
lar C ,  Cr , Ni , Mn and Si) . 
The obj ect of the HAC evaluat ion was to det ermine the ef fect of 
hydrogen , composit ion , microstructure , restraint and pr eheat on the 
weldab ility of Cr-Mo steels rang ing in Cr content from 2 1/4-12% . 
In this invest igat ion , the UT-Modif ied Hydrog en S ensitivity Test 
(UT-Mod HST) was employed to rank the relat ive HAC susc eptibility of 
12Cr-2Mo-Ni , 9Cr-2Mo , 9Cr- 2Mo-V-Nb , 9Cr-1Mo-V-Nb , 3Cr-1 . 5Mo and 
2 l/4Cr-1Mo . The UT-Mod HST tes t  is a variat ion of the RPI augment ed 
strain t est  ( 68 , 69 , 70)  and has shown extreme promise in evaluat ing 
the HAC susceptibility of SA508 , SA5 33 and C-Mn-S i  cas t s t eels 
( 6 7 , 8 6 ) . 
In the UT-Mod HST ,  an autog enous GTA weld is made along the 
length of a small test specimen (1 5 / 8 in x 5 / 8 in x l/8in ( 4 2mm x 
1 6mm x 3 . 2mm) ) . Hydrogen is added dir ectly to the shielding gas , 
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. saturat ing the fus ion zone . Af t er welding , the sample is  cooled to  
room t emperature and strained in a f ixtur e for which die b locks are 
available to produce nominal augmented strain levels of 1% , 2% , and 
4% . C racking suscep t ib il ity is det ermined by obs erving if cracks 
form on the specimen f ac e  st rained in t ens ion . Cracking is 
evaluated as a funct ion of pr eheat , s train and straining t emperatur e .  
For any part icular strain level , the pr eheat level f or which at 
least two tests r emain crack free f or 24 hours is d es ignated as the 
preheat requir ed to prevent cracking . The UT-Mod HST t est and its 
associated procedures are d escr ib ed in gr eater detail in Chapter III . 
It  is important to no te that the obj ect of the UT-Mod HST is to 
produc e  a relat ive ranking of HAC bas ed on strain , hydrogen cont ent , 
microstructure and pr eheat . The preheat determined by the UT-Mod HST 
is bas ed on relat ively high levels of hydr ogen (the weld fus ion zone 
is saturated) and restraint , and as a result , the preheat det ermined 
by the UT-Mod HST is cons ervat ive in natur e and is g enera lly higher 
than that commonly _ employed in welded fabrication . 
Evaluat ion of the HAC Sus c eptib ility of the 12Cr-2Mo-Ni Materials 
The UT-Mod HST results  f or the 12Cr- 2Mo- 6Ni , 12Cr- 2Mo- 3Ni and 
12Cr- 2Mo- 1Ni mater ials ar e summarized in Table 12 . The three 
Tab le 12 . Summary of UT-Mod HST Result s for 1 2Cr- 2Mo- 6Ni , 12 Cr- 2Mo-3Ni 
and 12Cr� 2Mo71 Ni . 
Ma terial Preheat Nominal Re sult 
OF ( O C )  Stra in 
--
1 2Cr- 2Mo-6Ni 7 5  ( 2 4 )  . 4% No H2 , no cracking 
1 2Cr- 2Mo-6Ni 7 5  { 2 4 )  4 %  Cra cked o n  s tra ining 
1 2Cr- 2Mo-6Ni 750 (400)  1% Cracked 8 minut e s  
1 2Cr- 2Mo- 3Ni 7 5  ( 2 4 )  4 %  N o  H2 , no cracking 
1 2Cr-2Mo- 3Ni 7 5 0  (4 00) 1% Cracked 6 minute s 
1 2Cr- 2Mo-1Ni 7 5  ( 2 4 )  • 4 % No H2
, no cracking 
1 2Cr-2Mo-1Ni 7 5  .( 2 4 )  1 %  Cracked 38 minu t e s  
1 2Cr- 2Mo-1Ni 7 5 0  {400)  1% Cracked 14 hours 
� 
"' 
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12Cr-2Mo-Ni materials exhibited delayed cracking when welded at 
750°F  (400 °C ) pr eheat and s trained at 75°F (24 ° C )  to 1% . No cracks 
were observed in the specimens welded with 100% argon (0% hydrogen) 
shielding gas and strained to 4% at 7 5 ° F  (24 ° C ) . The f ac t  that the 
specimens cracked in a delayed manner only in the presenc e of 
hydrogen demonstrates the role that hydrogen plays in the cracking 
b ehavior of the three 12Cr-2Mo-Ni materials . 
Metallographic evaluation of 12Cr- 2Mo- 6Ni , 12Cr- 2Mo- 3Ni and 
12Cr- 2Mo-1Ni UT-Mod HST specimens . A metallographic evaluation of 
the 12Cr-2Mo- 6Ni , 12Cr-2Mo-3Ni and 12Cr-2Mo- 1Ni UT-Mod HST specimens 
was undertaken to determine the eff ect of microstructur e on the 
observed cracking behavior . Photomicrographs of the UT-Mod HST 
specimens which are transverse and longitudinal to the welding 
direc tion ar e shown in Figures 82-87 . The weld fus ion zone micro­
s t ructure of the 12Cr- 2Mo-6Ni material (Figures 82 and 83 )  contains 
martens ite , ferrite and poss ibly aus tenit e ,  while the fusion zone 
of the 12 Cr- 2Mo-3Ni and 12Cr-2Mo- 1Ni mat erials (F igures 84-8 7 )  is 
predominat ely mart ensite and f err ite . 
Three dis tinct f errite morphologies can be observed in the 
fus ion zone of the three 1 2Cr- 2Mo-Ni materials . In the 12Cr-2Mo-6Ni 
material (Figures 82 and 83 ) , the ferrit e is located along prior 
solidification subboundaries . The - f errite obs ervable in the 
12Cr- 2Mo-1Ni material (Figures 86 and 8 7 )  is in the form of large 
ferrite islands surrounded by an almost continuous band of martensite .  
Figure 8 2 . 
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Transver se view of 1 2Cr-2Mo-6Ni UT-Mod HST  specimen . 
7 5 ° F  (24 ° C )  preheat . OLM . l OOX .  Modified HCl-P icral . 
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Figur e 83 . Longitudinal view o f  12Cr-2Mo-6Ni UT-Mod HST sp ecimen . 
7 5 0 ° F (4 00° C )  preheat , 1% nominal strain at 7 5 ° F  ( 24 ° C ) . 
OLM . lOOX . Modified HCl-Picral . 
F igure 84 . 
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Transver se view of 12Cr-2Mo-3Ni UT-Mod HS T specimen . 
75 °F ( 2 4 ° C )  preheat . OLM . lOOX . Modified HCl-Picral . 
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Figure 85 . Longi tudinal view of 12Cr-2Mo-3Ni. UT-Mod HST spec imen . 
750°F  (400 9 C )  preheat , 1% nominal s train at 7 5 °F (24 ° C) . 
OLM . lOOX .  Mod ified HCl-Picral . 
Figure 86 . Transver se view o f  1 2Cr-2Mo-1Ni UT-Mod HST sp ec imen . 
75 ° F  ( 24 ° C )  preheat . OLM . lOOX .  Mod ified Wa zau ' s . 
16 7  
1 68 
Figure 87 . Longitudinal view of 1 2 Cr-2Mo-1Ni UT-Mod HST specimen .  
7 5 0° F  (400° C )  preheat , 1 %  nominal strain at 75 ° F  (24 ° C ) . 
OLM . lOOX . Mod ified Wazau ' s .  
The ferrite in the 12Cr-2Mo-3Ni (Figures 84 and 85 ) exhib its an 
angular morphology . 
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The HAZ region immediat ely adj acent to the fus ion zone in the 
12Cr-2Mo-6Ni material is predominately martens it ic , while this same 
HAZ region in the 12Cr-2Mo- 3Ni and 1 2Cr- 2Mo-1Ni materials is 
martens itic /ferritic . The HAZ in the 12Cr- 2Mo-1Ni contains only 
martens ite and delta-f erri te as was evidenced by the detectable 
on-cooling transformation finish observed in the HAZ CCT evaluat ion . 
The HAZ CCT evaluation of the 12Cr-2Mo-6Ni and 12Cr-2Mo-3Ni mat erials 
sugge sts that aus tenite may be retained in the HAZ , however , no 
metal lographic evidenc e of aus tenite was obs erved in the 12Cr- 2Mo- 6Ni 
and 12Cr-2Mo-3Ni UT-Mod HST specimens . I t  was pointed out in the 
dis cuss ion on transformation behavior that aus tenite may not be 
rnetallographically detectable in the 12Cr-2Mo- 6Ni and 12Cr-2Mo-3Ni 
HAZ becaus e it is present in quantities of less than 15% . It is 
apparent that an additional inves tigat ion emp loying direct x-ray 
analysis or dark f ield electron microscopy is needed to resolve the 
presence of austenite in the weld fus ion zone and HAZ of 12Cr- 2Mo- 6Ni 
and 12Cr-2Mo- 3Ni . 
Cracks which are repres entat ive of thos e obs erved in the three 
12Cr-2Mo-Ni materials are shown in Figures 83 , 85 and 87 . In general , 
the cracks are perpendicular to the direct ion of the maximum tens ile 
stress on the surface of the specimen . The cracks traverse both the 
HAZ and fus ion zone cutting across both ferrite and mart ens it e 
regions . The transgranular nature of the cracks are characteris tic 
of HAC . 
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Summary of the relative HAC susceptibility of 12Cr-2Mo-Ni . In 
the UT-Mod HST the 12Cr-2Mo-6Ni , 12Cr- 2Mo- 3Ni and 12Cr-2Mo- 1Ni 
materials exhibited HAC cracking even at the preheat and s train con-
ditions most  favorab le to prevent HAC ( 750°F (400 ° C )  pr eheat , 1% 
nominal strain) . This type of cracking b ehavior has also been 
obs erved during the UT-Mod HST evaluat ion of 1 2Cr-2Mo-0 . 2C-V-W (HT-9 ) 
( 7 2 ) . The 12Cr-2Mo-0 . 2C-V-W mat erial is known to be very sus ceptible 
to HAC (p reheat temperatures in the range of 600 °F ( 31 5 ° C )  are 
emp loyed during fabricat ion) . It is apparent that under the con-
ditions imposed by the UT-Mod HST (high hydrogen content and high 
level of restraint ) ,  the 12Cr-2Mo-Ni materials also reflect a high 
degree of HAC susceptibility . 
The high degree of HAC susceptibi lity obs erved in the 
12Cr- 2Mo-Ni materials may be related to the on-cooling transformation 
behavior . The range of the on-coo ling trans formation in the 
12Cr-2Mo-Ni materials provides little opportunity for autotempering 
or self-duffusion of hydrogen , thus the cracking susceptibility is  
increased . This problem is  compounded for the 12Cr-2Mo-6Ni and 
12Cr- 2Mo-3Ni materials in which the Mf t emperature is below 7 5 ° F  
Evaluation of the HAC Susceptibility of the 9Cr-2Mo-V-Nb , 
9Cr-2Mo , 9Cr-1Mo-V-Nb and 9Cr- 1Mo 
The UT-Mod HST results for the 9Cr-2Mo , 9Cr-1Mo-V-Nb and 
9 Cr-1Mo materials are summarized in Figure 88 . In this f igure , the 
preheat required to prevent cracking is plotted as a function of 
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nominal augmented s train at 32 °F (0 ° C ) . S training at 3 2 ° F  ( 0 ° C )  
provides a conservative estimate of the relative HAC susceptibility . 
From the results shown in Figure 88 , it  is apparent that as the 
augmented st rain increas ed , the preheat required to prevent cracking 
· in the 9Cr-1Mo-V-Nb , 9Cr-1Mo-0 . 11C and 9Cr-1Mo-0 . 06C materials 
inc reased as well . 
The mos t  conservative estimat e  of the relative HAC susceptibility 
of the 9Cr-2Mo , 9Cr-1Mo-V-Nb and 9Cr-1Mo materials is obtained by 
comparing the level of preheat required to prevent cracking when 
strained to 4% at 3 2 °F (0° C) . Bas ed on this approach , the 
9Cr-1Mo-0 . 11 C  material c an be considered the material mos t  suscep ible 
to HAC because a preheat in excess of 750°F (400 ° C) is required to 
prevent cracking . For 4% s train , the cracking susceptibility of the 
higher Si cont ent 9Cr-1Mo-V-Nb materials (383 , 384) and the 9Cr-2Mo 
material is comparable , since a preheat of 5 70 °F (300 ° C )  is required 
to prevent cracking in both materials . The lower Si content 
9Cr-1Mo-V-Nb materials (148 , 17 6 )  require a preheat of 390 °F ( 200 ° C )  
t o  prevent cracking and thus , are less susceptible t o  cracking than 
both the higher Si content 9Cr-1Mo-V-Nb and the 9Cr- 2Mo . The 
9Cr- 1Mo-0 . 06C material is the leas t susceptible to cracking requiring 
a preheat level of 210 ° F  (100 °C)  to prevent cracking . 
The 9Cr-2Mo , 9Cr-1Mo-V-Nb , and 9Cr-1Mo mat erials exhibited no 
cracks when welded at 7 5 °F (24 ° C ) with low hydrogen ( 100% argon 
shielding gas ) and strained to 4% . This conf irms that the cracking 
behavior obs erved in these materials is hydrogen related . In contras t ,  
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after welding with 100% argon , the 9Cr-2Mo-V-Nb exhib ited cracking 
during straining to 1% at 75 ° F  (24 °C) . It is apparent that the 
9C r- 2Mo-V-Nb is more sensitive to weld cracking than the 12Cr-2Mo-Ni , 
9C r-2Mo , 9Cr-1Mo-V-Nb and 9Cr-1Mo materials evaluat ed in this 
investigation . 
Metallographic evaluation of 9Cr- 2Mo-V-Nb , 9Cr-2Mo , 9Cr- 1Mo-V-Nb 
and 9Cr-1Mo UT-Mod HST specimens . Metallographic studies of  the 
fus ion zone and HAZ of the 9Cr-2Mo-V-Nb , 9Cr- 2Mo , 9Cr-1Mo-V-Nb and 
9Cr- 1Mo were conduct ed to determine if any structural relat ionships 
exist between the susceptibility to HAC and obs ervable mi crost ructural 
variations . Photomicrographs of the UT-Mod HST specimens which are 
transverse and longitudinal to the welding direction are shown in 
Figures 89-9 8 . 
The fus ion zone of  the 9Cr- 2Mo-V-Nb material contains mass ive 
amounts of delta-ferrite (Figures 89 and 90) . The delta- ferrite 
morphology consists of large is lands surrounded by an almos t continuous 
band of martensite . The Widmans tatten morpholo.gy of the martensite 
in the fusion zone and HAZ is the result of a partial high temperatur e 
trans fo rmation of delta-ferrite to aus tenite . The aust enite present 
in the HAZ during cooling transforms to martens ite . 
A photomicrograph of  a crack repres ent ative of those observed in 
the 9Cr-2Mo-V-Nb material is shown in Figure 90 . This crack is 
primarily confined to the fus ion zone and is oriented in the 
direction of the solidificat ion subs truc ture . A crack of this nature 
would generally be attributed to hot cracking , however ,  SEM 
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Figur e  8 9 . Transver se v iew o f  9Cr-2Mo-V-Nb UT-Mod HST sp ecimen . 
7 5 °F  (24 ° C )  preheat . OLM . l OOX . Modif ied HCl-P icral . 
. ' 
. < 
� ? '"li , 
. r! . : 
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Figure 90 . Longitudinal view of 9Cr-2Mo-V-Nb UT-Mod HST specimen . 
5 7 0 ° C  (300°C)  preheat , 4 %  nominal strain at 7 5 °F (24 °C) . 
OLM. lOOX .  Mod if ied HCl-Picral . 
Figur e 91 . Transver se view of 9Cr-2Mo UT-Mod HST spec imen . 7 5 ° F  
( 24 ° C ) preheat . OLM . 100X . Mod if ied Wa zau ' s .  
17 6 
Figure 9 2 . Longitudinal view of 9Cr- 2Mo UT-Mod HST specimen . 
( 24 ° C) preheat , 2%  nominal at 7 5 ° F  (24 ° C ) . OLM . 
Modified Wazau ' s .  
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Figure 93 . Transverse view o f  9Cr-1Mo-V-Nb (176)  UT-Mod HST spec imen . 
75 °F (24 °C)  preheat . OLM . 100X . Mod ified HC1-Picra1 .  
Figur e 94 . Transver se view o f  9Cr-1Mo-V-Nb (3 94 ) UT-Mod HST spec imen . 
75 °F ( 2 4 ° C )  preheat . OLM . 100X . Mod ified HC1 -Picra1 . 
Figure 95 . 
Figure 96 . 
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Transver se view of 9Cr-1Mp-0 . 11C UT-Mod . HST specimen . 
7 5 °F (24 ° C) preheat . OLM . l OOX . Mod if ied HCl-Picral . 
Transverse view . of 9Cr-1Mo-0 . 06C  UT-Mod . HST specimen . 
75 ° F  ( 24 ° C )  preheat . OLM . lOOX . Modif ied HCl-Picral . 
Figure 9 7 . Longitudinal view o f  9Cr-1Mo-0 . 11 C  UT-Mod HST sp ec imen . 
75 °F  (24 ° C )  preheat , 4 %  nominal stra in at 75 ° F (24 ° C ) . 
OLM . lOOX . Modif ied HCl -Picral . 
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Figure 98 . 
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Longitud inal view of 9 Cr -1Mo-V-Nb ( 394 ) UT-Mod HST spec imen . 
7 5 ° F  ( 2 4 ° C )  preheat , 4 %  nominal s train at 7 5 ° F  ( 24 ° C ) . 
OLM . Modified HC l-P icral .  
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examinations revealed no indication of the presence of a liquid f i lm 
at the ·cracking t emperature (which is usually a charact eristic 
feature of a hot crack) . It is apparent that additional wo rk is 
required to discern the possible elevated temperature cracking 
phenomenon of the 9Cr-2Mo-V-Nb material . 
In the �Cr- 2Mo , 9Cr-1Mo-V-Nb and 9 Cr-1Mo materials (F igures 91-
9 8 ) , the del ta-ferrit e in the fus ion zone and P�Z immediat ely 
adj acent to the fus ion zone is angular in nature . The 9Cr-2Mo 
material contains the greates t anount of delta-ferrite . Among the 
9Cr- IMo-V-Nb materials , the higher Si content mat erial s ( 3 83 , 3 9 4 )  
contain the mo s t  delta-ferrite . There are no obvious dif f er ences in 
the amount of delta-ferrite pres ent in the standard composit ion 
9Cr- 1Mo mat erials . 
Photomicrographs which are representat ive of the type of cracks 
obs erved in the 9Cr-2Mo , 9Cr-1Mo-V-Nb and 9Cr- 1Mo materials are shown 
in Figures 9 2 ,  9 7  and 9 8 . The cracks are generally perpendicular to 
the direction of the maximum tensile s tress on the surface of the 
UT-Mod HST specimen . The cracks in the 9Cr-1Mo-V-Nb and 9Cr-1Mo 
materials travers e bo th the fus ion zone and HAZ (F igures 9 7  and 98) , 
whi le th e cracks in the 9Cr-2Mo material are limited to the fus ion 
zone (Figure 9 2 ) . The HAZ and fus ion zone cracks are generally con­
fined to the mart ens itic regions b ecaus e the angular del ta-ferrite 
tends to b lunt the c rack advanc ement ( Figure 9 9 ) . The trans granular 
cracks in the martensite regions are typ ical of HAC . 
Figure 9 9 . Photomicrograph of fusion zone crack in 9Cr-2Mo . 
( 24 ° C )  preheat , 4%  nominal strain at 75 °F  (24 ° C) . 
900X . Modif ied Nital . 
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Summary of the relative HAC susceptibility of  9Cr-2Mo-V-Nb , 
9Cr-2Mo , 9Cr-1Mo-V-Nb and 9Cr-1Mo . Based on the UT-Mod HST the 
9Cr-2Mo-V-Nb is mo re sus ceptible to HAC than the 12Cr-2Mo-Ni , 9Cr- 2Mo , 
9Cr-1Mo-V-Nb and 9Cr-1Mo materials .  The increas ed cracking suscepti­
bility of the 9Cr-2MO-V-Nb may b e  attributed to the massive amounts 
of ferrite pres ent in the fusion zone and HAZ and/or to  the almost 
continuous network of c rack sens itive , carbon-enriched martensite 
along the ferrite grain boundaries . 
For the welding conditions simulat ed by the UT-Mod HST (high 
hydrogen content , high restraint ) , the relative HAC susceptibility 
of the 9Cr-2Mo , 9Cr-1Mo-V-Nb and 9Cr- 1Mo materials is dependent on 
carbon content and delta-ferrite cont ent . An increas e in the carbon 
cont ent in the predominantly martens itic 9Cr- 2Mo , 9Cr-1Mo-V-Nb and 
9Cr- 1Mo results in an increase in HAC susceptibility as would be  
expected . For comparable carbon contents ( 0 . 06C--9 Cr-2Mo , 
9Cr- 1Mo-0 . 06C and 0 . 08C--9 Cr-1Mo-V-Nb ( 14 8 ,  176 , 38 3 and 3 94)  the 
materials containing the greatest amount of delta-f errite ( 9Cr-2Mo 
and 9Cr-1Mo-V-Nb ( 383 , 394 ) ) are the most sus cept ible to HAC . In the 
CCT evaluation , it was shown that an inc reas e in the delta-ferrite 
content increases the carbon cont ent of the martensite . The 
mart ens ite is more suscept ible to HAC as a result of an increase in 
carbon content . 
Evaluation of  the HAC Suscept ibilty of 3Cr-1 . 5Mo and 2 l / 4Cr-1Mo 
In Figure 100 , the UT-Mo d HST results for the 3Cr-1 . 5Mo and 
2 l/4Cr-1Mo are summariz ed in the same manne r as those for the 
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9Cr-2Mo , 9Cr-1Mo-V-Nb and 9Cr- 1Mo (Figure 88 , p .  171) . For 
comparison , the upper and lower limit of preheat temperatures to 
prevent cracking determined for the 9Cr- 2Mo , 9Cr-1Mo-V-Nb and 9Cr-1Mo 
materials are also included in this plot . Again , the 3 2 ° F  (0 ° C )  
s training temperature was selected t o  produce the most cons ervative 
estimate of HAC sus ceptibility . There was little change in the pre­
heat required to prevent cracking in the 3Cr-1 . 5Mo and 2 l/4Cr-1Mo 
materials as the augmented s t rain increas ed from 1% to 4% . This is 
in sharp contras t  to the increas e in preheat to prevent cracking 
obs erved over the same s train range for 9Cr-2Mo , 9Cr-1Mo-V-Nb and 
9Cr-1Mo . 
Comparing the relative HAC sus ceptibilit ies of the 3Cr-1 . 5Mo 
and 2 l/4Cr- 1Mo at 4%  nominal strain , it is apparent that the Climax 
3Cr-1 . 5Mo mat erial is the most  sus ceptible to HAC , requiring a pre­
heat of 5 70 °F ( 300 ° C) to prevent cracking . Fo r 4% strain , the HAC 
suscep tibility of the Lukens 2 l/4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C material is approxi­
mately the same as that of the Lukens 2 l/4Cr-1Mo-0 . 10C mat erial , 
both requiring a preheat of 480 °F (250 ° C) to prevent cracking . The 
Kawasaki 2 l/4Cr-1Mo-0 . 1 2C material is the material least susceptible 
to HAC , requiring a preheat of 390 °F  (200 ° C )  at 4% strain to prevent 
cracking . 
No cracking was obs erved when the 3Cr-1 . 5Mo and 2 l/ 4Cr-1Mo 
materials were welded with 100% argon and s t rained to 4% . This 
confirms that hydrogen was responsible for the cracking obs erved in 
the UT-Mod HST evaluation of thes e materials . 
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Metallographic evaluations of 3Cr- 1 . 5Mo and 2 l/4 Cr-1Mo 
UT-Mod HST specimens . Metallographic s tudies of the fus ion zone and 
HAZ of the Climax 3Cr- 1 . 5Mo , Lukens 2 l / 4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C , Lukens 
2 l /4Cr-1Mo-0 . 10C and Kawasaki 2 l/4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C  were conducted to 
discern microstructural differences which were respons ible for the 
range of HAC sus c ep t ibility observed in the 3Cr-1 . 5Mo and 2 l / 4Cr- 1Mo 
materials . Photomi crographs of the UT-Mod HST specimens which are 
transvers e and longitudinal to the welding di rection are shown in 
Figures 101-10 6 . The microstructures obs erved in the fus ion zone and 
HAZ o f  the 3Cr-1 . 5Mo and 2 l /4Cr-1Mo UT-Mod HST specimens are similar 
to those obs erved in Figures 36 , 38  and 40 (pp . 101 , 102 and 103 ) of 
the CCT HAZ t rans formation behavior evaluation . In the CCT HAZ 
trans formation inves t igation , it was shown that this type of micro­
s t ructure was a mixture of mart ensite and bainite . It was also shown 
that the HAZ of the 3Cr-1 . 5Mo was mo re likely to contain mar tensite 
than the HAZ o f  the 2 l /4Cr-1Mo . The presence of mo re martens ite in 
the HAZ of the 3Cr- 1 . 5Mo would account for the increased relat ive HAC 
sus ceptibility obs erved in the Climax 3Cr-1 . 5Mo material . 
Photomi c rographs which are repres entative of the cracks obs erved 
in the bainitic materials are shown in Figures 105 and 106 . In 
general , the cracks were perpendicular to the maximum tens ile s t res s 
direction on the st rained surface of the UT-Mod HST specimen . The 
cracks were trans granular in nature extending from the fus ion zone to 
the HAZ . The transgranular nature o f  the cracks is dis t inctive of 
HAC . Sometimes trans granular cracks which were delayed in nature were 
Figure 101 . 
Figure 102 . 
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Transver se v iew of Climax 3Cr-1 . 5Mo UT-Mod HST spec imen . 
75 ° F  ( 24 °C )  prehea t . 01}1 . lOOX . Picral-Nital . 
Transver se view of Lukens 2 l/4Cr-1Mo -0 . 1 2C UT-Mod HST 
spec imen . 75°F  ( 2 4 °C ) preheat . OLM . lOOX . Picral-Nital . 
Figure 103 . 
F igure 104 .  
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Transverse view o f  Kawasaki 2 1 /4Cr -1Mo-0 . 1 2C UT-Mod HS T 
specimen . 75 ° F  ( 24 ° C ) prehea t . OLM . lOOX . Picra 1-Nit a l . 
Tran sver se v iew o f  Lukens 2 1 / 4 Cr-1Mo-0 . 10C UT-Mod HST 
spec imen . 7 5 ° F  (2 4 ° C )  prehea t . OLM . l OOX . P icral-Ni ta 1 . 
Figure 105 . 
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Longi tud inal view o f  Climax 3Cr-1 . 5Mo UT-Mod HST spec imen . 
3 90 ° F  ( 2 00 ° C ) , 4 %  nominal strain at 7 5 ° F  (24 ° C) . OLM . 
lOOX . P icral-Ni ta l . 
Figure 106 . Longitud inal view o f  Kawasaki 2 l / 4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C 
UT-Mod HST spec imen . 3 00 ° F  (150 ° C ) , 4 %  nominal 
strain at 75 °F  (24 ° C ) . OLM .  lOOX . P icral-Nital . 
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observed parallel to the welding di rection ( centerline cracks , 
Figure 106 ) . It is pos sible that such centerline cracks init iated 
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as  a small ho tcrack , and then pro ceeded to p ropagat e along the center­
line in the p resence o f  hydrogen . 
Summary of the relative HAC suscept ibility o f  3Cr-1 . 5Mo and 
2 l/4Cr-1Mo . For the welding condit ions simulated in the UT-Mod HST 
(high hydrogen content , high res traint ) ,  the Climax 3Cr- 1 . 5Mo is 
more sus ceptible to HAC than the Lukens 2 l/4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C , Lukens 
2 l / 4Cr-1Mo-0 . 10C , and Kawasaki 2 l / 4Cr-1Mo-0 . 12C be caus e the HAZ o f  
the Climax 3Cr-1 . 5Mo material is more likely t o  contain martens ite . 
Among the three 2 l / 4Cr-1Mo materials , the preheat required to pre­
vent .cracking differs by 9 0 ° F  ( 50 ° C ) . There is no obvious corres­
pondence b etween the composition or the micros tructure of these three 
mat erials whi ch adequately explains the slight diff erence in the ir 
HAC sus ceptibility . 
Bas ed on the preheat required to prevent cracking at 4%  nominal 
s t rain in the UT-Mod HST , the relat ive HAC sus ceptibility of the 
3Cr-1 . 5Mo and 2 l/4Cr-1Mo is app roximately the same as that determined 
for the 9Cr-1Mo-V-Nb and 9Cr-2Mo . For nominal strain levels les s 
than 1% , the 9Cr-2Mo and 9 Cr-1Mo-V-Nb is less suceptible to HAC than 
the 3Cr- 1 . 5Mo and 2 l/4Cr-1Mo . It is apparent that at lower s train 
levels the martens ite/ ferrite HAZ mi crostructure of the 9Cr-2Mo and 
9Cr- 1Mo-V-Nb is les s sus cept ible to HAC than the baini te/mart ens ite 
microstructure in the 3Cr-1 . 5Mo and 2 l/4Cr-1Mo . 
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Summary o f  the HAC Susceptibility of C r-Mo S teels 
Bas ed on the forego ing results , it is pos s ible to directly 
compare the relative HAC sus ceptibi lities of the 12Cr-2Mo-Ni , 
9Cr-2Mo-V-Nb , 9Cr-1Mo-V-Nb , 9Cr-1Mo , 3Cr-1 . 5Mo and 2 l /4Cr-1Mo 
mat erials in terms o f  preheat , level of res traint and micros tructure . 
Overall , the 9Cr- 2Mo-V-Nb mat erial is the material most  susceptible 
to cracking during welding . Even under condit ions of very low 
hydrogen ( 100% argon shi elding gas ) and low res traint ( 1% ) , this 
material exhibited cracking on s t raining . The enhanced cracking 
susceptibility of the 9Cr-2Mo-V-Nb mat erial may be a result of : 
( 1) mass ive amounts of c rack s ens itive f errite pres ent in the fus ion 
zone and HAZ , ( 2 )  cont inuous netwo rk of carbon-enriched ,  crack 
s ens itive mart ensite and ( 3 )  an elevated temperature crack phenomenon . 
Whi le the 12Cr-2Mo-Ni steels are less susceptible to HAC than 
the 9Cr-2Mo-V-Nb , they are more sus ceptible to HAC than the 9Cr- 2Mo , 
9 C r-1Mo-V-Nb and 9Cr- 1Mo mat erials . All three 12Cr-2Mo-Ni materials 
cracked in a delayed manner when welded at a preheat of 7 5 0 ° F  (400 ° C )  
and s t rained 1 %  a t  75 °F ( 24 ° C ) . The dif ference i n  the HAC sus cepti­
bility o f  the 12Cr-2Mo-Ni , 9Cr- 2Mo , 9Cr-1Mo-V-Nb and 9Cr- 1Mo mat erials 
may be related to the range of their on-cooling trans f o rmation 
temperatures .  The range of the on-coo ling tempe ratures of the 
9Cr-2Mo , 9Cr-1Mo-V-Nb and 9Cr- 1Mo materials encourage autot empering 
of martensite  and promo te the diffusion . of hydrogen out of the weld 
region , both of which reduce the HAC susceptibility . In contrast ,  
the range of the on-coo ling trans formation t emperatures of the 
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12Cr- 2Mo-Ni materials are b elow those of the 9 Cr-2Mo , 9Cr-1Mo-V-Nb 
and 9 Cr-1Mo materials , providing little oppo rtunity for autotempering 
or s elf-diffusion of hydrogen . In the 12Cr-2Mo- 6Ni and 12Cr-2Mo-3Ni , 
the prob lem o f  diffus ing hydrogen out o f  the HAZ is further compounded 
by the presence of aus t enite b elow 300 °F ( 150 ° C ) . If the aus t enite 
trans forms b elow 300 °F { 150 ° C ) , there is litt le opportunity for the 
hydrogen to es cape and it saturates the newly formed martensite  which , 
in turn significantly increas es the HAC susceptib ility . 
The relative HAC sus cept ib ilities of the 9Cr-2Mo , 9Cr-1Mo-V-Nb 
and 9 Cr-1Mo mat erials are primari ly related to carbon content and 
delta-f errite content . In general , as the carbon content increases , 
the HAC susceptib ility increases as well . No benefic ial ef f ects of 
delta- f errite on the HAC sus cep tibility of the 9Cr- 2Mo , 9Cr- 1Mo-V-Nb 
and 9Cr-1Mo materials were observed , in fac t , at comparab le carbon 
contents ( 0 . 08 and 0 . 06% C ) , the mat erials containing greater amounts 
of delta-ferrite { 9C r-2Mo and 9Cr-1Mo-V-Nb ( 3 83 , 394 ) exhib ited an 
increas ed sus ceptibility to HAZ . In the CCT evaluation , it was shown 
that the p res ence of a suff ic ient amount of delta-ferrite can 
poss ibly increas e the carbon content of the martens ite which , in turn , 
results in an inc reas e in HAC sus ceptibility . 
The p reheats required to p revent HAC cracking in 3Cr-1 . 5Mo and 
2 l/4Cr-1Mo at various s t rain levels lie in the mid range of those 
determined for the 9C r- 2Mo , 9 Cr-1Mo-V-Nb and 9Cr-1Mo materials . For 
a low s train level ( 1% ) , the 3Cr- 1 . 5Mo and 2 l/4 Cr-1Mo mat erials show 
a greater HAC sus cep t ibility than the 9 Cr- 2Mo , 9 Cr-1Mo-V-Nb and 
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9Cr- 1Mo-0 . 06C materials . When the nominal s train level increas es , 
the HAC suscep t ibility o f  the baini t ic materials shows little change .  
For a nominal strain level o f  4 % , the HAC susceptibility o f  the 
3Cr- 1 . 5Mo , 2 l/ 4Cr-IMo , 9Cr- 2Mo and 9Cr-1Mo-V-Nb materials are 
approximately the same . 
The Climax 3C r- 1 . 5Mo material is more sus ceptib le to HAC than 
the three 2 l/4Cr- 1Mo materials because of its  higher alloy cont ent 
which promotes the formation of martens ite , thus increas ing HAC 
sus ceptibility . The preheat required to prevent cracking in the 
three 2 l/ 4C r- 1Mo materials differs by 9 0 ° F  ( 5 0 ° C ) . There is no 
obvious dif ferences in the composition o r  the mic rostruc ture of the 
three 2 l /4Cr- 1Mo materials which adequat ely exp lain the s light 
difference in HAC sus ceptib ility . 
In the CCT evaluat ion , it  was shown that the trans formation 
behavio r of Cr-Mo st eels could be categorized in te rms of diff erent 
sub class es of Cr-Mo s t eels ( 12Cr-2Mo-Ni , 9Cr- 2Mo and 9Cr-1Mo , 
3Cr-1 . 5Mo and 2 l/4Cr-1Mo ) . From the previous discus s ion , it is 
evident that the relative HAC susceptibility of Cr-Mo st eels can 
also be categorized in terms of the s ame subclasses of Cr-Mo s teels . 
It is apparent that the di ff erences in HAC among the Cr-Mo steels 
is directly related to diff erences in the on-coo ling trans formation 
behavior in the HAZ . 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS 
The s tudy of the weldabi lity of 12Cr-2Mo-Ni , 9Cr-2Mo-V-Nb , 
9Cr-2Mo , 9Cr-1Mo-V-Nb , 9Cr-1Mo , 3Cr-1 . 5Mo and 2 l/4Cr-1Mo has produced 
an extens ive amount o f  fundamental and pragmatic data on the trans ­
fo rmation behavio r ,  microstruc ture and weld cracking s us c eptibility 
(SRC and HAC) of the Cr-Mo s t eels . The conclus ions drawn from the 
information obtained in thi s s tudy can b e  summarized as fo l lows : 
I .  Trans format ion Behavior . 
A .  Transformat ion behavior of 12Cr-2Mo-Ni . 
1 .  The coarse grained HAZ micros tructure of 12Cr-2Mo- 6Ni 
is p redominantly martens ite . Unde r commonly 
emp loyed welding conditions , the HAZ micro structure 
is independent of the cooling rate . 
2 .  The coars e grained HAZ micros tructure of 12Cr-2Mo-3Ni 
and 12Cr-2Mo- 1Ni is predominant ly martens ite  and 
del ta-f errite . Under commonly employed welding con­
di tions , the HAZ microstructure is  indep endent of 
the coo ling rate . 
3 .  The abs ence of a detectable Mf temperature for the 
· 12Cr- 2Mo-6Ni and 1 2Cr- 2Mo-3Ni materials suggests  
that aus tenite may be retained in  the HAZ at amb ient 
temperature . 
1 9 6  
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B .  Transformation behavior of 9Cr-2Mo-V-Nb , 9Cr-2Mo , 
9Cr-1Mo-V-Nb , and 9 C r-1Mo . 
1 .  The coarse grained HAZ of 9 C r-2Mo-V-Nb , 9Cr-2Mo , 
9 C r-1Mo-V-Nb , and 9 Cr-1Mo contains martens ite and 
delta-ferrite . The HAZ micros t ructure is independent 
of the cooling rate for the common welding conditions 
inves tigated . 
2 .  The amount of delta- f errite p resent in the HAZ 
depends on the Cr . E .  An increas e in the C r . E .  
results in an inc rease in the amount of delta- ferrite 
retained in the HAZ mic rostructure . 
3 .  In the 9 Cr-2Mo-V-Nb , 9Cr- 2Mo , 9Cr-1Mo-V-Nb and 
9Cr- 1Mo materials , the M and Mf temperatures of the s 
coars e grained HAZ range from 760 ° F  to 540°F  (405 ° C  
t o  2 8 0 ° C )  and are higher than tho se  obs erved for the 
12Cr-2Mo-Ni alloys . 
4 .  The HAZ Ms and Mf temperatures of the 9Cr- 1Mo 
materials , which contain less than 10% delta-ferrite , 
are primarily dependent on the carbon content . An 
increas e in the carbon content reduces the Ms and Mf 
temperature .  
5 .  In the 9Cr- 2Mo materials the transformation b ehavio r 
is influenced by the presence of more than 30% delta­
ferrite . The M
s 
and M
f 
temperatures of the 9 Cr- 2Mo 
materials are lower than expected for the respective 
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bulk carbon contents . Apparent ly , in the 
9Cr- 2Mo-V-Nb and 9Cr-2Mo materials delta-ferrite  is 
p resent in sufficient quant ities to part i t ion carbon 
into the surrounding martensite , thus reducing the 
M8 and Mf temp eratures . 
6 .  The martensi te hardnes s  in the 9Cr-2Mo-V-Nb and 
9Cr-2Mo is higher 'than the martensite  hardness in 
the higher carbon 9Cr-1Mo material becaus e of this 
aforementioned par titioning . 
C .  Trans formation behavior of 3Cr-1 . 5Mo and 2 l / 4Cr-1Mo . 
1 .  The Bs and Bf temperatures in 2 l /4Cr-1Mo vary wi th 
nominal alloy content . The Kawasaki 2 l / 4Cr- 1Mo -0 . 12 C  
materi al , which is sl ightly richer i n  C ,  Cr , Mo and 
Mn ,  exhibits the lowe s t  Bs and Bf temperatures o f  
the three 2 l /4Cr-1Mo materials investigated . The 
Bs and Bf temperatures obs erved in the 3C r-1 . 5Mo 
mat erial are s imilar to the B s and Bf temperatures 
of the Kawasaki 2 l /4Cr-1Mo-0 . 1 2C mat erial . 
2 .  The Bs and Bf temperatures o f  the coars e grained HAZ 
in 3Cr- 1 . 5Mo and 2 l/4Cr-1Mo is dependen t on the 
cooling rate . A decreas e in the cooling rate results  
in an inc rease in the Bs and Bf temperatures . 
3 .  A decreas e in the HAZ coo ling rat e in the 3Cr- 1 . 5Mo 
and 2 l / 4Cr-1Mo mat erials produces a micros tructure 
which cons ists of : ( 1 )  A mixture of aci cular 
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martens ite and lenticular autotempered martens ite . 
(2) A mixture of  lenticular martens ite and bainite 
consisting of elongated , dis continuous carbide 
particles . (3 )  A fully bainitic structure composed 
of irregular carbide particles . (4 )  A mixture of 
polygonal ferrite and bainite composed of  blocky 
carbide particles . 
4 .  The 3Cr-1 . 5Mo HAZ micro structure is more likely to 
contain martens ite than the 2 l/4Cr-1Mo HAZ 
microstructure . 
II . Sus ceptib ility to SRC . 
A .  SRC sus ceptibility o f  3Cr- 1 . 5Mo and 2 l/4Cr- 1Mo . 
1 .  The 3Cr-1 . 5Mo is less sus ceptible to S RC than 
2 l/ 4Cr- 1Mo . 
2 .  Both 3Cr-1 . 5Mo and 2 l/4Cr-1Mo are more susceptible 
to S RC at  the· 1150 ° F  ( 620 ° C) PWHT than at the 
1 25 0 ° F  ( 6 8 0 ° C )  PWHT . 
3 .  An increase in the Si or  C content increas es the SRC 
suscep tibility of 2 1 / 4Cr-1Mo . 
4 .  Based on s tress-rupture s trength and s tress-rupture 
duc tility , the 3Cr- 1 . 5Mo and 2 l/4Cr-1Mo materials 
are les s susceptib le to SRC than the martens itic 
high s trength s t eels examined in a previous 
investigation . 
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5 .  The SRC f racture mode of 3Cr- 1 . 5Mo and 2 l/4Cr-1Mo 
often exhib its micro-duct ility assoc iat ed with the 
intergranular fracture which is similar to that 
obs erved in a previous investigation . 
B .  SRC sus ceptibi lity o f  12Cr- 2Mo-Ni , 9Cr-2Mo-V-Nb , 
9Cr- 2Mo , 9C r-1Mo-V-Nb and 9Cr-1Mo . 
1 .  Based on s t ress  rupture duc tility and fractographic 
examinations , the 12Cr- 2Mo-Ni , 9 C r-2Mo-V-Nb , 
9Cr- 2Mo , 9Cr- 1Mo-V-Nb and 9Cr- 1Mo materials should 
not be sus ceptible to SRC when normal PHWT tem­
peratures are emp loyed . 
III . Sus ceptibility to HAC ; 
A .  HAC sus ceptibility of 12Cr-2Mo-Ni , 9Cr-2Mo-V-Nb , 
9Cr-2Mo , 9Cr- 1Mo-V-Nb and 9Cr-1Mo . 
1 .  The 9Cr-2Mo-V-Nb is the material most  susceptible 
to HAC . 
2 .  The 12Cr- 2Mo-Ni materials are mo re sus cep tible to 
HAC than the 9Cr- 1Mo-V-Nb and 9C r-1Mo materials 
becaus e the aus t enite trans forms to martensite at 
a lower temperature . Hydrogen has a reduced 
ability to diffus e  away from the HAZ at the lower 
t rans formation temperature , increasing the HAC 
sus ceptibility . 
3 .  The HAC sus cept ibility of the 9Cr- 2Mo , 9Cr- 1Mo-V-Nb 
and 9Cr- 1Mo is dependent on carbon content and 
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delta-ferrite content . An increase in the carbon 
cont ent results in an increase in HAC sus ceptibility . 
The materials containing mo re delta- ferrite are mo re 
susceptible to HAC becaus e the delta-ferrite 
partit ions carbon to the mart ensite . 
B .  HAC susceptibility of 3Cr-1 . 5Mo and 2 l/4Cr- 1Mo � 
1 .  The 3Cr-1 . 5Mo material is more susceptible to HAC 
than the 2 l / 4Cr-1Mo because of the increased 
tendency to form martensite in the HAZ . 
2 .  · An increase in the level of simulated restraint · 
result s  in little change in the HAC sus ceptibility 
of 3Cr-1 . 5Mo and 2 l/4Cr-1Mo . 
3 .  For high levels of simulat ed rest raint ( 2% and 4% 
augmented strain ,  the HAC sus ceptib ility of 
3Cr- 1 . 5Mo and 2 l/ 4Cr-1Mo is app roximately the same 
as the 9Cr-2Mo and 9Cr-1Mo-V-Nb . 
4 .  For lower levels of simulated res traint ( 1% aug­
ment ed strain) , the HAC sus ceptibility of the 
3Cr-1 . 5Mo and 2 l/4Cr- 1Mo is greater than that of 
9Cr- 2Mo and 9Cr- 1Mo-V-Nb . 
5 .  The 2 l/ 4Cr- 1Mo material is les s susceptible to HAC 
than the 9 Cr-1Mo material at an equivalent carbon 
content . 
6 .  There is currently no adequat e explanat ion for the 
slight differences obs erved in the HAC susceptibility 
of the 2 l/ 4Cr-1Mo mat erials evaluated . 
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